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Letter of Transmittal
To the t?on~te.s-.~ofthe United States:
In compliance with the pro-risions of the .kct of Wrch 3, 1915, estab-
lishing the ~Tational .%cl-riser-y (’ornmittee for Aeronautics, ~ transmit
here-with the Thirty -thircl .$mual Report of the (krcuuittee co~-ering
the fkc:~l ~ear enclecl Jnne 30, 1947.
HMUIY S. TRGMAN.
THE WHITE HOUSE,
FEBRUARY 25:1948.
v

Letter of %bmittal
&TATIOX-ALAJYTISORYCOMXITTEE FOR&ZRO>+AUTTCS2
TVos-hington, D. t?., February 20,19.$9.
DEAR MR. PR&IDEXT: In compliance with the provisions of the act of
Congress approved March :3, 1915 (U. fl C. Title 49, %x. 243),1 ba~e
the honor to subrctit herewith the Tltirty-thircl .$uu.tual Report of be
hTational .icl-riscxy Committee for .Aeronauties covering the f&al year
1947.
TILe Committee’s activities reflect the fact that aerontiuticzl wience
is still unclergoin~ a technical revolution -which started clurin~ World
War II with the ad-rent of new- nteans of aircraft propulsion. The
new developments assure stticient power to achieve flight of piloted
aircraft at supersonic speecls. Extensive scientific resewch is neces-
s:~r~ to de~e]op fil]]~ the possibilities of SUCI-Lnevr engines as the turbo
propeller. the turbo;et, the ram jet, ancl the rocket. concurrent with
their cle-relopment, it appears that basically new shapes of airplanes
may be required for safe ancl efficient flight nt supersonic spee&.
Wings must be thinner, stronger, and lighter, znd probably must be
swept back sharply so that in plan form they may resemble arrows.
Tlte stability attd control of such aircraft at supersonic speek and at
low speecls necessary for take-off and landing present -whole new fielcls
for scientific research.
The recent trend of w-orId e~ents makes it increasingly evident that
the efforts of the United States to promote peace -will be strengthened
by leadership in air power. Air power requires an air force in being,
supported by an aclequate aircraft industry, with constant progress
built upon the founclat ion of xdvanced scientific research.
~eac~ership in research, essential to supremacy in the air, can be
attainecl by my nation -willing to make the effort. We mnst make
whatever eflort is necessary to assure that leadership tor the lJnitecl
Sttites.
Respeetfn]]y submittecl.
JEROME C. ~UXSAKER,
Chairman.
THE PRESIDEA~,
The Thife Rome, Washington, D. (7.
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GEORGE W. LEWIS
RESEARCH CONSULTANT TO THE COMMITTEE AND PAST DIRECTOR OF
AERONAUTICAL RESEARC3-I
m. Gorge ‘w. Lewis
Past Director of Aeronautical Research
IMective September 1, 1947, Dr. (leorge W. Lewis
reskmxl as Director of Aerormlntical Research and -was
appointed Research Consultant to the Committee. He
was succeeded as Director of Aeronautiml Resecu-ch by
Dr. Hugh L. Dryclem formerly Associxte Director of the
A’at ional Bureau of Standzrds.
Dr. Lewis assumed the direction of the Committee’s
research activities in 1919 with the title Executive Of!-
ficer. and in 1924 he was appointed Director of .lero-
nauticll Researeh. He -was awarded the Daniel Gug-
genheim Medal in 19:36 for ‘:outshlnding succew in the
clhxction of aeronautictil research and for the cle-relop-
ment of original equipment ancl methock-’ In 1937
he was appointed by Presic]ent Roose~elt as plenipoterL-
tiary dele@e of the tJnitecl states to the lnter-.&nleri-
can Technical .&viation Conference in ulna. l?eru. EIe
clelivered the Wilbur Wright Nemori~l Lecture before
the Royal .~eronflutical Swiety in London in 193$Jon
the subject, (Some Moclern Methods of Research in the
Problems of Fli.ght.s’ He wzis aw-wxlecl the Spirit of
1St. Louis ledal of the. American Society of Mechanical
Engineers in 1945. He has been active in scientific aIid
engineering societies, and has served orL a number of
boards of award for aerona~itical medals. contests. and
trophies. He k been honored by election to the
A’ational Academy of Sciences. by the a-warcl of two
(Iegrees of Docto~ of Engineering, zncl by a Life Mem-
bership in the National .%eronaut ic .$.ssociat ion. He
served as an otlicial emissary of the United States Gov-
ernment in inspecting aeronautical research activities in
various European countri~=l nottibly Germ:lnY and
Russia, before the war.
.
At a meeting of the A’A.CA. Execiitire Committee heId
on ~ugust 11. 1947, zt -which the resignation of Dr.
Lewis as Director of Aercma[ltica] Research was an-
nounced, the members un:lnirnciusIy aclopted the follow-
ing te~tfionial :
DOCTORGEORGEWILLIAM LEWIS
DLRECTOROF .KRUS-AGTICALF.ESEARCF3
E6?.q07[!~(~,ThZt the members of the ~Tarional A.d-
visol~ Committee for Aeronautics C1Oaclopt and.
appro~e the following tribute to Doctor Lewis.
Since Xovember 19L9. Doctor U-wis hzs &-eeted
the activities of the Committee in the exercise of
its prescribed function to %nperrise ancl direct
the scientific study of the problems of flight with
a -rie-w to their practical solution.): He entered
the service of the Committee a -year after the Ar-
mistice of ~or]c~ war 1, :It a time when the organiz-
ation had only one small wincl tunnel and a staff
of 43 emplo~ees, and at a time -when the peopIe
generally felt that “the mar to encl wars” had been
won, and clisannarnent was the national policy. M
that time the major Eimopean nations hacl sur-
passed the united states in contributions to aero-
nautical science, citil and commercial ~tiation
-were virtually non-existent? ancl the potential mHi-
tary significance of aircraft. had been barely
dernonst rated.
With grent executive and professional ability,
-with patience ancl unclerstanding, Dr. ll+wis has
~~pired youn~ physicisti<t eL@IeeH: arid mzltl~e-
maticians entering the Committee’s service, and lms
developed a research staff of outstanding techniczl
competence numbering to elate about 6,000 em-
ployees, kcIuding many I’fXOgLIiZE?C~kdH5 h
specialized branches of aeronnutiml science. He
developed the Committee% three major research
stations with a phmt value of aboLLt 90 million dol-
lars. With broacl vision of the growing research
needs of a-i-k ttion and ~ith h@ professiouxl
courage, he pioneered in the design rmd construc-
tion of novel reseorch ecpiipment and is responsible
for the int rocluct ion of new methods of flight re-
search ancl for the original use of -iariable clensity
-wind tunnels, full-scale wind tunnels, refrigerated
wind tunnels, free-flight mind tunnels, gust tunnelsl
ancl high+peecl mind tunnels. He also pioneered
h the clesi=gmancl construction of new facilities for
propeller resezrch, seaplane research, strtieturzl
research, ancl power plant research.
Under his itlspiri~a kaclership. the Committee’s
research organization has m-oLLtile com&dence and
respect of the militnry sertices, of the aircraft in-
dustry, ancl of the aeronautical -worIcl, and macle
-wientific zinc~ technicfil contributions of inestim-
able vaIue to the national security.
We are part ieulnrly happy tl~at Dr. Lewis -rrKi be
able to continue hk in%-aluab]e advice and assistance
as Research ConsultarLt.
ResoZrecZ furi!hep, That the Chaipman be cLu-
thorizecl to present this Testimonial to Dr. Lewis
with our heart-felt thankq for all he has clone for
the C7mnmittee and our congrat Lilations for 28 years
of exceptionally meritorious Service to his country.
m
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THIRTY-THIRD ANNUAL REPORT
OF’ THE
NATIONALADVISORYCOMMITTEEFOR AERONAUTICS
To the Congpesx of fhe Unifed Nafes:
In accordance with the act of Congress, March 3,
1915 (U. S. C. title 49, sec. 941). -which established the
National A.d~-isory Committee for Aeronautics, the
Committee submits herewith its thirty-third annuil re-
port for the iiscal year 194T.
The urgency of the aeronautical research program
stems from its rehttion to the national clefense. The
most powerful military -weapon of tocla-y. the atomic
bomb. is lzrgely dependent for its effectiveness upon
aircraft capable of deLi-rerin~ the bomb to its tar@ in
the face of intelligent opposition.
.&n adequate national program of aeronautic] re-
search ancl development is essential to national security.
.Aeronautical clevelopment is still in the technicaI revolu-
tion inaugurated cluring the war throu~h the application
of new forms of propdsion systems-the turbo-propel-
ler, the turbo-jet. the ram-jet znd the rocket engine-
ancl throu@ their application to aircraft in an effort to
achieve flight at supersonic speeck
The turbo-prop provides means for attaining rela-
ti-rely good fuel economies ancl high power outputs
without the complication inherent in the high-powered
reciprocnt in~ engine. The turbo-jet pro-ricles means
for attaining high power outputs in small packages at
speeds above -which the propeller becomes inef%cient.
Tl~e ram--jet provicles means for attaining relatively
~oocl fuel economies at speeds one and a half times that
of souncl or higher. The rocket provicles means for
rezlizing tremendously high powers in a snMIl engine
ant] for reo]izing powers independent of altitude.
Of these fuur basic engine types only the turbo-jet
and the rocket are at present used for ser-rice airplanes
and the rocket only for assisted take-off. JIUCII re-
search anti cle-i-elopment is requirecl to bring all these
enQnes to the state of usefulness of -which they are in-
herently capable. Ckr military a~-iatioll pro~am
either for man-carrying aircraft or for guiclecl missiles
is predicated on the use of these engines Their devel-
opment through adequate research must, be carried
fvr~ard.
I
Flight at supersonic speecls by pmctical, nmnned air-
planes is the goal of resezrch aucl development in this
country arLd elsewhere. There is no scientfic reason
why such a goal cannot be attained. lt will be ~ttained
by the nation or nations that mnke the requirecl effort.
Speed is the most valuabk single characteristic of mili-
tary aircraft. Superior speed is YirtuaIly essential to
supremacy in the air and to our national seeurit y.
During the mar the top speed of our fighters was 400
to 450 rndes per hour, of our bombers 250 to >25 miles
per hour. N’ow both fighters and bombers which mill fly
faster are in service. The present morlcl speed record
of 650 miles per hour is 8:3 percent of the speed of
sound. These speeds are not enough if we are to main-
tain air supremacy. We must xssure that this nation
acquires the basic research l-cnowleclge which -wilI make
possible the higher speeds.
IrLtime of peace scientific research is the first line of
clefewe. The country that leads in aeronautical re-
search -n-ill be able to construct the best aircraft. An
acIequate re.ws rch and clevelop men t pro=gram necessi-
tates fundamental scientific research. applied research.
and engineering de~eloprnent. The CTnited States has
been outstanding find has rapicuy taken the leadership
in appliecl research and in development. but it has con-
tributed less than its clue proportion to pure science.
On the applied research and clerelopn~ent of the im-
mediately prece(Iil~g years rests the succe-w of our air-
craft. and this appliecl research and development in
turn rests on the preceding basic research.
Fundamental research requires time. Wars are
fought with meapons based on fmldamenta] principles
disco~ered duril~g the ye:~rs of pwce. Money invested
in research buys that irrepkceable commodity-time.
Research conducted with the objecti~e of improving
military aircraft is applicable to civil avi:ltion. In
general the research results are first :~ppIiecl to mili-
tary aircraft ancl after further practical experience and
de-relopment to citil aircraft. Such a procedure ~
sound both from the standpoint of p:wsenger safety xncl
of economical operation. The basic objectives of both
military and civil x~iation are the same—to carry
greater lo~ds faster and farther. Consequently tbe
1
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basic resenrch isthesame for both. There are cliffer-
ences in certain fielck-passenger comfort, cmnb%t
speeds, maneuverability and so forth. Research in
these special fielcls must be directed toward the particu-
lar use of the airpl ane.
13ccciuse of the great costs and manpower require-
ments of modern aeronautical research and development
t-here is greater need than ever before for nation-wide
teamwork in planning the country’s aeronautical future.
This need for temnwork led to the statement of tl]e Na-
tional Aeronautical Research Policy, clakecl March 21,
1946, which defines the relationship bet ween various
governmental agencies and the aircraft industry with
regard to aeronautical research ancl development.
This policy was approvecl by the Army Air Forces, Navy
Bureau of Aeronccutics, Civil Aeronautics Achninistra-
tion, ATACA Industry Consulting Committee, and the
NACA. The Committee’s .fielcl of activity is funda-
mental research in the aeronautical sciences directecl
toward solution of the problems of flight. Research of
the NACA is not. considered complete until results are
tested by suilkient practical application, NACA re-
search does not include the development of specific air-
craft or equipment.
To assist in the clischarge of its duties ancl in the
determination of present and future research neecls, the
Committee has established an Industry Consulting
Committee and standing technical committees on aero-
dynamics, power plants, operating problems and con-
struction The members of these committees serve as
such without compensation and are specially qualified
representatives of the government agencies concerned,
and experts from private life.
The committees recommend, prepare, and review the
research profyams. Akhough most of the problems so
recomme.ndecl for investigation are assigned to the
Committee’s laboratories, certain problems are assignecl
to other governmental agencies when it is to the ad-
vantage of the (lovernrnent to do sol ancl other problems
are assigned by research contracts to scientific and
educational institutions in order to utilize the spe~ial
skills and f~cilities available at such institutions.
Large gains in quality of aircraf~ performance are
possible of acomp]ishment through intensive efforts;
these gains are beyoncl and above the normal rate of
progress in other fielcls in which the technology is rela-
tively stable and advances are made more slowly.
National “security requires that expeuditmres fur aero-
nautical research ancl development be expancled.
The Committee submits the f ollovring recomn~enda-
tions for action by the Congress:
1. That the membership of the National .Aclvisory
Committee for Aeronautics be increased from fifteen to
sevent.eento permit the appoint meut. by the P~=siclent of
two aclclitiona] members from the ranks of science.
These additional members are needed in orcler to
strengthen the voice of science in the deliberations of
the Committee and to provicle members who will be
available to assume responsibilities of scientific leaders-
hip anclj particularly to serve as chairmen of major
technical committees.
2. That, paralleling the action of the Congress at its
Iast session with respect to the Army, the Navy, cmcl
the Air Force, the hTational Advisory Committee for
Aeronautics be authorized to pay not exceeding $15,000
a year for 15 positions on its staff, This increase in pay
above the present ceiling of $1OJIOOa year for a limited
number of positions is required in order to secure or
retain the services of outstanding scientists and to in~-
prove the service at all levels by inducing outstanding
personnel in the lower grades to make a career of Gov-
ernment service.
3. That the Congress make available speciaI funck for
the construction or modernization of research facilities
the need for which in the rapiclly-advancing science of
aeronautics could not be foreseen at the tinle of the
preparation of the regular annwd estimates. It is pro-
posed that sL~chfuncls be avzilable for starting without
clelay any urgent-project which has the approval of the
NACU. aii~ the Director of the Bureau of the Buclget,
within the limits of the authority the Congress may
see fit to grant, and subject to the requirement that- the
hTACA report fully to the Congress on the expenditure
of such funds.
It is estimated that this authority will save some 8
to 18 rnonfl}s’ time in the development ancl application
by the military services and the aircraft industry of new
design factors that will improve the performance and
mi]itary effectiveness of America’s aircraft; and that
it vri]l not. cost any additional money but, on the eoD-
trary, will actually effect minor savings.
Respectfully submittecl.
hTATIONAL,ADvFsoRY Commfnm
FORAEROiV~LJTICS
J, C. HKJNSAKER,Olcu;vman.
TECHNICAL
Research of the National Advisory Committee for
Aeronautics is conducted for the most part at its three
laboratories—Langley 31emorial Aeronautical L~bora-
tory. Langley Fiehl, Va.; Ames Aeronautical L&bora-
tory, 310ffett Fielcl, Calif.; zmcl Flight Propulsion Re-
search La?.xmttory? Clevelancl, Ohio. A station has
been established at Wallops Islancl, Vz., as a branch
of the Langley ktboratory for conducting research on
models in flight in the transonic and supersonic range.
A seconcl station has been established at 31uroc Lake,
Calif., for research on transonie and supersonic air-
planes in flight.
In addition to the research conducted at these five es-
tablishments. research is also contracted for by the
Committee at the ~atioual Bureau of &andarck, at
various universities and at -rarious nonprofit but
privately operated research organiztitions.
In order to carry out effectively its functions of cort-
clucting the supervising, the N~tional Aclvisory Com-
mit tee for .$eronautics has established a groLlp of
technical committees and subcommittees. The or-
ganiz ation of these committees inclucles represent a-
tion from the. Department. of X’ational Defense, from
various other go-rernmental agencies concerned with
aeronautics, ancl representatives from citi life. AN
members are chosen because of their particular knoml-
eclge in a specific field of the aeronautical sciences.
These technical committees act. as coordinating agencies,
pro-ricling effectively for the interchange of ideas and
for the pre-i-ention of duplication in the field of aero-
nautical research. There are six main committees un-
cler the h’at ional Ad~isory Committee for Aeroncmt ics:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
‘Phe
Committee on Aerod~namics.
Committee on Power Plants for Airmaft..
Commit tee on Aircraft Construction.
Committee cm Aircraft Operating Problems.
Special Committee on SeLf-Propelled Guided
Missiles.
klCILIStL’yCOrlSLdtfig C0mInittEY2.
oritinal purpose of the SDecial Committee on
Self-Prop;llecl Guicied Missiles -i&s to coorclinxte and
recommend NACA research related to self -propellecl
guided missiles. A re-riew was macle of A’A.CA -work
AC’I’IITITIES
in pro=wess and a resear-ch pro=warn -was recommended.
The oriaginal program has been completed, and XACX
research in this field has evolved primarily into the
stucbj of high-speed aeroclymunicsl stability and contro12
and propulsion. The original purpose of the special
committee was considered fdfilled: and the special com-
mittee has recommended that it be dissolved.
The hdustry Consulting Committee consists of rep-
resentatives from industry. The purpose of this com-
mittee is to advise the hTA.CA on the problems in aero-
nautical resemxh in -which the atiat ion inclust ry is most
int crested.
The research conducted by the Committee results
either from recomendat ions of its main commit teas
and subcommittees or from the requests oriktiating
from the Department of National Defense, ancl other
branches of the Government.
The research ccmd:~cted by the Committee can be cle-
scribed most easily by referring to the various phases
of the work that come under the cognizance of the
different. committees ancl subcommittees.
3fost of the work done in the Committee’s laboratories
is of a,classified nature and consecp~ently can be referred
to only brietly in this unclaesfiecl annual report.
AERODYNAMIC RESEARCH
Because of the many related but specialized phases of
aerodynamic research: the Committee cm Aerodynamics
is assisted by Subcommittees on High-Speed Aero-
clynamies, Sttibility and Control, Internal Flow, Vi-
bration and Flutter, Propellers for Aircraft, Helicop-
ters, Seaplanes? ancl the Special Subcommittee on the
Upper Atmosphere. The main function of the commit-
tee cluring the past year has been to re-riem the proceed-
h~s ancl recommenclat ions of these subcommittees with
a view to their proper coordination in an overall
program for aerodynamic research.
The programs directly uncler the cognizance of the
Various subcommittees are ckussed in other parts of
this report. There are, ho-we-rer, x number of investi-
gations with which the Aeroclynamics Committee has.
been cl.irectly concerned. These in-restigptions are re.
viewed in the sections immediately f~llowi~ig.
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Airfoils
As an afd to design, recent data for &he NACA
6-, 7-, 00-, 14-, 24-, 44-, and 930-series airfoils, obtained
both in wind-tunnels tests and in flight, have been col-
lected and insofar as possible correlated in a Wartime
Report., NACA ACR L5C05. The general method used
to derive the basic thickness forms for NACA 6- and
7-series airfoils and their corresponding pressure dis-
tributions are presented together with clata and methods
for rapidly obtaining the approximate pressure dis-
tributions for NTACA airfoils. The report also inclucles
an analysis of the aerodynamic characteristics of the
airfoils, data on high-lift devices, and discussions of
problems associated with lateral-control devices, lead-
ing edge air intakes, interference, and surface condition.
The data indicate that the effects of surface condition on
the lift and drag characteristics are at least-as large as
the effects of airfoil shape. As a consequence, airfoils
permitting extensive Iaminar flow, such as the NACA
6-series airfoils, have much lower minimum drag co-
efficients than earlier types of airfoils only if the wing
surfaces are sufficiently smooth and fair. It is shown
thzt the NACA @-series airfoils have favorable critical-
speed characteristics and present no unusual problems
assoc.iatec] with the application of high-lift and lateral-
control devices.
Because of the important influences of surface rough-
ness and surface irregularities on wing drag, available
data ~ principally obtainecl from tests in the Langley
two-dimensional low-turbulence tunnels, on the drag
characteristics of practical-construction wings have
been summarized in Technical Note 1151. The data
presented show that the construction irregularities
usually existing with production wings are such that the
differences in drag usLmlly associated with airfoils of
different series are not obtained. In fact, it appears
that wl.tere spar joints, cle-icer boots, or surface unfair-
nesses occur in regions of normally laminar flow, the sec-
tion drag coefficients may k some cases be tvvke as great
as those for the smooth and fair basic airfoils. It was
founcl that combinations of glazing, painting, and minor
repairing of the surfzlces of procluct.ion wings were
Llsually sufficient to procluce section clrctg characteristics
approaching those for the fair and smooth basic airfoils.
Distortion clue to aerodynamic loading was found to
cause important increases in section drag for one case
investigated.
The trailing-edge cLMps which are characteristic of
the NACA. 6-series sections present a difficult structural
problem for airfoil sections less than about 12 percent
thick, particularly if the point of minimum pressure is
far forward, In order to facilitate wing construction,
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a new series of sections, clesignatecl the NACA 6A-series,
was designed -without these cusps. Basic thickness
forms of NACA 6-series sections were ?lerived with the
position of minimum pressure at 30-, 40-, and 50-
percent chord and -with thickness ratios varying from
6 to 15 percent and are presented in Technical Note
1368. The results of an investigation in the I.iangley
two-dimensional ]o’iv-turbu]enee pressure tunnel of CL
number of these airfoils indicate little difference in the
aerodynamic characteristics of NAC!A 6- and 6A-series
airfoils.
High-Lift Devices
A considerable amount of research has been done in
the past to provicle efficient high-lift flaps. The recen~
trend toward the use of thin sections for high-speed
airplanes has necessitllted the continuance and intensi-
ficatiomof this research, As CLpart of this program,
an investigation was conducted in the Langley low-
turbulence tunnel to determine the optimum maximum
lift positions of double slotted flaps for the NACA
63-210,66208,64-210, 641–212, 65-210,66-210, and 1410
airfoils at a Reynolds number of 2,400,000. hlaximum
lift coefficients as high as 3.0 were measured on con-
figurations incorporating the NACA 641-212 and 1410
airfoils. The maximum lift coefficient decrecwed as the
position of minimum pressure was moved to the rear
or as the airfoil-thickness ratio was decreased. In-
creasing the Reynolds number from 2,400:000 to-
6,000,000 increased the maximum lift coefficient, in all
cases> but above 6,000,000, generally, the increwe had
little effect or decreased the maximum lift coefficient.
In orcler to extend the range of information about
flaps suitable fo~ use with thin wing sections, an NACA.
65 ( 112) –111 airfoil section equipped with a 35i-percent-
chorcl slotted flap was tested in the Langley two-dimen-
sional kNv-turbLl]ence tunnels. A Correlation of the
Reynolcls number results so obtained indicated that the
maximum section lift coefficient increased with increase
in Reynolck number up to about 13,000,000 and gen-
erally clecreased with increase in Reynolds numbers be-
tween 13~000,000 and 25,000 ;000. Leading-edge rough-
ness ‘was found to cause approximately the same decre-
ment in maximum section lift coefficient regardless of
whether- the flap was extended or retracted.
Wing Characteristics
A study of available fore.iam and American data re-
lating to Reynolds number effects on the maximum lift
coefficient of swept-back wings has been made by the
Langley full-scale tunnel stiaff. The data show that at
10W7Reynolcls nmnbers higher maximum lift coeficiente
were obtained for moderate] y swept-back wings than for
unswept-wings of similar plan form. At hig[] Reynolds
nutnbers: however, increasing the sweepback decreased
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the maximum lift coefficients. ~ smaller rate of in-
crease of the maximum lift coefficient with Reynolcls
number vi-as measured for the s-wept-back -ivin=~>than
that for similar unswept wings in the critical range of
Reynolcls number. Increasing the Reynolcls number
resulted in decreasing the maximum lift coefficient for
the two -ivin== of zpproxinmtely triangular plan form
that were investigatecl.
A method for calculating wing characteristics at sub-
sonic speeds by lifting-line theory. using nonlinear sec-
tion-lift data. is described in Technical h’ote I-269. In
orcler to minimize the time involved in ca~cnlation and
to enable a relati~e]y inexperienced person to follow
the proceclure, simplified computing forms are given
ancl their use is illustrated b-y a detailed example. The
method is also applicable to the use of linear section-lift
clata. -with a subsequent reduction in computing time
w cwmpared with most existing methods.
The characteristics of three wings of aspect ratio 9
and of N.< C.< 6W21O and 65–910 airfoil sections:. with
and without washout> were calculated from two-dlmen-
siunal airfoil data. These calculated characteristics
are in excellent a=~eement with experimental charact-
eristics cleterminecl in the Lzngley 19-foot pressure
tunnel.
.&n in-restigation has been conduct e.cl in the Langley
19-foot pressure tunnel to determine the maximum lift
and stalling characteristics of two thin wings equipped
with several types of flaps. split, slottecl, and double-
slottell flaps w-ere tested on one wing which has 3TA(M
65-210 airfoil sections and split ancl double-slottecl flaps
were testecl on the other, -which had AT.IW. 64+210 air-
foil sections. Both -w-i~.gshad zero sweep, an aspect
ratio of 9, and a ratio of root to tip chorcl of 2.5. .&t
a Reynolds number of 4.400,000 each type of flap in-
creased the maximum lift coefficients of the two wings
i)y increments -which were approximately proportional
to the fiap-neutral value of 1.21 and 1.35 for the hTA.c~
65-21i) -wing and the ~’~~~ 6&210 -wing, respectiYeIy.
The wlues of maximum lift coefficie~t for the wings
with full-span doubIe slotted flaps were 2.4$ and 2.76,
-which values represent increments of 105 percent of the
flap-neutral ra]ues. The adclition of a representative
fuse~age or leacling-edge roughness was more detri-
n)ental to the XACA 64–210 wing, but its -dues of
maximum lift coefficient were still consistently higher
than those of the X.1(M 65-MO wing.
130unclarY-Layer Investigations
In Technical Note 13S4, a concise nonmathematical
review of boundary-~ayer literature is presentecl. The
contents of the paper, although irmficient for the solu-
tion of specific problems, are snflkient for an introduc-
tion to the subject of bomlclary layers. A M of refer-
8&.02&-5&2
ence papers is given from -which the detailed kno-wledge
necessary for the solution of specific problems can be
obtaiuecl.
Sinusoidal waves, commonly called laminar bound-
ary-layer oscillations, ha-re been observed in the laminar
boundary layer of a rotating clisk. These oscillations
appeared in a narrow- range of Reynolds number belo-w
the Reynolcls number of transition. Their frequency
was approximately a constant. times the angular velocity
of the clisk. This work is reported in Technical note
1222’7.
Suction-slot design for the control of turbulent
bounchlry layers has been investigated (Technical Note
ME) with regard to effectiveness both in improving
external flow ant{ in minimizing the suction power re-
.—
quired. It was found that the bounclary layer behind
the slot was determined only by the. qmmtity of air
removed. providecl the slot. inlet had rounded edges.
The total-pressure losses through the slot were founcl
to be minimized by rounding the inlet edges, inclini~~
the slot: slightly cli-rerging the -walls, and providing
sufficient slot wiclth for an inlet-velocity ratio of 0.6.
The Iosses remainecl, however: unacconnt ably high.
& exploratory investigiition of the ~A(X.. 6&-A.212 ‘
airfoil section equippecl with a Ie~cling-eclge slatt a
double slotted flap, ancl a bounclary-layer-control suction
slot at 0.40 chorcl was conducted in the Langley two-
clirnensional Iow-tm’bu]ence tunnels to study the apph-
cntion of boundarr-layer control to wing sections in
combination with other high-lift cletices. The results
of this in-restig~tion, which coverecl a range of ReynolcIs
numbers from 110002000 to 6,000,000 o~er a flow co-
eiilicient range from O to 0.0f3jare reporte(l in Technical
h’ote 1.X)3. ln general, the maximum section lift co-
efficient increased ancl the minimum section clra,g co-
efficient. clecrecwed -with increasing flow coefficients. M
a Reynolcls number of 3@O;100~ and a flow coefficient
of 0.031 deflection of the leacling-eclge slat alone to the
optimum position increased the maximmn lift coefficient
from 1.77 to 2.46; cleflection of the clouble slotted flap
alone increased the maximum Iift weficieut to 3.122 ancl
cleflection of both the Ieading-eclge slzt and the double
slottecl flap incremed the matimum lift coefficient to
3.86. I?or all combinations of high-lift devices tested,
the clecreme in maximum lift coet%eient C:lLlsedby ]ead-
ing-eclge ronghness at z Reynolcls munber of 6,000,000 —
ancl a flow eoeflkient of 0.(}25 was less than that caused
by roughness OILthe corresponding configuration with-
out boundary -]ayer control.
The preceding investigation was extended to find the
effects of IXmnc]ary-layer control on the wrocl.ynamie
characteristics of the thick AT.lC.& 654-MI airfoil sec-
tion -imth a boundary-]ayer control suction sIot at 0.45
airfoil chord and a 0.32-airfoiI-chorcl double slotted flap.
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Tests were made over a range of flow coefficient from Oto
0.03 at Reynolds numbers of 1,000,000 and 2,200,000.
In the smooth condition at a Reynolds number of
2,200,000, increasing the flow coefficient from O to 01015
increasec{ the maximum lift coefficient froni 1,22 to 2.43
with the flap retracted and from 3.01 to 3.81 with the flap
deflected. Fnrther increase in flow coefficient resulted
in littIe increase in lift coefficient. In general! between
Reynolds numbers of 1,000,()()() allc~ 2.,200,000, for ~l}e
range of flow coefficient investigated, increasing the
Reynolds number tencfecl to increase the maximum lift
coefficient below a flow coefficient of 0.015 and to cle-
crease the maximum lift coefficient between flow co-
efficients of 0.015 and 0.030. With the flap retractecl,
increasing the flow coefficient, decreased the minimum
section clrag coefficient ancl maintai]led low drag Co-
efficients to high lift coefficients. The clrag coefficients
equivalent to bounclary-layer-control power -were
greater, however, than the reduction obtained within
the range investigated, These results are reportecl in
Technical Note 1395.
The experimental investig~tion of the stalling and
bounclary layer-flow char~cteristics of two NACA 63-
series low-drag airfoils> one 18-precent thick ancl the
other 12-percent thickl has been completed at the Ames
Laboratory. The results indicated that for the 18-per-
cent-thick wing it shoulcl be possible to obtain an appre-
ciable increase im maximum lift through the LW of
boundary-layer control ap~olieclto the rear of the airfoil,
This thick airfoil show a progressive stalling of_ the
flow from the trailing eclge forwarcl as the angle of
attack for maximum lift is approached. Calculations
of tke shape parameter of the bounclary layer as it
varies along the ehorcl for various angles of attack
show very goocl agreement with previous work. Plots
of shape parameter along the chorcl at various angles
of attack indicate that the most- effective position for
the location of the bounclary-]ayer suction slot is near
bO-percent wing chord.
In contrast to the 18-percent-thick wing, the bound.
ary-layer surveys on the 12-percent wing show that the
shape parameter of the bounclary layer never reaches a
separation value as the stall is approached. The stnll-
ing of the flow over this wing originates at, the nose of
the airfoil. Analysis of these dwta inclieat es that
bounclary-]ayer control cannot be. used effectively in in-
creasing the maximuml lift of the thin wing if the slot
is located on the aft portion of the airfoil, In order
to improve the maximum-lift coefficient of thin -wings
through boundary-layer ccmtrol, it is necessary to pro-
vide some means of eliminating the laminar separation
which occurs near the leacling edge and which results in
the complete stalling of the flow over the airfoil,
A new moclel of the 12-percent-thick airfoil section
has been designecl ancl constructed that can incorporate
suction slots locate.cl near the wing lezding edge. and
on the after portion of the airfoil. Suction slots near
the -wing leccding edge are at present installed on the
mocle] ancl tests are proceecling. Preliminary results
incliczde. that laminar separation has been eliminated or
cleIayed to a higher angle of attack; but the optimum
slot location for elimination of the laminnr separation
has not, as yet been determined,
The evolution of the new NACA airfoil sections, such
as the NACA 6-series airfoils described in the report
summarizing airfoil characteristics depended to a grezt
extent upon the use of testing equipment -which pro-
vided flow conditions similar to those. in flight. Two
of the prime requisites for this testing equipment were
high Reynolck numbers and low airstream turbulence.
Because of the effectiveness of the Langley t-we-dimen-
sional Iow-turbulence pressure tunnel in accomplishing
these objectives, Technical Note 1283 has been pLLlJ-
lishecl to give a description of this wind tunnel and a
history of the work clone at the Langley Memorial Aero-
nautical. Laboratory leading to the achievement of a
remarkably low level of airstream turbulence., 13m-
phmis is- given to the factors considered and to the
physical reasoning which led to the clesign of the tur-
bulence reducing screens located in the entrance cone
of the t.g]lne.l. The types of investigations to which the
tunnel is suited and the methods of obtaining and cor-
recting data are also cliscussed.
A similar development, the Auw 12-fuot low-turbu-
lence pressure -wincl tunnel, is discussed in another sec-
tion of tlh~sreport..
Extensive tables and charts giving the boundary-
induced upwash for yawed lifting lines in chxied circu-
lar wincl tmmels are presented in Technicxl Note 1265.
By suitable, combinations of the data+ this infornmtion
can be applied to straight or swept wings> either yawed
or unyawecl. The data cover a. range of both positive
WIC1negcttive sweep angles and also a range of spnn-
diameter ratios.
An investigation, reported in Technical Note 12-M,
was made to determine the effects of tl~nne.1-~~a~lbo~lncl.
ary layer on the load clistribution of a wing protruding
from the tunnel” wall. The results indicated that the
bounckmy layer had a vely small effect w total wing lif~
but that some error in pitching moment particularly for
swept wings at high angles of attack, may result from
alteration of the load distribution in the vicinity of
the tunnel wall.
Recognizing the neecl for an wcurate and simple
method for calculating the growth of bounclary layers at
high speeds, a summary report hxs been prepared at
the Ames laboratory on the results of a theoretical in-
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vest igation. The procedures in this report are limited
to supercrit ic:~l Mach numbers.
Aerodynamic Loacls on Airplanes
The XACA, in cooperation with the Air Force and
the Na-ry. has begun cc long-range investigation of the
problems of high-spee[l flight for con~erkional and
swept-wing airplanes. The United States Air Force
oncl the Xavy assumed responsibility for procuring the
reserwch airplanes. A number of aircraft are in-rolved
in this program, each design varying in certain ftuda-
mental parameters inducting sweep, wing planform,
aspect ratio, ancl po-wer plant. The initial airplanes of
this series, the Xl–1 ancl D–558-1> ha~e completed their
acceptance tests and are already carrying out research
flights at Muroe Air Base.
The X5-l research airplane was built by the Bell
Aircraft Co. under contract to the United States Air
Force. It is cc single-place airplane of con~entional
arrcmgement ~having an aspect ratio of 6, and is powered
by z liquid oxygen and alcohol rocket engine.
The D-558-1 research airplane WCLSconstructed by
the Douglas Aircraft Co. under contract to the Bureau
of Aeronautics, Navy Department. This airplane is
:11s0a singleplace aircraft of conventional arrwgement,
ha~ing an aspect ratio of 4, and is po-wered by a turbojet
engine.
Provisions ha-re beeu macle in e~ch airplane in the
course of its construction for XTACA resemch instru-
mentation.
A major function of the research airplanes is to pro-
vide infcmmtion on aerodynamic loacls.
Some ?.msicload information has been obtainecl up to a
Mxch number of OS on the X3-l airplane. IIorizontcd-
tail-]oacl cl~tctinclicate good agreement with -values pre-
dicted by -wind-tunnel tests. The wing-span ~oading
shows no appreciable movement of the center-of-pres-
sure LLpto a Mach number of 0.8 a~cl the maximunl-
lift-buffet boundary has the same general shape as that
cletermined on airplanes such m the P–51D. Calibrated
elect rical strain-gage systems installed on the spars and
skin at the roots of the -wing and horizontal tail are
being used to mewure aerodynamic shear forces ancl
bending moments. Later pressure recording instru-
mentation -will be ir&allecl for determking wing and
&ail chordwise loadings.
Preparations htive also been made for imtrumenta-
ticm of the D–&5%Phase I research airplane for Ioacts
measurements. Strzin-gage systems ancl pressure dis-
tribution methods are being used for measurement of
wing ancl tail loads. The clata obtaiued complement
those being obtained with the X+5-l and together these
two research airplanes will provicle a complete picture
of the aeroclynctmic loacling problem encountered by
conwnt ional airplanes operated at transonic speeds.
Aeroclynamie Loails on ‘iWngs
Considerable theoretical work has been cmrriecl OLIL
in the pmt year clirectecl towarcl making it possible to
preclict accurately the loads which will occur on -wings
and other lifting surfaces. A detailed investigation
was carriecl out at the Ames laboratory which dealt -with
three-dimensiorml lifting surfaces of wrious planfornm
at. .~lbsonie ancl supersonic speeds The subsonic re-
search -wLs precedecl by a theoretical approach to the
solution of the differential ecpmtions in-rolred. Under
the basic assumptions of linearized supersonic theory
it -n-as discovered that methods which had previously
been applied by mathematical physicists to the vmre
equation in two space dimensions coulcl be carriecl over
m!ter some mollification to the solution of aerodynamic
problems. Technical &Tote 1412, cleding with these
methods: discusses the loadings o-rer triangular, trape-
zoiclall and rectangular planforms, with specified loads
and prescribed camber lines. The loading over a yawecl
trian=wlar wing is ako treatecl.
A. method for calculating wing characteristics at snb-
sonic speeds by lifting line theory using non-linear
section lift data is clescribecl in Technicnl hTote 1369.
Distribution of the wing lifting load may be calculated
by this methocl except for wings of low aspect ratio or
for -wings having large amounts of sweep.
The loading of s-wept wings has recei~ecl considerable
attention during the past. year. The efc’ects of sweep-
baek on loading have been invest.igcctecl on a compre-
he.nsi~e group of wing planfcmns, including -wings of
various sectio~~, aspect ratios: taper ratiosy ancl wi~gs
swept forward as well as backward. Experimental span
load measurements were compcmed -with those cleter-
mined by Falkner% methoclj ancl it. was found that the
theory gives a fairly accur~te estimate of the span 10CLC1
c~istribution on a swept W@ except that the lozd is
somewhat underestimated at the tip and somewhat
overestimatect ati the root.. This results in a theoreti-
cally determined wing bending moment which is some-
what. smaIler than monlcl actually be experienced. A
study -was also macle. of the accuracy ancl speecl with
which three clifferent met.hocls could be used to compute
the distortion of the span lomding of a wing as a result
of the angle of sweep. Experimental loacls cleterminecl
for five wings -were comparecl -with the span loading
predicted by the methods developed by I?alkner: Mutter-
perl, ancl T7eissinger.
Further in~est~ation, reported in Technical Note
1351, co-rering the span loacling on wings having mocl-
erate amounts of s-weepback and s-weepforwwcl! showed
that a-ra.ilable methods for preclict~~ the span loacl clis-
tribut ions gave resdts which were in goocl agreement
with experiment at low ancl moclerate angles of attack.
The results also indicated the possibilit~ of large shifts
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in the aerodynamic centers of swept wings at high lift
coefficients. By means of the Weissinger methocl for
computing span loading of wings, a stLLclyhas been com-
pleted by the Ames Laboratory of the effect of wing
sweepback. Some 175 -wings were investigzztec~ in this
study,” The rewdt.s, presented in Technical Note 1491,
are in the form of curves which permit the designer
knowing onIy t.h~geometry of a wing, to cletermine its
loading characteristics.
In extending span load investigations to s-wept.wings
having high aspect ratios, tests have been made in the
Langley &foot high-speed tunnel of a high aspect ratio
wing, first unswept, then with va~ying amounts of
sweepbaek and sweepforwarcl.
Pressure distribution measurements are also being
made on model wings ancl bodies by the NACA wing-
flow method in orcler to gain a more cletailed insight, into
the nature of aerodynamic loads at transonic speeds.
Straight wings have not been neglected in the deter-
mintition of air loaclings. The effects of compressibility
on many wing sections have been studied> ancl several
reports issuecl, among them Technical Note 1211. treat-
ing five supersonic airfoik ancl two subsonic airfoils at
Mach numbers -from 0.3 to 0,9. Wing pressure clistri-
butions have also been studied at high lift coefficients
and at high Jlach numbers. The moclel in this case was
a taperecl wing having NACA_230 series sections. A
comparison presented in Technical Note 1390 of meas-
ured and calculated chorcl-wise pressure clistributions
for several stations along the span showed satisf~ctory
agreement for purposes of structural design up to the
critical Mach number.
Several flight investigations of aeroclynanlic loads
were also conducted. In extensive dive tests of the
XP-51 airplane, studies mere made of the pressure dis-
tribution measurements over the wing at high Mach
numbers. Spanwise loacl clistributions -were also de-
termined in flight tests of a YP-80.4 airplane and com-
pared with computed spanwise values.
Wind tunnel measurements of the airloacl distribution
of a canard-type airplane are reported in Technical
Note 1295. Two combinations of lifting surface and
fuselage, representing appreciable variation of lifting
surface span relative to fuselage diameter? were obtained
by removing separately the wing ancl stabilizer of the
model. The results showecl that for the configurations
testecl the spanwise loadings on the combinations agreed
fairly well with the loadings calculated by the Lennertz
method. With particular refere]lee to triangular wings,
TechnicaI Note 1183 presents iI simple method uti-
lizing Iinewized theory for calculating the loading of
such -wings at supersonic speecls.
As a phase of loacI studies on wings, studies have
also been made of the loacls on control surfaces. Tech-
nicaI Note 1386 presenting the results of an investiga-
tion of cfroopecl ailerons on hTACA low-drag airfoiIs,
inclucles the results of pressure distribution measure-
ments .owr such ailerons for various control locations
and deflections as an aid in aileron apd flap design.
A detai]ec~ knowledge of the airloads over the com-
ponent parts of double-slotted flaps is required by air-
craft structwal desiemers, since a large part of the total
Iift is carriecl by these relatively thin surfaces. In
order to provicle such information for one representative
double-slotted flap, a low-speecI high Reynolcls number
in~restig!tion vi-as conducted to determine the airloacls
over a-double-slotted flap on an hTi4CA low-drag airfoil
section,
Tests of a wing section equipped with a double-slotted
flap were conducted in the Langley t~~o-dimensiollal
low-turbulence tunnel to determine the effect of a skirt
extension of the slot-entry on the lower surface, Aero-
dynamic loack+ -were determined for the flap and vane
with the best skirt-extension installed.
Investigations conducted on the P-51D airplane have
yielded particularly useful information on the loacls im-
posecl on the wing in maneuvering flight. L] this in-
vestigation the true maximum lift coeficient~ were
measured in abrupt, and gradual sttallsjancl thebuffeting
boundary was determined in abrupt pLIll-LIpS to high
M&ch .nmnbers. These boundaries determine the maxi-
mum loads which would normally be encountered in
maneul~ring flight with this airplane.
The Ioacls imposecl on airplane wings by atmospheric
gusts have aIso been a subject of much research. 111
the past it hw been possible to treat airplanes as rigid
strLlctuies in the computation of gust loads. }Vith the
aclvent of larger ancl more flexible airplanes opermting
at higher speecls, the effects of structural elasticity be-
come important: ancl it is necessary to determine
methods for calculating and evacuating the effects of dy-
namic ~esponse. A method has been developed for
predicting the dynamic response of airplane wings to
gusts by considering only the fundamental mode of
-wing bending, and tests have been mxcle in the gust
tunnel to verify the rnethocl, C!alculations have also
been made to cletermine the changes in the aerodynamic
response of airpkme wings brought about by changes in
gust and airplane parameters. The gust tunnel t~sts
servecl to show that the method is of sufficient accuracy
to predict the increment in Ioad for conventional air-
planes. The test results also emphasize the ne~d fur
including aerodynamic damping in calculations of
dynamic response of airplane wings. TechnicaI Note
1320 presents tile results of these calculations, includ-
ing the~effects of gradient distance, the overstress pOS-
sible from the usuaI design gust, the seriousness of
repeated gusts, ancl the. effects of change in forwarcl
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wlocities. Additional -work on methods of edculating
dynamic response has resulted in an improved method
{jf calculat iou which has been summarized in Technical
Note 1321. An easily e~aluated solution of the equa-
tions presented k possibIe: permitting the determina-
tion of the response to any forcing function. Satis-
factory agreement -was founcl in a.comparison of calcu-
lated response with experimental resilts. This method
is quicker and more rational than methods pretionsly
developed ancl permits the determination of the entire
time history of the clynamic response.
The elasticity of the wing structure is an importa~t
factor in that the twist Qf the wing under the load
imposed by the deflection Qf the control surface may
be such as to neutralize or e~en re~erse the effectiveness
of the control in obtaining the clesired rezction of the
airplane. The effects of a spoiler-type lateral control
cle-rice on the spanwise variation of section twisting
moments of an ATACA 230-series wing were determined
from pressure c]istributions obtainecl in the Langley
19-foot pressure tunnel at a ReynolcIs number of 7,:-Mo,-
000 and a llacll number of 0.25. The restdts of the in-
~-estimation, reported in Technical N’ote WM, show that
the maximum wing twisting moment contributed by
the spoilers WCLSobtained at z station approximately %
percent of the wing semispan inbomd of the spoiler.
It appears that spoiler-type lfiteral-control cle-rices will
produce smaller -wing twisting moments than con-ren-
tional ailerons.
.Aerodynamic Loads on Tails
Consiclerable infwmttion of importance in the de-
termination of the loads occurring on tails has been ob-
t~inecl in the course of studies of airplane wings. The
illwstigation previously reported in the Langley S-foot
high-speed tunnel on a moclel of a high-aspect ratio
wing included a study of the do-irnwcd angles of the
flow behind that wing. and investigations have been
conducted in the Langley 7- by 10-foot tunnel of the
domnwash angles of flow behind s-wept wings of various
plan forms. Some results are presented in Technical
Note 1378. Again the importance of a thorough knowl-
edge of the IOaclsoccurring on tail surfaces ancl control
surfaces is pointecl out in Technic~l A’ote 1296. The
effects of snrface covering cleformation were explored
eXteILSiYelJ’anC~it was ShOW1lthat+ if c]eformation cotdd
be prevented o-i-er a relatively small part of the control
surface near the trai Iing ec]ge, any clefornl>ltion th~t
occurred nhezd of the ri@d portion would produce only
very .md el?iects on hinge moments.
At Langley tests of a fmll-scale semispan horizontal
tail surface for a jet-propel]ecl fighter airplane have
been conducted in the 16-foot. high-speed tunneI to deter-
mine the. variation of the chordw-ise and spanmise pres-
sure clistribut ions with Mach number. Surf ace irregu-
larities mere fount] to cause appreciable distortion of the
pressure dist ribut ion. By elimination of the surface
irregularities it is estimated that the critical speecl of the
tail surface could be raised horn a 3fxch number of 0.77
to 0.80. Reasonable ngreement bet sieen the calculated
and experimental root -benching moment coefficient was
obtained up to ccMich number of 0.68.
As a result of flight tests, x report, Technical Note
115X2,has been -written clescribing approvecl methocls for
estinmting the -rertical tail loads encountered during
various maneuvers. Charts mere developed for pre-
dicting the sideslip angles in rolling pull-outs. A roll-
ing pull-out is a mcmem-er which may be encountered
particulccr-ly in combat fight, ancl in which lnrge angles
of sideslip may be de-i-eloped. a condition which may be
critical for \-ertical tail clesign. A simplified expression
for computing the maximum vertical tail loccd -was also
derived. Since the variation of airplane -jmwing mo-
ment with angle of sideslip may not be linear, an cLp-
proximate method for treating these cases was
cleveIopecl. which appears to be generctlly applicable.
Another in-restigcction compfirecl the estimated taiI 10ZCIS
obtaimed by simple methocls requiring known sicleslip
and ruclcler angles with measured -dues of the 10ZC1S
actually encountered in flight tests.
Technical Note 1394 also contributed to kno-rrleclge of
the factors -which afiect the loacls ancl load clistribution
on the vertical tail surfaces in rnaneurers. In the case
of rudcler kicks the significant loads -were founcl to be
the ‘{deflection Ioacl” resulting from an abrupt control
deflection and the “dynamic Ioacl” consisting of Io:lcl
corresponding to the new static equilibrium condition
for the rudder deflected, p]LIs a 10ZC1due to transient
o~ershoot. The critical loads on the ruclcler were as-
sociated with the deflection loacl and those on the tin
-with the clynamic load. In fishtail maneuyers it w-as
found that the pilot tendecl to deflect the ruclcler in phase
with the natural frequency of the airplane. At the COD-
clition of resonance the maximum loads on the fin and
rudcler were approximately 90° out of phwe. The
matium IOICISmeasured in fishtailing maneuvers mere
of the same orcler of magnitude as those arising from
a rudder kick in which the ruclder -was returned to zero
at the time of maximum sicleslip.
Freqnent]y buffeting Ioack arising from irregularities
of flow streaming off the airplane wing are superim-
posed on the load which the horizontal tail must carry
in order to rnccneuver the airplane. In connection with
the clive tests on the XP-51 airplane, pre~iously re-
portecl, studies _were made of the airflow behavior o~er
the wing by means of photographs of wool tufts at-
tachecl to the Wing surface- Stuches of the buffeting
bounc~ary of the P–51D airplane also contributed to
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the knowledge. of the loads which must, be carried by
the horizontal tail.
Aerodynamic Loads on FuseIages and Airplane
Components
The Ames laboratory has completed an analysis ap-
plying the linear perturbation theory to the cletermina-
tion of subcritical pressure distributions over bodies of
revohltion at zero angle of attack,
As a part of a general investigation of the-- aero-
dynamic Ioacls on cockpit enclosures, surface static pres-
sures have been measured over various cockpit canopies
of airplanes in the Lmngley full-scale tunnel. The re-
sults of these i~vestigations show the effects of canopy
position, yaw, lift coefficient, ancl propeller operation
on canopy-load distribution. The results inclicate that
the greatest, aerodynamic forces on a canopy occur when
the airplane is operating at.high speecl with the canopy
closecl ancl that they are in the outward clirection. For
all attitudes the effect. of opening the canopy is to reduce
the external-internal pressure differential and, there-
fore, to recluce the outward forces.
SUBCOMMITTEE ON. HIGH-SPEED
AERODYNAMICS
Ames 12-Foot Wind TunneI
The Ames 12-foot wind tunnel, which was dedicated in
JLdy 1946, has been placed in operation during the year.
This wincl tunnel is a lo-iv-turbulence tunnel designed
so that. the density of the air can be varied from one-
sixth of an atmosphere to 6 atmospheres. Low tnrbu-
Ienee is achieved by mezns of 8 fine-mesh screens in-
stalled in the largest. cliameter of the wincl tunnel, -where
the area is 25 times that of the I%foot-iliameter test
section. The wind tunnel is of the single-return type.
The low turbulence of the tunnel. couplecI with the
ability to obtain a wide range of Reynolds CLnclMach
numbers, makes it a very usefuI piece of research equip-
ment.
Wings, Bodies, and Wing-Body Interference
The Ackeret iteration process has been ntilized to
calculate the effect of compressibility at high subsonic
speecls on the moment acting on an eIliptic cylinder at
small lift coefficients. The expression for the pitching
moment was derived ancl showed a first-step improve-
ment in the Prancltl-Glauert rule. The lift force -was
also derived and showed a second-step improvement in
the Pr:mdtl-GIauert ruIe. With these results it was
possible to calculate both the effect of Mxch number
and the thickness of the cylinder on the location of the
center of pressure. This work -was reported in TecA-
nical Note 1218.
A simple approximate method has been determined
for the calculation of isentropic irrotational fiows past
symmetrical airfoils, inducting mixed subsonic and
supersonic flows. The methocl is based on the choice of
suitable ValLleS for the CUrVatUre of the Streandille ill
the flow fielcl. If a satisfactorily accurate estimate of
the curvature of the streamline may be made in the.
portion of the flow being investig~ted the general
methocl appears applicable to any subsonic- or super-
sonic-flow problem> which wouIcl provide a simple
means of calculating conditions in the fie~d of an airfoil.
The method may aIso be app]iecl to bodies of revolution.
This investigation was reported in Technical Note 1328. .1
The ana~ogy between water flow with a free surfme
and two-dimensions] compressible gas flow has been
investigatecI with the aicl of waler-channel apparatns.
Tests were macle to cletermine the flow about circular
cy]inders of various cliameters at. subsonic velocities ex- “–
tencled’ into the supercritical range (Technical Note
1185). Reasonably satisf actory agreement of pressure
clistribution and fields of flow were found between the
water ancl air flow about. corresponding boclies.
Several thin sharp-lending-eclge airfoils and airfoils
with small leacling-edge radii were investigated in the
Langley rectangular high-speed tunnel. Flow phenom-
ena were observed associated -with the small leacling-
eclge radius which has important bearing on the aero-
dynamic characteristics at transonic speeds of airfoils
of this type, -which are being considered for some appl i-
cations. Comparative results show that subsonic drag
of the sharp-leading-edge sections was higher thzn for
those zirfoiIs with rounded ]eacling edges. These.. re-
sults were reported in Technical hTote 1211.
A. theoretical study was made of the Iift and drag
characteristics of symmetrical wedge-slmpecl airfoil
sectiol~ d supersonic speeds as effectecl by sweep-back
outside the Mach cone (Technical Note 1226). Those
portions of the wing in two-climensional flow were
treated to cletermine the effects of sweep-back, Mach
nurnberl and thickness ratio. It was shown that under
some conditions sweep-back outside the Mach cone in-
crezsed the lift-drag ratio.
It w-as known that for a given thickness ratio, neg- I
letting skin friction, the symmetrical diamond-shaped
airfoil had the lowest drag at supersonic speeds. In
Technical Note 1371 consideration was given to the skin
friction drag of two dimensional supersonic airfoils.
It vras shown that the laminar boundary layer was more
stuble on biconvex airfoils. than on the diamond-
shaped airfoil. Consequently, tke curvecl airfoil hacl
more laminar flow and hence lower viscous drag and
also a lower total clrag at certain ReynoIds numbers
and Mzch numbers.
Calculations of the supersonic wave drag xt zero lift.
have been macle fur families of tapered ancl untapered
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wings s-wept behincl the 31ach lines, and the sum of the
results presented in N.&C.% Tdmical X’ote 1319. For
a given taper ratio and aspect r~tio appreciable reduc-
tion in ~ave drag coefficient -with increasing s-weepback
]vas foun cI. For a ~ti-renangle of sweepback wave drag
decreased -with increasing aspect ratio -when the wing
was s-wept well behincl the Mach lines. When the Mach
lines approached the leading edge the low aspect ratio
wings had lower clrag coefficients. The calculations for
wings on the basis of equal root bending stress showed
that the increased aspect ratio associated -with wing
taper reclucecl the. drag coefficient when the wing -was
swept well behind the Mach lines ancl increased the
drag coefficient when the Nach lines approached the
Ieacling eclge; similar comparisons on the basis of con-
stant aspect ratio sho-wecl that -r&en the wing -was
swept behincl the Mach lines an increase in the taper
resultecl in an incrmse in the clrag coefficient? and -when
the Mach lines approached the. lezding edge, resulted in
a decrease in the clrag coefficient.
.k simple method utiIizing linearized theory was
found for calculating the Iift ancl induced clra.g of
triangular wings at supersonic speeds. The slope of
the lift curve w-m founcl to depencl only on the ratio of
the leacling-eclge angle to the Mach number. An ap-
preciable suction force on the leading eclge was in-
dicated -when the leacling edge was behind the 31ach
line. This work was reported in Technical Note 1183.
A theoretical investigation of the Aerodynamic coefE-
cients of tww-climensional supersonic biplane wings in-
dicated that for a gi-ren thckness ratio the bipIane can
ha-i-e greater lift-drag ratios than the monoplane if
friction is negIectecI. Definite conclusions regarding
the relative merits with friction considered COL.LICInot be
clrawn clue to the lack of experiments] clata or friction-
clrag coefficients at supersonic speecls. The maximum
friction drag for which the biplane would retzin its
superiority was estimated, however. This investigation
was reported in Technical ATote 1316.
.4 theoretical method has been formulated to e~aluate
the lift distribution on thin three-dimensional mings at
supersonic speeds (Technical h~ote 13S2). The method
has been applied to calcuIate the pressure distribution
and to evaluate portions of the flow fieIcl in the vicinity
of the wing tips at supersonic speecls. The eftects of
yawing thin pointecl -wings and rekted pIan forms at
supersonic speecls hxve aIso been evahmted by the
method in Technical X’ote 1429.
Technical Note 14S7 has been preparecl, clealing with
a theoretical study of the effects of aspect ratio and
taper on the pressure-drag of unswept wings at zero
lift. On the basis of this investigation nondimensional
cha~ts have been derived -which permit a rapicl estima-
tion of the dmg coefficient of any wing at :any Mach
number.
‘l%e LangIey Flight Research Division has continued
clrag measurements at zero lift in the important trzn-
sonic speed range by mezns of the freely falling body
methocl clescribed in the previous annual report. In
addition to airfoil tests to extend the results reported
last year, preliminary results hal-e been obtainecl on
the transonic clrag characteristics of -wing-bocly combin-
ations which appezrecl promising for use as hansonic
or supersonic aircraft.
Unfawmable interference effects between body and
swept -wings has been expected on theoretical ~vouncls,
since at the juncture of a swept wing mith a body the
beneficial lateral displacement of the streamlines is
orcLinarily pre-rent eel. There is however: a possibility of
shaping the surface of the bocly at the juncture to
acconunoclate the clisplacement of the streamlines for
a particular lift. coefficient and thus to minimize the
flow disturbance -when the -w@ is operating at this Iifi
coefficient. lLLthis connection n method for the calcu-
lation of the. streamline pattern about a swept wing
was developed in the Langley Stability .$_nuIysis Sec-
tion. The method and specific examples of the subsonic
flow patterns about t-wo particular airfoils are presented
in Technical hTote 1231. Experimental confirmation
is requirecl.
‘%’incl Tnnnel Tests of Specific Airplanes
The lift ancl drag characteristics of the D-558-I re-
search airplane; with several wing ancl tail planform
confgwat ions, were cletermined from a preliminary
investigation of a model of the airplane in the Langley
8-foot high-speeecl tunnel at high subsonic Mach num-
bers.
h experimental investigation wns conducted in an
Ames supersonic tunnel to determine the aerodynamic
characteristics of a fighter airplane. Measurements
were macle of the lift and drag characteristics! longi-
tudinal and directional stability, and elevator effecti~e-
ness.
Aerodynamic Heating ,
An analytical investigation was made to determine
the amomnt of cooling required to maintain the surface
temperatures of a body of revolution at a gi-ren value
in steady, supersonic. flight (Technical N’ote 1300j. An
approximate method w-as cle-reloped for determining
the cooling requirements in the region of laminar
bounclary layer on a body of re-rolution as a function
of Mach number, altituclel size, and surface tempera-
ture. The method was applied to xn example body at
Mach numbers up to 3 ancl altitudes -within the lower
constant-tempemture region of the atmosphere (40,000
to 120,000 feet). For thin, fair bodies, the body length
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for z completely ]aminar bounckwy layer was estimated
as about50 fe,etfor~kch numbersof about3 and a]t.i-
tuclesof about.lOO,OOOfeet.. CooIiryg requirementswere
found to increase rapiclly with increasing Mach number.
High-Speed Boundary Layers and Shock Waves
The large influence of viscow effects at supersonic
velocities became apparent during a recent investiga-
tion on an airfoil. In orcler to visualize the iiow with-in
the viscous boundary layer, an adaptation of the liquicl-
film method clevelopecl in Englanci by Grey was usecl.
This method utilizes the fac~ that the rate of evapora-
tion of a liquid from the. surface of a model is generally
much greater -where the. boundary layer is turbulent
than where it is lami-mm. The technique employee{ con-
sisted of, first, coating the mocleI to be testecl with dull
black lacquer. lnmlecliately prior to insta~lation in
the tunnel, the mode] was given a thin coat of a liquicl
mixture composecl of glycerin> alcohol and a liquid cle-
tergent, the glycerin being the actual evaporat ing agent.
Nrith the mocle] mounted in the wind tunnel for testing-,
force measurements and visual or phot ogrtiphic ob-
servations of the boundary layer, as indicate.cl by the
liquid film, were rrmcle simultaneously. The methocl
allows the determination of the point. of transition
from laminar to turbulent boundary layer, the position
of laminar separation ancl the areas of separated or
reverse flow on wing surfaces. To elate, the method
has been applied to boclies of revolution, -wings, and
-wing-body combinations, and has been a valuable aicl
in the interpret ation of force measurements.
The. theoretical work on the stability of the laminar
boundary layer in a compressible fluid, first presented
in Technical hTote 1115. has been continued ancl more
recent clevelopments reported in Technical Note -1360.
It was shown in that report. that the Reynolcls nwnber at
which the Luninar boundary layer became unstable. to
smaII disturbances m-as influenced markeclly by condi-
tions of heat. transfer through the bounclary Iayer.
Withclrawing heat from the fluicl through the solicl sur-
face was founc~ to increase the stability of the ]aminar
layer to distLlrba]lces—tl~:~t is, to increase the Reynolds
number at, which the boundary layer became unstable-
and that, conduction of the heat to the fluid through the
solid surface has the opposite effect. It was further
shown that at supersonic Mach numbers when the rate
at which heat is -withclrawn f ~om the ffuid through the
soIid surface exceeds a certain critical value the laminar
bouncIary layer is completely stable at all Reynolds
numbers. Calculations show that for a free-stream
Mach number greater t.hal~3, approximately, the bounc~-
ary layer flow for thermal equilib~~um (where the heat
conducted from the flow through the solicl surface
balances the heat ractiated from the surfac~) is com-
pletely stable at.a]l Reynolds numbers, if the free-stream
flow is nonturbuIent. Some experiment a] confirmation
of certain of the low-speed conclusions is fivaihtble; for
example, the result that heating a surface (heat con-
duction to the fluid) causes a reduction in the Reynolcls ‘
number for transition to turbn]ent flow has been experi-
mentally observed.
Thereis experimental evidence that channel flows
involving shock-free deceleration through the speed of
sound are unshb]e. An analysis, presented in Tech-
nical ATote 1225, of nonviscous, unsteady channel flows
has been made to gain some insight into this apparent
instability, to provicle some information on the factors
cleterrnining the minimum shock intensity for sttibIe
flow, and to study in general the formation and motion
of shock -waves in.channeI flow. From this stucly it was
conclncled that smooth transonic cleceleration is unsttible
to compression pulses or waves coming from the rear
of the channel.
SUBCOMMITTEE ON STABILITY AND
CONTROL
The Subcommittee on Stability ancl Control is con-
cerned with alI problems affecting the flying and han-
clling qualities of aircraft.. With the aclvent of pro-
pulsion units capable of developing thrust sufficient for
flight at supersonic speecls there have been radical
changes in the basic configuration of aircraft, invoIving
sweepbackt low aspect ratio, and new types of airfoils
and control surfaces. These changes in configuration
have introduced new problems in stability and coutrol
over the entire speed range which must be solved before
such aircraft can be flown with safety. The research
f:l.cilities of the Ames and Langley laboratories are
therefore extensively engaged in attacks on these prob-
lems. Som”e of the current~y comp~etec] research in this
fielcl foims a part of the present annual report.
Longitudinal Stability
The problems of static ]ongitudina] stability and con-
trol and the diving tendencies at high speecls of air-
planes having unswept wings have been anaIyzecl by the
Ames A.eronauticaI Laboratory. The analysis covers
the effects of compressibility on both the stick-fixed ancl
stick-frie characteristics of airplanes Llp to high sub-
sonic Mach numbers. A further study of the problem
of stability ancl controI at high subsonic speecls includes
a curre@ analysis of the effects of -wing aspect ratio ancl
tail location.
With the objective of determining further the feasi-
bility of predicting flight characteristics with reason- _
able accuracy, from tests of small-scale three-dimen-
sional airplane moclels, an investigation has been
conducted to determine longitudinal stability and con-
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trol characteristics of a scale moclel of a jet airplane in
the Ames 1-by 3+~-foot high-speed wincl tunnel.
AS a further aid in the cletermination of the stability
and trim chm-acteristics of complete airplanes? down-
-wash angles bare been measured behincl a moclel of a
high-aspect-ratio wing at points near the probable tail
location at high subsonic Nach numbers in the Langley
S-foot high-speecl tunnel.
A further study of do-wnwash behind s-wept wings
was made in the Langley 7- by 10-fout tunnel to de-
termine effects of wing plcmform. The results pre-
sented in Technical ATote 1378 indicated that the maxi-
mum rate of change of clo-wnwctsh -with angle of attack
occurred in the regions normally occupied by the hori-
zontal tail. ln general> the rate of change of do-wnwash
-with angle of attack -w-asreduced by lowering the tail
to the extended chord line or by increasing the tail
length.
In connection with a basic research study of the lo-w-
speed stability and control problems associated with
swept -winem; investigatio~s are being conducted in
the Langley free-flight tunnel on se-rercd proposed
United States Air Forces and Xav-y m-ept-~ing air-
planes that are considered typical of current clesign
trends. Both tailless ancl conventional designs ha-ring
sweepforward ancl sweepback (including triangu~ar
planform ) are being in-restigatecl for the purpose of
cleterminingl ancl fincling solutions for: the lo-w-speed
stability ancl control prob~ems of practical design svrept-
wing airplanes.
A preliminary investigation made in the Langley
300-mile-per-hour T- by 10-foot tunnel to determine the
low-speed characteristics in pitch of a 60° sweptbzck,
taperecl. low-clrag -wing of aspect ratio 2.55 is reported
in TeckmicaI hTote 12S4. Because of Lmc~esirab]y large
chmges in the pitching-moment characteristics of the
W“ swept -wing, several modifications mere made to the
-wing in an attempt to improve these charcteteristics.
The maximum-lift coefficient of the s-weptback -wing -was
akmut the same as that of the w-i~~ -with panels rotated
to give an ~lnswept plznforrn. Decreasing the aspect
ratio of the swept wing from 2.55 to 1 improved the
pitching-moment chamcteristics, particularly in the
high-]ift coefficient range.
In order to determine the effect of Reynolds number
at low speeds on the -wing con~gurations for high
speeds. ctseries of in-restigyqticmshave been conducted in
the Lxngley N-foot pressure tunnel, the Langley full-
scale tunnel, and the Ames 40- by 80-foot -w-incltunnel.
Wing planfwms incorporating Yarious airfoil sections
and both sw-eepforw-ard ancl sweepbaek ha-re been
studiecl. In a part of the program the effects of a fuse-
lage on the characteristics of the wing configurations
hare been in-restigated. The investigations also included
tests of extensible leachg eclge flaps ancl various trail-
ing e&e flap combination<. A combination of leading
eclge flaps or slats over the outer portion of the wing and
traiIing eclge slat flaps o-rer the inner portion of a
sweptback -wing proc~nced a reasonable mafimunt-lift
coeflkient and longitudinally stable chmacteristics zt
the stall.
The eharact eristics of a moderately sweptback wing
with various armmgements of lift ancl trim flaps -were
investigated and have been reporte[l in Technical h’ote
1352. The restdts of fltLpIift increments ancl flap spins
and chorcls necessary for trim were generally in good
abg-cement with predictions based on an earIier an-
alytical inresti=ltion. The experimental results incli-
cated that uncler some eonclitions it may be aclwLn-
@ROILS to locate the lift flap some distance forward of
the wing trailing eclge.
Experimental research on the stability and control
characteristics of various airplane configurations uncler
Conclitions simulating rolling, yawing, ancl pitching mo-
tions is being performed by means of the roLLing and
>=——
cur-red-flow facilities of the Langley stability tunnel.
The information obtained shoulcl provick? a basis for
a markecl imp ro-rement in the zceurzcy wit b which air-
plane motions can be preclicteil. Tests reported in
Technical Note 1309 have established the valiclity of
the rotig-flow method fur cletermining characteristics
in roll. The. invest igiit iort shows that. important.
changes may occur in the roIIing characteristics of
swept wirgs at high lift coefficients. These changes are
not easily predictable by theory, since they seem to be
associated -with the break-clown of potential-flow char-
acterist its.
The results of tests macle to cletermine the effect of
wing-tip tznks on lateraI maneuverability are presented
in Teclmical Note 1317. This report shows that the
use of some wing-tip tank ar-nangements on straight,
wings may cause appreciable lo~~es in lateral maneuver-
ability. Tanks located below the wing tips are shown
to muse a smaller Ioss in IateraI maneuverability than
tanks located out from the wing tips.
An investig~tion reportecl in Technical Note 1351 of
the span loacl~~ on -m-@ haying moderate amounts of
sw-eepback ancl sweepforwarcl showed that available
methods for predicting the span-loacl distributions gave
restdts which were in goocl x=neement with experiment
at. low ancl moclerate angles of attack. The results aIso
indicated the possibility of large shifts in the aero-
dynamic centers of swept. -wings at high lift coefficients.
An investigation was macle in the Langley ‘i- by 10-
foot tunnel to cletermine the effect of wing position,
power, ancl full-span flaps on the longitudinal stabiIity
and control characteristics of a single-engine airplane.
The resUlts of the Longitudinal-stability invest ig~ation
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with a low-wing modeI are reported in Technical hTote
1239 and the high-wing-model results are presented in
TechnicaI Note 1339. Deflecting the flaps on the low-
wing mode~ increased the longitudinal stability slightIy.
The effect of power on longitudinal stability was small
except for an erratic effect with single slotted flaps ancl
at very high lift coefficients with double slotted flaps.
WTith the wing in the high position, flap cleflection
generally decreased the stability slightly. The sta-
bility was appreciably higher for all flap conditions
with power-off for the high-wing model than for the
low--wing moclel, but the effects of power were generally
destabilizing.
Lateral and Directional Stability
Tests made on specific aircraft models during the
war indicated the need for a rational rnethocl for the
prediction of the lateral stability of aircraft. Existing
information on the effects of various airplane com-
ponents on lateral stability neecled considerable analysis
for proper evaluation, ancl appeared to be inaclequate.
An analysis of existing information on dihedral ef-
fec~ has been undertaken at the Ames laboratory -with
a view toward evolving a satisfactory method for the
estimation of the dihedral effect of a complete airplane.
This stucly indicated the need for additional analytical
and experimental information for both straight and
swept-back configurations.
An investigation was macle in the La]lgley 7- by 10-
foot tunnel to determine the effect. of wing position,
power, ancl fuII-span flaps on the lateral stability ancl
control characteristics of a singlg-engine airplane. The
results of the Iateral stability investi~~tion with the
lo-iv-wing moclel are reported in Technical Note 1327
and the high-wing modeI results are presented in Tech-
nical hTote 1379. Power decreased the dihedral effect
on the low-wing mocle.1regardless of flap condition and
the clonble-slotted-flap configuration showecl the most
mctrked clecrease. Raising the wing to the high posi-
tion slightly increased the effective cliheclral, power-
off with flfips neutral, ancl dec~emed the directional
stability somewhat, power-off for all flap conclitions.
General stabiIity and control research was continued
at the Langley full-scale tunnel with an investigation’
of the factors that, affect the. rate of change of rolling
moment with ylw for a typical fighter-type airplane.
The separate effects of propeller operation, of the wing-
fuselage combination, and of the vertical tail on the
effective clihech-al of the airpIane were determinecl.
AS a portion of a program to study the characteristics
of swept wings at large scale, a study has been made in
the Ames 40- by 80-foot wind tunnel of the damping in
roll of swept wings, Five Iarge-scale wings were tested
on the rolling stancl. Using the experiment al results as
a basis, a theoretical procedure was developed to pre-
dict the damping-in-roll characteristics of s-wept wings
which appears as good as that used in the case of un-
swept wings. From these results it woulcl appear that
the designer can satisfactorily find the clamping-in-roil
of his swept-wing clesign without additional experi-
mentation.
Recent stabiIity calculations have indicated that it is
necessary to- inclucle product of inertia terms in the
lateral stability equations in order to determine ac-
curately the damping of the lateral oscillation. When
the effects of product of inertia are taken into account
the problem of attaining satisfactory lateral stability
with highly swept -wings ‘does not appear as serious as
had previously been expectecl. A systematic investiga-
tion with several models in the Langley free-flight,
tunnel has provided a comprehensive check of tl~ecalcu-
lations and has indicated conclusively the neecI for in-
clusion of effect of product of inertia in lateral stabiIity
calculations, The results of this study are reported in
Technical Note 1370.
An instigation to dete~mine the effect of geometric
dihedral on the aerodynmrnic characteristics of I 4.0°
swept-back wing of aspect ratio 3 has been completed in
the Langley free-flight tunnel and reported in Technical
~Note 1169. The results of this investigation indicated
that for IOTVand moderate lift coefficients, changes in
geometric diheclral from – 10° to 10° resulecl in a
change in the effective clihedral that was about 75 per-
cent as grwt as that-obtained for an unswept wing of
aspect wtio 6. For clihedral angles outside the range
of —10°. to 10°, changes in geometric diheclral pro-
c]ucecl approximately one-ha]f the change in effective
dihedral as for diheclral angles betwen – 10° and 10°.
As a continuation of the Langley f ree-fl igIlt tunuel
research on swept -wingst tests have been made to deter-
mine the low-speed static stability and clamping-in-roll
characteristics of three wings having 42° swe~pback and
aspect ratios of 5.9, 3, ancl 2, and two wings with 38°
sweepfomwd and aspect ratios of 5.9 and 3. The re.
suits of these tests, reported in Technical hTote 1286,
showecl that decreasing the aspect ratio reduced the
clamping in roll and tendect to-eliminate the longituclina]
instability cttthe stall of the sweptback wings. Sweep-
forwarcl procluceii a maximum wdue of negative effec-
tive dihedral approximately one-half–of the positive
value produced by siveepback.
Two flight investigations in the free-flight tunneI
-with modek having 420 and 620 sweepback have been
made to- stucly the dynamic stability and control char-
acteristics of swept wings. The results of the tests are
presented in Technical Notes 1287 and 1282 for the 4$?0
and 62°. sweptbuck modeIs, respectively. In genera],
both moclels exhibited the same stability and qontrol
characteristic. The dynamic longitudinal stability
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was unsatisfactory at interrnedictte lift coeilicients
aIthough force test results hxd indicated satisfactory
static stctbility over this range. The poor flight. be-
havior -was believed to be associated -with the change in
airflow o~er the wing that caused abrupt changes in the
vtiriation of wing pitching moment and model flight-
path angle with lift coefficient. The lateral oscillation
was predominantly a rol?hg motion and w-as fairly well
clamped over the entire lift range. The very large
rolling moment due to sideslip affected the control-
lability ad-rerse]y, particularly when the directional
stability was low. These results indicated that dihedral
and tail clesi.gn will in some cases be determined more
from eonsiclerations of controllability than of dpimic
lateral stability. Aileron control became -weaker with
increasing lift coefficient and in the case of the &2°
sweptbxck moclel was inadequate to maintain satis-
factory control at.high lift coefficients. Ak the stall the
modeIs clropped -without pitching or rolling off -which
can be accounted for by the fact that these s-weptbxck
wings maintained some clamping in roll at the stall in
contrast to unswept wings -which usuaLIy auto-rotate
at the stall.
A theoretical investigation was made in the Langley
Stability Analysis Section to cletermine the effect of
variations in the lateral-stability cleri-watives~-wing loacl-
ing~ altitucle? and raclii of gyration on the lateral
stability bounclaries. The results of the in-restigation
indicated that an airplane with a high -wing loacling
designed for high-speed and high-altitucle fight would
be laterally stabIe if the moments of inertia, the Iocation
of the principal longitudinal axis of the airpIane: and
the -value of the clamping in roll clerivative CP -were
properly selected. Inclination of the principal longi-
tudinal atis of the airplane above the fight path at the
nose caused a large stabilizing shift in the oscillatory
stability bounclary but did not affect the spiral stability
bounckmy. A more complete ana]ysis of this investi-
gation is reported in Technical hTote P2&2.
Controls
significant results have been obtained from se-reral
control-surface investigations comluctecl in the kes
16-foot wind tunnel covering tbe effects of sweep? trail-
ing-edge contuur> and fabric distortion on the hinge
moments and effectiveness of control surfaces at high
subsonic Wch numbers. & extensiw investigation
-was conducted of control surfaces having shielcled and
unshielded horn balances. The reeadts of the several
in-restigaticms emphasize the pronounced and often ad-
verse control-surface characteristics at high speecls
-which can be caused by relatively small irregularities of
control-surface contour, by excessive trailing-edge
angle, and by some types of aerodynamic balances.
Analytical studies have been mark on the effects of
controI-surface characteristics on the high-speed longi-
ttidina] stability ancl control of airplanes.
The efleets of Variations in airfoil thickness-chord
ratio and in flap chord upoD the electiveness of plain
trailing-eclge flaps in controlling lift at speeds approach-
ing th:lt of sound have been investigated in the Ames
1- by 31~-foot high-speed -wind tunnel.
An in-restigation reported in Teckmical Xote lZ28 xas
macle in the Langley two-dimensional low-turbulence
pressure tLLLLUelto study the two-dimensions] character-
istics of a control surface suitab]e for application to a
Iarge modern airplane. The tests were made of a 10.7-
percent-thick symmetrical tail section equippecl with
a M-percent-airfoil-chord flap desie~ed f or use M either
a ruclder or ele~ator and incorporati~c a 20-percent- flap-
chord tab. Restdts inclieatecl the importance of sealing
the tab nose gap because of a resultant increase in tab
hinge-moment effectiveness ancl flap lift effectiveness.
Sealing the flap nose gap was also benetkial in that it
eliminated sharp irregularities in the flap hinge-mo-
ment characteristics and large increases in clrag that
were caused by flow of uir through the gap.
Research hm cont~[le<~ on the factors that ~lfie~t the
hinge moments of control surfaces and on improved
methocls of desib@ng cent rol surf aces to obtain satis-
factory characteristics. (See Technical Note WX.)
A considerable amount O+ data. on the characteristics
of tabs having various aerodynamic balances has been
published in Tectieal X’ote 1403. Analysis of the re-
sults indicated that. certain types of balance. COUIC1be
used to ad-rantage on the spring tabs of large airplanes.
The use of lifting-surf~ce theory. which has been shown
to provide a reliable basis for predicting the hinge mo-
ments of finite-span control surfaces from section char-
acteristics, has been extencled in TechnicaI Xote 1215
to the case of a partial-span elevator.
A collection and analysis of wind-tunnel data on the
characteristics of isolated tail surfaces with and -with-
out end plates were made ancl the results are pre-
sented in TechnicaI A’ote 1400. It was found that
the values of the lift-curve slope and the elev:~tor lift-
effectiv-enws parameters computed by use of lifting-
surface-theory equations a=meewithin about 10 percent
of the measured values. For elevators with no CLt&-
OLLtS,a majority of the hir+ge-moment parameters com-
pute”d by ]ifting-surfme-theory equations show good
agreemen~ ~it,h the measured valLles. The ~cre3~e fi
lift-curve slope resulting from tip-located double end
plates -was detezmi.ned to be. clepenclent upon the squme
root of the area of the end plate divicled by the airfoil
span.
As a part of the program being carriecl out to corre-
late section and finite-span data on control surfaces hav-
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kg various overhang and trailing-eclge balances, tests
were made in the Langley 4- by 6-foo_t vertical tunnel
of a pIain ancl a balanced flap having three different
trailing-edge angles cm a tapered semispan wing of
NACA 0009 section. A.naIysis of the clata showecl good
agreement between the measured values of the lift and
hinge-moment parameters ancl the values calculated
from two-dimensional data by Iif ting-surf ace theory.
The results of this investigation were reported in Tech-
nical hTote 1!248.
An improved method of predicting the control forces
of spring-tab ailerons from w-incl-tunnel data is des-
cribed in Technical hTote 1333. This method cloes
not require that the variations of the aileron and tab
hinge-moment coefficients be linear nor cloes it employ
any lengthy process of successive approxinmt ions.
One study consisted of a collection of the avail-
able test datz on lateral controls with full-span flaps.
Lat eraI-control effect iveness and hinge-moment clata
obtainecl from two-dimensional, tllree-cIil~lellsiollaI, and
flighttests h~~-e been collectedand incltldec~tile
characteristics of spoiler clevices and ailerons -with re-
tractable flaps. A discussion is given of the characteris-
tics of the latertil-contro] devices considered and of the
application of the data to specific airphme designs.
A further study, macle in the Langley 300 mile per
hour 7- by 10-foot. tunnel to determine the effect of
span, spanwise location, ancl chorclwise Iocation of
spoilers on the lateral-controI characteristics of a tia-
perecl semispan wing has been reported in Technical
hTote 1294. The resuIts of the investigation inclicate
that the variation of rolling-moment effectiveness -with
spoiler span have a trend similar to that. for ailerons
on a geometrically similar wing. The spanwise yaw-
ing-moment effectiveness for ailerons and spoilers
show’ed the same trencl with spanwise Ioc&tion; but the
spoilers gave favorable yawing moments.
Control surfaces for wing plan forms being con-
sidered for supersonic flight have received some atten-
tion. At the Ames Laboratory Viind-tunne] ancl wing-
flow tests have been macle to determine the effectiveness
of various types of hinged control surfaces on a wing
of triangular plan form.
At the Langley laboratory the 7- by 10-foot tunnel
sections have tested various control arrangements on a
triangular -wing at transonic speeds, with special tunnel
apparatus.
ln an effort to deveIop suitable lateral-contro] de-
vices -which permit the use of full-span flaps, an investig-
ation was conducted to cletermine the practicability of
drooped ailerons on NACM low-drag airfoils. The
results of this investigation are presented in Technical
Note 1386. Section aerodymunic characteristics of an
NACA 66 (215-216) (a=O.6) airfoil- with a slotted
aileron. of normal profile and modified nose sh~pe are
presented for various aileron locations, hinge centers,
and a~iodynamic balances. The report aIso includes
the resLIItsof pressure-distribution measurements over
the aiIerons for various control locations and cleflec-
tions for use as an tiid in aileron ancl flap design. Also
incIuclecl in the report are extensive computations made
to determine the Iateral-control characteristics of three
hypothetical airplanes of wiclely clifferent sizes assum-
ing drooped aiIerons similar to those for the two-
climensionaI model. These comp~ltations indicate that
the droopecl ailerons can be appliecl successfully to air-
planes with spans ranging from 45 to 141 feet.
Flying Qualities
Diming the pzst year, further progress has been made
in the extension of flying-qualities investigations into
the transonic speecl range. Acceptance tests have been
conipleted on the Unitecl States Air Forces Bell ~XS-1
airpIane. The object of these tests was to demonstrate
the struct ura] integrity of the a.irplane and to prove
that its stability find control characteristics were satis-
factory Llp to a Nlach number of 0.8. hTACA I}ersonnel
partici]~~ted in the tests by evaluating records obtained
from hTACA recording instruments installed in the air-
plane, XTACA telemetering equipment, ancl raclar track-
ing eqnipment. The tests viere made in a series of 26
flights with two .X3--l airplanes, and in 14 of these
flights, the rocket motor -was operated.
Longitudinal] stability and control measurements
have been made up to a Mac]l number of npproxim:lteIy
0.8. The stick-fixed LIncl stick-free static Iollgituclinal
stability was slightly positive L113to the maximum speed
tested. The variation of elevator angle and elevator
force -with normal acceleration in tLmns and pL~I1-Llps
-was satisfactorily stable. The static directional sta-
bility was high at alI speecls. AH cent rols were eflect iw
LIp to the highest test speed.
One”XS-1 airplane has been assigned to the NACA
ancl a foumal resem~ch program to obtain ael’odyllan]ic
data at transonic speeds has been started.
As previously mentioned, the D-558–1 research air-
plane has been constructed by the Douglas Aircraft CO.
under contract to the Bureau of Aeronautics, h~avy De-
partment, for Lwe by the NTACA in a cooperative pro-
gram for the exploration of airplane stability and con-
trol characteristics and air loads at transonic speeds.
This airplane is a single-place aircraft of conventional
arrangement-and is powered by a turbo-jet engine. The
acceptance tests of- this airplane were conducted ati
Muroc Air Base, Calif. NACM observers -witnessed
these tests, and d their conclusion, two airplanes were
assigned to the NTACA for comprehensive stucly.
“As an extension of previous research under clear
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weather conclitions, an in~estigation was also made cd?
the flying and hanclling qumlities requirements of trans-
port aircraft under blind lancling conclitions. The im-
port ante of complying -with current requirements for
handling qualities w-as demonstrated.
A general investigation of sem-o-mechanisms for use
in powering aircraft control surfcwes is being conchmted
in order to determine the effects of -wu-ions booster
parameters on the hanc~ling qualities of airplanes. The
chief aim of this in-restigation is to furnish designers
ivith quarttitatire requirements for control boosters in
general. A theoretical analysis of vtirious possible
servo-mechanisms -was macle. This analysis indicated
that satisfactory performance coLdcl probably be ob-
tained with a control booster -which produced a control-
surface ~elocity proportional to the error in position
between the control surface ancl the control stick. In
order to check these theoretical results a bench set-up of
this booster system was built that simulated flight mmcli-
tions as closely as possible. The clesired motion char-
acteristics -were obtained by bnilcling the booster sys-
tem around a variable-displacement pump, the clis-
pIacement of which cou]d be controlled normally with
negligible force. The bench tests indicated that the
booster should be satisfactory in all respects. The ap-
plication of this type of booster meclmnism for control
of large airplanes and also for control of airplanes oper-
ating in the transonic speecl range vras considered.
During the past year the Flight Research stMs of
the .&mes ancl Langley laboratories have undertaken
md reportec} on the cletermination of the hanclling char-
acteristics of nine military airplanes. These in-restiga-
tions established the lateraI, directional, and longi-
tudinal stability and control characteristics and the
stalling characteristics of the airpIanes. In a number of
cases -where deficiencies in the hanclling characteristics
were founcl, the investigations were extended to provide
satisfactory impro~ement.
Another in-restigation continuing the work on corre-
lation of the handling characteristics of an airplane
measured in flight -with those measured on a small-scale
model in the ties 7- by 10-foot mind tunnel has been
completed using a high-powered carrier-based dive
bomber. The results of this investi~~tion clemonstrated
again that wind-tunnel tests can show the unsatis-
factory conditions of flight. but that better results
would be obtained in tests of large scale models.
spinning
The clesia~ requirements for airplane tail surfaces
that mouId provide effective control for satisfactory re-
covery from fully cleveloped spins of personal-owner-
type light airplanes hn~e been cletermined from an
analysis of the characteristics of approximately 60
moclels previously testecl in the Langley spin tunnels.
Although these moclels did not represent actua] per-
sonal-owner aircraft, they had proportions. of mass
and climensional characteristics representative of UMW’
airplcmes in the personal-owmer category. The results
of the analysis are presented in Technical h’ote 1329
which gives an empirical relationship between a tail-
design parameter, relat i-re clensity, and relative n~ass
~strib[ltion of the airplane required for Mtisfactory
recovery.
Free-spinning-tunnel tests ~ere performed with a
moclel of a typical fighter-type airpkme -with 0° and 40°
s-weepback in the -wi~us to obtain m indication of the
effect of s-weepback on the spin and recovery char-
acteristics. The results of the testst presented in Tech-
nical hTote 12561indicated that for this model with n tail
desi=~ considered unsatisfactory as regards spin re-
covery? sweeping the wings back 40° improved the
recovery characteristics appreciably but thai with a
tail clesign considered satisfactory as regarcls spin re-
covery, sweeping the wings back h:ld ~ttle effect OLIthe
recovery characteristics.
To supplement the existing published clatz on hi~ge
moments of elevators and rudders in spins, hinge-
moment measurements were made throughout a range
of spinning attitudes on a specific tail configuration
mounted on a fuselage. The results o-f the hinge-
moment me~surements for balanced elevator equipped
with trim tabs and for a balanced rudcler are presented
in Technical Note 1400. It was founcl that the elevator
hinge moments hacl normal variation -with ang[e of
attack: yaw, and deflection but because of the high angles
of attack in spinning attitucles? the elevators had a
strong up-ffoating tendency indicating that push forces
WOUIC1be genercclly required for all ele~ator deflections.
The elevator balance was not effective in reducing the
force requirecl to push the elevator to neutral} but the
trim tabs -were quite effective in this respect. The rud-
cler bcdance zppem-ecl to be effective in reducing the
rudcler peclal forces. but the rudcler became o~erbalancecl
at angles of attack greater than 40”.
Tests were conducted in the Langley 15-foot free-
spinning tunneI to determine the effect of horizontal tail
position on the hinge moments of an unbalanced rudder
in attitudes simulating spinning conditions. It W:M
found that a low rearward position of the horizontal
tail gave the smallest hinge moments, whereas a hi@
forward position of the horizontal tail gave the largest
hinge moments. Rudder hinge-moment coeflkients
were shown to decrease with an increase in angle of
attack for all horizontal taiI positions. It WXS found
that the rate of change of rudder hinge-moment co-
efficient -with rudder cleflection was not appreciaMy
affectecl by the horizontal tail position except in -rery
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flat spins. These results are presented in Technical
Note 1337.
In addition, the characteristics of 11 specific military
clesigns were either determined by tests or analysis.
Where deficiencies in the spinning characteristics of
these clesigns were found, changes to remedy the de-
ficiencies were investigated and recommended to the
military services.
Specific Models
A number of manufacturers’ models were investi-
gated in the wind tunnels of the Ames and Langley
Laboratories for the military services in order to cleter-
mine the stability and control characteristics of these
modek. A number of interesting points were brought
out through these tests.
An investigation of a ++sca]e powered model of a
proposecl 175.000-pound, 290-foot-span, all--wing cargo
airplane has been made in the Langley full-scale tunneI
to provicle clata for an estimation of the flying qualities
of tailless airplanes.
An analytical investigation has been made to cleter-
mine the relative performance of tailless and conven-
tional airplanes in orcler to cletermine -whether there is
sufficient promise of better performance by tailIess air-
planes to justify further research on the flying quali-
ties of this type of airplane. Inasmuch as there hm
been considerable interest in tail-boom type airplanes
having only a wing, booms ~ncl tails, tkis type of air-
plane has also been included in the performance com-
parison.
In the analysis certain assumptions -were made re-
garding weight, drag and stibiIity which have not
been vi-holly confirmecl. The findings must therefore
be considered as tentative pending conflrmatio~ by
additional research. The principal conclusion drawn
from this anaIysis was that large all-wing tailless air-
planes may have better performance characteristics
than their equivalent conventional airplane or tail-
boom airpIanes for certain types of missions.
An investigation was conducted on the effect of
engine skew on the lateral stability and control charac-
teristics of a single-engine airplane. The results of the
investigation, which were made in tile Langley 7- by
10-foot tunnel using a ++5-scale moclel, have been re-
port ed. The ana]ysis indicated that the skewed thrust
axis was an effective method of overcoming inadequate
rudder col~trol for power-on flight at Iow speeds and
that it also had a pronounced effect on aileron deflec-
tion requirecl for trim particularly with flaps cleflected.
An investigation reported in Technical Note 1210
has shown that slipstream rotation can resuIt in asym-
metric forces on a fuselage, even in the absence of wing
and tiil surfaces. A fuselage in pitch, for example,
experiences a lateral f wce and a yawing moment? each
proportional to the angIe of attack. Tests made with
various fuselage-propeller combinations yielded results
which were in fair agreement with an approximate —.
theory.
Force tests have been made in the. Langley free-flight
tunnel of two isoIated vee-tail surfaces to provide an
experimental verification of a simplified vee-tail theory.
A summary of these data was first presented in N.&C.&
Wartime Report L-212. Because of the recentIy in-
creased interest in vee tails, the complete force-test
results including moment data not previously given
have been presented in TechnicaI Note 1369.
SUBCOMMITTEE ON INTERNAL FLOW
New types of power plants for current and proposed
high-speed airplznes and self-propellecl missiles re-
quire the internal handling of many times the quan-
tity of air usecl by reciprocating engines. Since
inefficient handling of large quantities of air WOUIC1
result in serious reductions in the performances of the
aircraft, the Subcommittee on Internal Flow has con-
cerned itself during the past year with the areoclynamic
problems affecting the efficiency of internaI flow
systems.
Although internal aerodynamics is a fieId closely re-
Iated to the usual external aerodynamics of aircraft,
it is characterized by its own special problems, which
in many instances require special consideration. Ac-
cordingly, the hTACA’s Langley, Ames, and CleveIand
laboratories have undertaken specialized studies of in-
ternal flow phenomena in order to provide a basis
for pr~ctical design of efficient intermal flow systems for
aircraft.
Wing Inlets —
In current airplane designs wing inlets are of con-
siderable interest.. To determine the velocity distribu-
tion on arbitrary two-dimensional wing-duct inlet
shapes? the conformd-rnapping method of the Car-
tesian mapping function -was applied. An assumed ._
form of an actual wing-cluct inlet was analyzed. The
effects of the leacling-eclge stagger, inlet-velocity ratio,
and sczction Iift coefficient on the velocity distribution
were included in the study,
From the foregoing study and tests of a number of
wing leacling-edge air intakes an empiricaI desiagn
method has been developed whereby satisfactory wing
leading-eclge air intakes may be designed. Ordinates L
are derived for the inlet section of a given airfoiI from
empiricaI formulae invoIving only the given airfoiI
ordinatesran-d a desired inlet height. Using this em- .-
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pirical f orrnula , satisfactory section characteristics
have been obtained for wing inlets of seyeral heights for
an NACA 63-012 airfoil section. These models were
tested in one of the 7- by 10-foot -wind tunnels at the
Ames Laboratory.
Stuclies have also been made of specific wing leading-
edge inlets. One such investigation was carried out in
the Langley propeller research tunnel on wing-leading-
eclge inlets located betm-een the inboard and outboard
nacelIes of a four-engine airplane. The wing with the
originally proposed inlets installed was found to have
much lower maximum lift eoetlkients and eritieal 31ach
numbers than those for the basic wing. Inlets -with sat-
isfactory maximum lift, critical Mach number, and
pressure-reeovery characteristics were developed for
each of two ~ersions of the airplane. Extensive tests
were also conducted to study the efleets of propeller
operation (both right and Ieft-hand) on the maximum
lift coefficient and the total pressures in the dueting.
Side Inlets
Air inlets located on the sides of bodies have received
considerable attention. One such study of a series of
NACA submerged inlets in an S-by 36-inch vvincl chan-
nel has been completed at the .hnes laboratory. This
in-resfigationn w-as concerned with the effect of various
changes in inlet configuration upon the merits of the
submerged inlet.
.% further investigation of practical applications of
NACA. submerged air intakes covering typical appli-
cat ion for both turbo-propeller ancl turbo-jet engine
installations was undertaken. These wind tunnel in-res-
tigations pointecl out many basic design factors.
Tests Of submerged inlets have also been m-ade to
determine scale effects of this type of installation.
.+s a part of the duct-inlet probjem, an investigation
has been conducted in the ties T- by 10-foot wind
tunnels on a fuHy submerged inlet -with a easeacle of air-
foils inclined to the airstream to turn and difluse the
entering air. This type of inlet is intended to further
recluce the amount of internal ductingl and, in addition
pre-rent the entrance of foreign material into the duct--
ing system and en=tie. The cascacle mas installed in
the sicle of a 1~-scale fighter fuselage model.
Nose InIets
13eeause of the simplicity of desie~ and the relative
ease of aerodynamic analysis? nose inlets are empIoyed
in many aircraft designs.
A part of the nose inlet stuclies conducted at the Labo-
ratories -was an in-restig~tion of two sharp-edge super-
sonic iilets -with conical central bodies> at 10-wair speedst
in the LangIey propeller-research tunnel. This investi-
gation was undertaken to obtain preliminary informa-
tion concerning the characteristics of such inlets in the
subsonic flight regime.
A special problem encountered in the desi=gn of fuse-
lage air inlets of the central-body type for high-speed
airplanes is the avoidance of compression shocks on the
surfaces ahead of the air inlets. The a-roickmce of such
shocks wdl reduce boundary-layer separation and the
resulting unstable inlet. flow and large losses in pres-
sure recovery. Studies ha-re indicated that shaping
the central body so that velocities on this surface are
below stream values at all points ahead of the inlet -wiL1
minimize the effects of compression shocks in both the
subsonic and transonic fright regimes. A low-speed in-
vestigation of simple annuIar inlets conducted in the
Langley propelIer research tunnel indicated that by
the use of a conical-nosed body the desired substream
surface velocities can be obtained over the ranges of
angle of attack and inlet-veloeity ratio useful for high-
speed flight.
An annular transonic inlet configuration, modified
by the installation of a canopy and a nose-wheel fair-
ing into a ~wti sicle-ti]et configuration, h?ls been in-
vestigated in order to study problems in-rol-red, in ap-
plying such an inlet to a fighter-type airplane.
Research efforts at ~leviland ancl Lm@ey Labora-
tories ha-re been direeted toward the determination of
the pressure recovery eharwteristics of various types of
supersonic nose inlet arrangements. One extensive in-
Testi%ltion concerned itself -with a. series of diffusers
utilizing various combinations of con~ergent-di-rergent
sections. This investigation indicated that appreciable
pressure Iosses were una-roiclabIe with this type of clif-
fuser. me ma~m~ theoretical recovery was limited
by starting restrictions, and additional limitations were
found to exist due to the cornparatire instability of the
flow caused by pressure fluctuations in the system. Sub-
sequent researches have indicated methocls of reduc-
ing the inherent losses in this inlet system.
~a~mt~ch as the ifierent starting limitations of the
con-i-ergent-di-rergent diffuser can be a-roicled by resort-
ing to external compression of the supersonic airstream,
experimental and theoretical in-wstigations were con:
chlcted to determine the effeet of several parameters on
the pressure recovery of the external compression dif-
fuser (spike cliffuser).
As part of the analytiea~ study of spike diffusers> a
desi~m criterion has been determined for redueing to
a minimum the value of the drag produced b-y the ex- .
ternal supersouie compression.
Nacelles
DLLriLI,g the pasi 2 years the laboratories have con-
ducted research on various phases of the aerodynamic
clesign of high-speed bombers. AS a part of this pro-
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gram! nacelles have receivecl considerable attention.
Design principles clevelopecl through basic stuclies of
-wing-naceHe combinations at the &nes laboratory and
the Im@ey laboratory have been extensi~ely applied
in current. high-speed jet-propelled bomber designs.
GeneraI Studies
As a guicle in msessing the importcmce of air-intake
clesign in cletermining the efficiency of jet-propelled air-
craft, a study has been initiated to evaluate the efiect
of pressure recovery on jet-engine performance. So
far the investigation has been confinecl to a single typi-
CZI jet-engine type. ‘he effect of pressure recovery on
the net thrust of this engine has been determined. In
the next step, the engine was fitted to a representative
fighter airplane ancl the effect on the airp~ane’s per-
formance of varying pressure recovery was computed.
In many cases the flow of gases through engines can
be predicted with useful accuracy by means of a one-
climensional approximation to the real three-dimen-
sional flow pattern. A method of calculation has been
clevised to solve one-dimensional flow probIems in which
friction, change in composition, changes in heat con-
tent. or changes in mass flow maybe taken into account
for either constmlt. or variable specific heat. The
method is described in Technical NTote 1419,
A supercharger inlet elbow hzs been designed to pro-
vicle unif mm velocity at the outlet with w minimum
pressure loss through the bend. Flow stuclies were
made to cletxwmine the effects of a vane inst.al]ecl normal
to the plane of the bencl, ancl on this bend in con~bi-
nation with xn impeller shaft housing, to determine the
outlet ve~ocity distribution ancl total pressure Ioss
through the elbow. The results of these tests and tesis
of a carburetor pkced in the system are reported in
Technical Note 1148.
lle thrust cleveloped by CLturbo-jet propulsive unit
is sharply redncecl by pressure Iosses in the air induc-
tion system. Under certain operating conclitions,
howe~’er. inIet screens with their consequent, pressure
loss are requirecl to prevent clamage to the power plant
from ingestion of foreign particles. An investigation
of a turbo-jet inlet screen clesigned for low pressure
loss ancl zclequate protection has been macle at the
Lmlgley induction aeroclynmnics laboratory.
AS part of the basic problem of flows through chlct-
ing involving deceleration through the speecl of souncl,
an analysis (Technical Note -k225) of nonviscous un-
steady channel flow was made. From this study it
was c.oncluclec] that smooth tmnsonic deceleration is
unstable to compression pulses coming from the ciow-n-
stream clirection.
A chart method for the rapicl detwminzticm of mass-
flovi coefficients and associntecl flow parameters from
pressure surveys in internal flow systems has been
developed and is presented in Technical Note 1381.
For isoenergic flows the point mass-flow coefficients
are cormeniently evaluat ecl from easily mezsurecl station
static pressure ancl total pressure-loss coefficients. The
charts presented cover a wide range of the cletermin-
ing pz~meters through the complete range of sub-
sonic Mach numbers. The equations have also been ~
evaluated for flows to which mechanical or thexwal
energy has been aclcled, such as in flows behind pro-
pellers and radiators,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON VIBRATION AND !
FLUTTER
With the. aclvent of flight at transonic speeds, prob-
lems 01 flutter and of vibration have become increas- –
ingly important ancl more complex, the emphasis
placecl on this work being reflected in an increase in
the scope of investigltiom concluctecl. The purpose
of these investigations is to furnish the designer of
airpIanes and missiles with information concerning
flutter throughout the subsonic, transonic and super-
sonic speed ranges: mnd particularly in the transonic
range in which no theory is fully aclequate at present.
Airfoil Flutter
At the Ames laboratory flight, wincl tunnel, and ;
analytical investigations of high-speed flutter have
been ccmtinuecl with promising results. Additional ~
equipment has been developed and perfected for con-
ducting further research into the interaction of bouncl-
ary Iayer, shock-wa~-e locztion ancl traveI, oncl control-
surface hinge-moments.
AN extensive program of flutter model testing has
been uuder way at the Langley laboratory during the
past year. These iitvestigations were conducted in the
Langley flutter tunnel for high subsonic Mach num- –
hers and on freely falling boclies and rockets for Mmch
numbers in the transonic range. The results have
shown the effects of current trends in wing-phmfom
clesign on the flutter characteristics of wings and
controls.
The velocity potential, lift force, moment, ancl pro- :
puIsive force on a t}vo-clilllellsioll:ll airfoil in a stream _
of periodically varying angle of attack ha~e been de-
rivecl on the basis of nonstationary incompressible po-
tentiaI-flow theory which includes the .e-ffec~ of the
continuous sheet of vortices shed from the trailing eclge.
Application of these results w-as macle in an analysis of
the variation with frequency of the propulsive force on :
an airfoil in an oscillating stream and in analysis of the
problem of forced vibrations of an airfoil i~ an oscillat-
ing stream with consideration of the stiffness of the
airfoil and the postion of its torsion axis. It was shown
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that, -when the torsion ~xis of the ctirfuil is aheacl m!
the quarter-chord point, the arupl}tucle of the -ribratiors
is generaI1y not large, but when the torsion axis is
behind the qnarter-chorcl point certzin conditions exist
uncler which dangerous amplitudes of tikttion may
occur. This work is reported in Technical X’ote 137i2.
The forces ancl moments ort a two-dimensional air-
foil executing harmonic motions in a pulsating stream
ha-i-ebeen cleri-i-ecl on the bask of nonstationar~ incom-
pressible potential flow theory -with the inclusion of the
effect of the continuous sheet of rortices shed from the
trailing edge. lm assumption as to the form of the
wake is rnacle with a certain clegree of approximation.
A cotnp~rison with pre-rious work applicable only to
the special case of a stationary airfoil is made by means
of a numerical example, and the excdl.ent ae-cement ob-
tained shows that the wake approximation is quite suffi-
cient. The results obtainecl are expectecl to be useful in
eo~=iclerations of forcecl ~ibratious and flutter of
rotary-wing aircraft for which the lifting surfzces
are in air streams of variable velocity. This work is
reported in Technical A’ote 13X.
In Technical N“ote 1383. a theoretical stucly. basecl on
the linearized equations of motion for small disturb-
ances, is macle of the air forces on -wings of g-enemd
phm forms moving forward at a constant supersonic
speed. The bounclat’y problem is set L~p for both the
harnlonic:llly oscN_lating ancl the steacly conclitions.
Two t=ypes of bolundary conditions are dis’tiguishecl,
which are designated “purely supersonic?’ ancl “mixed
supersonic;’. The pureIy supersonic case in~olvecl incle-
penclenee of action of the upper ancI lower surfaces of
the airfoil, ancl the anal@s is mainly concerned -with
this case. .% cliscussion is first given of the fundamental
or elementary solution corresponding to a moving
source. The solutions for the -relocity potential are
then synthesized by means of inte~~ltion of the funckt-
mental solution for the me-ring source. The method is
illustrated by applications to a number of examples for
both tbe ste:acly ancl the osdlating cases and for _rarious
phw forms, inducting swept wings :mcl rectangukm and
triangular pIan forms
Flutter of Turbine and Compressor Blades
F]utter problems are not limited to the wings and
tail surfmes of airplanes but are ako encountered by the
blacles of turbines and compressors. Earlier work on
the effect of lift coefficient on flutter of clucted fans indic-
ated that a given fan blad# -would ha-re the maximum
flutter speed -when the aerodynamic center of pressure
coincided -with the blacle-section center of gravity. This
theory indicated that high flutter speeds coL~ld be ob-
tainecl at tl~e high lift coefficients, if the fan blade sec-
tions were camberecl properly. Tests reported in Tech-
8s302r&m---3
nicaI h’ote 1330 show that high cambered blades had
high flutter speecls at high lift coefficients.
These tests also showecl that the greatest ckmger of
flutter for a highly loxclecl blade occurs at the Mach
number at which the local ~elocity on the upper blade
surface becomes sonic. As the speed was increased be-
yond the critical Mach number. the flutter d.hppearecl.
SUBC031MITI’EE ON PROPELLERS FOR
AIRCRAFT
TheSteaclily incretising operational speeds of moclern
aircraft hare resmlteil in the need for additional re-
search on those factors affecting the etliciency of pro-
pellers at very high speeik. The ad-rent of the gas
turbine power plant has required that further em-
phasis be given to such research at ttis time.
Propeller ‘Theory
As a resuIt of art investigation carried on at Langley,
an isosceles triangle twistecl into a screw surface about
its axis has been proposed as a propeller for trccnsonie
flight. The purpose of such a clesign is to obtain the
drag reduction associated with large s-weepback in a
structurally practicable configuration. A n~athemati-
cal theory for such CLpropeller: presented in TecOmicaI
hTote 1303~ indicates a net efficiency of the order of 80
percent at a Mach number of 1.1.
The selectiou of an efficient propeller for applica-
tion to a light airplane clesign cm be accomplished by
the use of charts presented in Technical Xote 133S. The
charts are preparecl for power values from 50 to 300
horsepower, airspeeds from 50 to 200 miles per hour,
propeller diameters from 6 to 10 feet, and blade mrm-
bers from 2 to 8 for wide values of propelIer rotational
speecl. The application of the results is demonstrated
by three exarnp~es.
Propeller Experiments
Tests of an NACA 4-(5) (08} -03 two-Macle propel-
ler have beeu made in the Langley 8-foot high-speed
tunnel to extencl the Mach number range abo-re that of
prerious tests of this propeller.
An in-restigation of two t-ww-blacle propellers of -rery
high solidity was also carried out in the Langley S-foot
high-speed tunnel.
One means of increasing the power absorption cz-
pacity of existing blacle clesi=w is the addition of trail-
ing-eclge extensions, ancl a flight investigation was made
on a P-$7D-28 a;rpkme to cletermine the effects of such
art extension.
In connection with its research on the effects of shape
of propeller shank sections? the A’AC& has made cm in-
vestigation of the effect of compressibility ort the flow
o-rer thick airfoil sections.
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ib part of the overal] program of the NACA to re-
cluce the noise produced by aircraft, a review -was made
of the literature available on the effect of distance on
airplane noise and published M !17eclmical ~Tote 13.53,
This study showed that, for the range of frequency
radiated from a propeller, atmospheric absorption was
negligible and that the sound energy could be predicted
by the inverse square law. In a.cldition, a considerable
amount of work was done to cletermine the range of
practical application of propeller noise theory. This
work culminated in flight tests of a light airphme
equippecl with a propeller designed to effect large reduc-
tions in the propeller noise level. A report on these
flight tests is being preparecl.
The investigation of noise from 2-, 4-, and 7’-blade
propellers, reported in Technical ~Tote 1354, resulted in
good agreement with the Gutin theory for rotatioiml
noise in the Mach number range from 0.5 to 0.9. At
Iow tip Mach numbers the noise was greater than pre-
dicted because of the vortex noise of the propeller.
Charts presented in Technical Note 1358 for cleter-
mining the louclness of light airpIane propellers +ere
preparecl in an effort to aicl the designer in the choice
of a quieter propeller. These charts give the louclness
level at distances of 300 ancl 1,000 feet. for various num-
bers of blades, propeller diameters, rotational speeds
and power ranges. These same variables are considered
in Technical hTote 1338 which presents charts for cleter-
roining the efficiency of a Iight airplane propeIler.
SUBCOMMITTEE ON HELICOPTERS
The experimental and analytical investigations of
the fundamental factors that afiect the performance,
flying qualities, and reliability of helicopters have been
continued during the past yezr. The object of this
work was to provicle and interpret the funclcmlentaI
information required for proper guidance of heli-
copter clevelopment so that the unique potentialities
of roimry-wing aircraft might be fully realized in res-
cue, commercial, ant{ military applications.
Flight Investigations
The effect of rotor-blade sta!ling on the power ab-
sorbecl by a rotor was cleterminecl in flight ancl the
results of the investigation published in Technical
Note 1250. The flight measurements checked the cal-
culations made by the -weighting curve method in that
it was founcl that stalling materially reduces rotor
efficiency before the operating limitations due to vi-
bration and loss of control were reached. It was also
F found that calculation of the operating conditions cor-
responding to an angIe of attack of the retreating
blade tip of approximately 12° is a useful approach in
cletermining the conditions for optimum performance
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of current rotors, as well as in limiting the applica-
bility of theoretical treatments that omit allowances
for stalling losses.
Safety and desigil considerations make the autoro-
tative condition important to the helicopter designer
irmsm”uch as the helicopter rotor becomes, in effect,
an autogiro rotor in the event of power failure. Flight
tests were. therefore conducted on a helicopter in the
autorotative condition and the results published in
Technical hTote 1267. It was found that good agree-
ment between theoretical and experimental autoro-
tative performance -was obtained ancl tlu~t the same
theory coulcl satisfactorily predict the performance
of a rot& in both the po-wer-off and power-on fligh~
conditions. The theory could thus be used in ex-
tending the available rotor clata from one condition
to another. It was shown that significant ‘improve-
ments in gliding performance appear possible with –
improved bhide contour and surface condition.
Basic data on helicopter rotor-blacle motion -were
obtaineil:by photographic observations of the behavior
of a rotor blade .i~ flight. The measurements were
an!lyzed by means of existing theory and the results
published in Technic.aI Note 1266. Values of meas-
urecl flappingt feathering, and in-plane motion vrer~
compared with theoretical calculations, and agree-
ment WLL.fguncl good enough to render the theory
useful in_ such problems as the estimation of control -- _
displacement for trim, the determination of the static
stability’~f the rotor+ and in designing the stop set-
tings and bearing positions of the rotor hub. A basis
for design of a. simple service torquemeter, consisting
of a mechanical device for measuring the mean blade-
clrag angle, was suggested by the test results, in that
the mean drag angle was foLmd to be a simple func-
tion of the rotor torque and revolutions per minute
over a wide range of conclitions, Data on bIade twist-
ing ancl clistorticms fmposed by aerodynamic and
inertii ‘forces in flight., which are essential to stud. _
ies of blade stresses and rotor vibra~ion, were also
obtained.
Wind-TunneI investigations
As part of a general helicopter research program in-
tenclecl to provicle clesigners with f unclamental rotor
information, the for-ward-flight performance charuc-
twistics of a typical single-rotor helicopter have been
investigated in the Langley full-scale tunnel. Thti
data, w~ich are given in Technical Note 12!89, are pre- ~
sented in a series of charts which facilitate the rapid
estimat~~ of the forvmrd-flighi performance of heli-
copter rotors having ‘physical charact&istics similar ~
to” the rotor tested. - The results inclicate tlrat large
savings ‘in the power required for flight would result
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from the use of smooth rotor blades and that acldi-
t ional smalIer savings in power woulcl resdt from op-
eration at lower rotational speeds.
Blade motions of the PV–9 helicopter rotor ha-w been
studiecl in the Ilangley fuH-scaIe tunnel. The flapping
arid feathering motions of the rotor blacles were sub-
jected to harmonic anm]ysis ancl the Fourier coefficients
have been summarized in a con-renient set of cha~t~
from which the motions for SLLCba rotor maybe re:~cliIy
obtained for a range of flight conditions. The theory
in common use was found to predict accurately the con-
ing an~le anrl tl~e longitudinal component of the equiv-
alent flapping: fair agreement for the lateral compon-
ent of the equivalent flappingl however, requires that
the theory take into account the fact that the inflow
across the rotor disk increases from front to rear.
AnaI=y-ticalStucIies
.&n extension of previous -work on the theory of seJf-
excited mechanical oscillations of hinged rotor blades
has been publishecl. Previously published papers coyer
the cases of three or more rotor blacles on elastic sup-
ports (such as landing gear) bal-ing equaI or unequal
support stiffness in difterent directions and the case
of one or two blacle rotors on supports ha-ring eqmal
stitiness in all horizontal clirections The missing case
of one or two blades on unequal supports has no-w been
treztecl in Technical A’ote ll&L This report completes
the combinations of support elfisticity and number of
blxdes -which the ground-vibration studies ha-re been
planned to cover. The resuIts show the existence of
ranges of rotational speed at which instability occurs
(changed somewhat in position and extent,) similar to
those possessed by the two-blade rotor on equal sup-
ports. In addition. the exktence of an infinite number
of instability ranges which occurred at low rotor speecls
and which c]id not occur in the cmes previously treated
is shown.
.i theory has been developed in preliminary form and
reported in Wartime Report L-692 which seems capabIe
of predicting the aerodynamic instability phenomena
of a tw-o-blacle %ee-sam-type:’ helicopter rotor. In par-
ticular, the theory indicates the possibility of unstable
vibrations e-i-en with the chorclwise center of nuass at
m- aheacl of the 25-percent-chord position. The sta-
bility conclit ion for oscillatory motion is expressed in
teml~s of a small number of composite pamrneters that.
a w evaluated from the moments of inertia, angle set-
I in.gg, and aerodeynamie parameters of a blade. Com-
puted stability results for different coning angIe set-
tings. center-of-mass positions. and control-system stifl’-
nwses for one -ralue of bhcle density and aspect ratio
are presented in a chart. It is found that, in addition
to parameters analogous to those occurring in wing-
HiLtter tl~eory, the present theory requires the use of a
parameter that represents an unstabilizhg efiect due
to the difference between the moments of inertia in flap-
ping and in rotation.
In order to facilitate solutions of the general prob-
lem of helicopter selection, the aerodynamic perform-
ance of rotors is presented in Technical &’ote 1192 in
the form of charts showing reIations between primary
desie~ and performance mmiabIes. By the use of co~-
ventiomd helicopter theoryl certain variables are plott-
ed and other -rariables are considered fixed. Charts
constructed in such a manner show typical results>
trends, ancl limits of helicopter performance. Per-
formance conditions considered include hovering, hori-
zontal flight, climb, and cei~n~. Special problems dis-
cused inehde vertical climb and the use of rotor-speed-
reduction gears for ho-rering.
A tentati~e list of stanclarcI spnbols for helicopters
was preparecl in answer to the interest in st:lndardiza-
tion shown by the armecl services and the rotary-wing
industry. The symbols listed were limited to those
most generall~ used in helicopter aerodynamics stuclies,.
inasmuch as the specialized symbols necessary in -ribra-
tion. stress, and stability -work remain to be developed
and stancIarclizecl.
Current Developments
The X.-CA helicopter test to-wer was placed in oper-
ation. The -work clone to elate is of a preliminary
nature clealing -with the calibration of the tower. The
tower is 40 feet high and powered with a l..NlO horse-
power el+jne. R is instr~uuented to obtain the average
aerocluynarnic rotor forces as well as transient forces.
The test tower is clesignecl for the purpose of obtaining
the aerodynamic rotor characteristics for the hovering
and near-ho~erin.g cases xnd has been located in a rela-
ti~ely isolated area in orcler to minimize interference
effects from other objects. The const ruet ion of the
driving head is such that various types of rotors may
be wsecl.
SL~COMMITTEE ON SEAPLANES
.4erodynamic Characteristics
Seaplane research has been clirected toward reducing
the aerod=mmmic clrag of Seapkmes without imposing
penalties on the hydrodynamic characteristics.
Recent research on seaplane hLllk has brought to fight
a number of ways that they may be impro~ecl both
aerodynamically and hyclroclynarnicaily. These stuclies
have indicated that increasing the length-beam ratio in
such a manner that the hydrodynamic performance
remainecl unchanged resulted in smaIIer frontal area.
Wind-tunnel tests (Technical Note 1305 ) verified the
predicted decrease in clrzg ancl showecl that no appre-
ciable change in stability resulted from the increased
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length-bezrn ratio. -A study of the hull structure indi-
cated that a favorable reduction in structural weight
-ivouIcl be expected with an increase in length-beam
ratio. !llese trends show that- increased performance
in tie-form of range, speed, ancl payload can be expected
from seapkmes designed with higher length-beam ratio
hulls.
Rough Water Characteristics
In the past the theory of the impact of seapIanes lancl-
i~~gin rough water has been confined to the first impwt
despite the fact that larger loads are often imposecl at
later impacts beczuse of the difficulty of predicting
mathematically the dynamic behavior ancl contacting
conditions cluring subsequent bouncing. Powered clj7-
namic moclek ha~-e provecl a useful tool irt determining
the behavior and impact accelerations during this latter
phase of tile landing-. Tests sho-wecI that for each sea-
plane there was a critical wave length which produced
the maximum impact loads and further that the length
was independent of wave height. A long afterbodj was
found to mflterially reduce the maximum impact ]oacls
encountered cluring a lancling.
In orcler to test the valiclity of an impact theory de-
veloped by the N~C.4 in recent years (Technical hTote
1325 ), single impzct tests were made on an approaching
wave with a prismatic float. The theory -was verified
by agreement between the impact loads obtained from
this form of float and those computed from the theory.
The combination of the theory ancl the dynamic history
obtained from the dynamic moclels will lead to a more
complete understanding of the compIex relations be-
tween the many factors involved in the rough water
operation of seaplanes.
Specific Model Tests
Dynamic moclek of several ffying boats being built for
the Navy were tested to provicle clesign information
and flight handling characteristics before the flight
tests. Factors investigated during these ancl other
gene.rd tank tests include the effect of varying the step
clepth, plan form, afterbody keel angle> deadrise~ re-
versed-type longitudinal steps, wing-tip floats, and
spray strips. These factors increase the understanding
of hydrodynamic phenomem ancl pro~7icle information
making possible better seaplane designs.
SPECIAL SUBCOMMITTEE ON THE UPPER
ATMOSPHERE
Standard Atmosphere
Recent developments in aeronautics and ordnwnce,
particularly high-altitucle missiles, have demonstrated
the neecl for information concerning the characteristics
of the upper atmosphere. In view of the need for
standard dues on which to compare the performance
characteristics of aircraft, missiles, and prime movers,
the NTILCiK,upon recommendation of the Committee
on Aerodynamics, appointe.cl a l’anel on the Upper
Atmosphere in 1946. This paneI recommended ten-
t:~tive stmlclarcl va~ues for the atmospl~ere to altitudes
of 100.000 feet extending the tabIes from the limit of
65,000 feet given in Technical Report ATO.218. The
tentative “stanclard values were adopted by the NACA
ancl are pub]ished as Technical IYote 1120. In AI)ri I
1946 this panel was superseded by the Special Sub-
committee on the Upper Atmosphere.
‘he subcommittee lMS reviewed the limited infor-
mation available concerning the temperature and comp-
osition of the upper atmosphere. On the basis of
existing datic obtained by the use of Ixdloons at alt i-
tudes LIpto about 125?000 feet and of indirect mewmre-
ments obtainecl at greater heights by Tarious techniques
such as souncl-range ancl meteor observations: recom-
menckdions regarding tellll]el’atllre-heig]lt and com-
position-height relationships to altitudes of 120 kilo-
meters (about 400~000 feet) were nmcle by the sub-
committee.. These recommendations co-ver three mbi-
trary sets of temperatures: (1) tent~tive standard
temperatures, (2) probable minimum temperatures,
ancl (3) probable maximum tempemtures.
The recommendations were acloptecl by the NAC.A
ancl two sets of tables of the properties of tbe upper
atmosphere, in the metric ancl British systems of units
ancl based upon tile tentative standard temperatures,
were preijared by the LxngleJ~ laboratory and n’ere pub-
lished M Technical hTote 1200. The probabIe mini-
mum and probable maximum temperatures have been
included to indicate the possible range of variation
of tempe~~tnre 2LIC] haW! proved LLsefulfor estimating
the limits of performance of aircraft and missiles.
Because the values published in Technical Note 1200
are tentathe ancl as such are subject to revision after a
sufficient mmlber of reliable direct memurements are
available, the Subcommittee is continuing its activ-
ity until such time as it may be zble to recommend
with certainty final extensions of the tables of th~
hTACA standard atmosphere.
The subcommittee is continuing to ser~re as a me-
clium for the interchange of information on research
in progress or proposecl and also as an aclvisory body
for the formulation and coordination of programs
of research on problems of physics of the upper
atmosphere.
P-ROPULSION RESEARCH
Propulsion systems for
introduced ninny problems
high-speed aircraft have
which must be thoroughly
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inwstig~tecl in orclerto establish a sound bwis for in-
ct=eming the power output. efficiency and operating
life of these systems Knowledge of a basic nature is
needed on which to base clesi=~ of en=gine components
and from which to dram a better u-nclerstanclirtg of
the processes that take place in the engines. OLk-
standing impro~-ements ha~e been macle in -weight re-
duction, in power output$ ancl in operating life be-
tween engiue o~-erhauIs, but there is still z neecl for
further substantial improvement in these factors.
The Flight Propulsion Research Laboratory has
been aiclecI in its program by the Committee on Power
I?lants for Aircraft and its seven subcommittees. I?or
the mke of convenience the resuIts of this program
are presented herein according to committee ancl sub-
committee fielcls of interest. Research has been con-
ducted by educational institutions under contract to
the AT,&C~ and the results of these researches are
incIuded.
& a means of bringing the finclings of XAC~ re-
search to the Iirc.rafl industry tith a minimum of de-
lay, a series of conferences on specific phases of the
research have been held at the Flight Propulsion l?e-
seareh Laboratory clLming the past year. A.t these
conferences sigdicant 3T.-lC.& research results were
presented on compressors. turbines, combustion, mm
jets, high-temperature materials and means of de-icing
for aircraft propulsion systems. These conferences
-were attended by representatives of Go-rernment
agencies and Government. contractors working in the
particular field.
COMMITTEE ON l?O’i’FER I?LAIITS FOR.
AIRCRAFT
Ahitucle Performance of Gas-Turbine En=&es
An investigation of a turbojet engine incorporating
an axial-flow compressor Km made o~er a range of
simulated Iltitucles and ram-pressure rzatios; the eflect
of changes in altitude> ram-pressure ratio, and tail-
pipe nozzle area on the performance of the engine,
the compressor, and the turbine were determined. In
aclclition, an in~estigatio~ of a gas turbine propeller
en@ne over 3 wicle range of engine speeds? engine
po~~ers, ancl attitudes fglre information on engi~e per-
formtinee, winclmilling characteristics> pressure and
temperature distributions, and compre&or, turbine
and combustion chamber performance. Amdyses have
been macle to enable extrapolation of performance
data from one altitucle to another. To date these
analyses have shown promise, but ha~e not eliminated
the necessity of obtaining complete experimental re-
sults.
Ram Jet 12@nes
The ram jet engine continues to show promise for
propulsion at high speecls. ant] the research is continu-
ing. ~ investigation has been concluetecl on a rec-
tangular ram jet desibgnecl for installation in an air-
craft Wingl and resewch was also directed at extending
and impro~ting the performance of the cylindrical ram
jet configuration.
Thrust Augmentation of Turbojet Engines
Means of supplying turbo-jet engines with extrz
power for take-off ancl for emergency maneuvers are
still under investigcttion, artcl researeh has continued
on -mrious methods of thrust tiuamentation, with a ~iew
to obtaining further increases in total thrust.
Engine Cooliug
Experiments bw~e been directed to determine ways
and means of cooling the inner -walls of rocket conl-
bust ion chambers and nozzles in order to prolong
rocket-motor life -when propellants of high-ener=w re-
lease are usecl. Experiments have been initiated in
which quantative heat-transfer data fur internal films
of the sort u.secl to cool rocket motors are being cleter-
mined.
An in-restigation of a I?-cylimler liquid cooled re-
ciprocating engine to determine the effect of engine
ed~aust pressure. on cylinder t empwat ures and heat
rejections was conducted in connection with in-wstiga-
tions of compcmncl-enetie performance. It mm found
that an increwe in exhaust pressure had only a small
effect OD cylinder temperature ancl heat rejection w-hen
manifold pres>mre wfis held constaut, but resulted in fip-
preciable increase in cyIincler temperature ancl heat
rejection when engine charge air was helcl constant.
h orc~er to check the geueraIitJ” of cooling correla-
tion methods pre~-iousIy obtained from a Wcylincler
liquid-cooIecl reciprocating engine of 1,710-cubic-inch
clisplacernent:. a similar irrrestigation was conducted
with a 12-cylncler liquid-cooIed engine of l:&50-eubic-
inch clisplacement- The Coohlnt-fiow distribution, the
cylincler temperature at various locations in the heacl
ancl the barrel? ancl the heat rejections to the coolant
and the oil were cletermined over wide ranges of. all of
the engine and coolant conditions. The data that lm-re
been amdyzed and correlated indicate trends similar
to those obtained for the engine of 1,710-cubic-inch clis-
phtcement ancl ~erify the generaIit y of the correlation
method.
En=giue Stresses ancl Vibration
&nong the po~er plant components that mere in-
-vestigated were compressor and turbine disk=: compres-
sor and turbine blades, and shafts supported on three
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or more. journal bearings. A method was cleveloped
for calculating the stress in clisks, which have compli-
cated physicaI profiles, -variable temperatures, and
physical properties along the clifferent raclii of the
clisks. (See Technical Note ~279.) The methocl pre-
-c-iously developed for calculating stresses in disks was
appliecl (Technical &Tote 1334) to a study of the ef -
feds of temperature distribution ant] elastic properties
of materials on gas-turbine-disk stresses. It -was found
that the critical stresses in the rim could be relieved by
relatively snlalI changes in temperature distribution
at this Iocation.
~~ibrating blades were investigated (Technical Note
1204) to cletermine whether strain gages placecl at tihe
locations of the high stress as determined under non-
rotating conditions would indicate with ~alidity the
highest stresses occurring under operating conditions;
it -was analytically and experimel]tally shown that they
would.
An experimental investigation was made. of gas-tur-
bine-disk stresses clue to the clifferent rates of expansion
of the component parts of the disk. It was shown thd
the use of gas-turbine disks consisting of a central
region of carbon steel and a rim region of high-tem-
perature aIIoy can result in residual tensile stresses at
the rim as a result of the lower coefficient of expansion
of the high-temperature alloy. This tenck to aggravate
the rim-cracking problem.
Measurement of vibratory stresses in gas-turbine
blacles is reported in TechnicaI Note 1174. It was shown
that stresses in turbine buckets can be studiecl by means
of high-temperature wire-resistance strain gages. ;
.&l investi~~tion of the strain rosette, consisting of
three or more wire strain gages oriented at definite
angles to each other awl ordinarily usecl to clet.ermine
the complete state of strain in a region of compIex
stress. is reported in Techniccd &Tote 1123. It was
clesired in this investigation to determine the effect of
minor misalinements on the component strain. It was
analytically and experimentally shown that. n~isaline-
ments ordinarily expectec~ in such strain rosettes could
not produce principal errors in many regions of complex
stress. The error is directly proportional to the shear
straiw; therefore, such misalinements should be especi-
ally avoided in fields of pure shear,
Engine Controls and Auxiliaries
An investigation -was made of the relations between
spark timing and basic factors in engine operation,
flame-front travel, and cylincler pressure rise (Techni-
cal hTote 1217) in a reciprocating engine in orcler to
cleterrnine an effective means of maintaining nlaximum-
economy spark timing with varying engine operating
conclitions. Data obtained in this investigation showed
that nl~lxinlul~~-econom~7 spark timing occLLrred when
the crank angle of maximum rate of pressure rise was
3° A. T. _C, and that the crank w@e of maximum rate
of pressure, rise and tihe trzveI of the flame front were
directly rel~ted.
Methods of accurately dividing the fuel flow to the
l
cylinders of the Otto-cycle internal-combustion engine
hzve been investigated. A simple and accurate system
has beeli ‘clesigneclj whereby fuel flow is maintained _
constant inclependent]y of the resistal]ce of the dis-
charge nozzles. This system permits considerable lati-
tude in the choice of fuel nozzles or atomizers. The
advantages of accurate distribution of fuel include im-
provements in engine cooling and in specific fuel con-
sumption.
Fuel clistribution in aircraft gas-turbine type engines
was investigztecl for the purpose of improving clistri-
bution characteristics for a range of fuel-flows and in
particular for low fuel flows. A system wts clevised
which gave marked improvement in fuel distribution.
S~~gOMilWJ?TEE ON AIRCRAFT mELS AND.
LUBRICANTS
Effect of_ FueI Characteristics on Combustion in a
-- Turbojet Engine
Becauw of the complexity of the h~’drocarbon mix-
tures used as fuels_ for aircraft engines the analytical
investigations of the components of these mixtures have
been ccmtinuecl. KnowIeclge of the exact composition
of the. fue]s investigate.ci in combustion research is ciesir-
able and aIso makes it possible for that research to be
more systematically plarmecl. SeverzI investigations
have also_been conducted to evaluate the effects of fuel
volatility and chemical composition of fuels ou com-
bustion efficiencies. These studies have !Jeen nlac~e at
simulated altitucle conditions in single-combustor in-
stallations and sea-]eve] conditions in a.fu]l-scale turbo-
jet engine. As a corollary investigcction preliminary
results have been obtained on the effect of fuel-nozzle
characteristics on turbo jet-combustor perforn~ance.
Rocket Propellants
SeveraI combinations of liquid rocket propellants
have been investigated in thrust rating rocket motors.
Work has been initiated on the development of a fuel
rating rocket motor for use as a research tool for deter-
mining the relative performance of various rocket pro-
pellants. As a preliminary step, an analysis lms been
completed on the relative merits of various combina-
tions of rocket propellants. The bases of comparison
are specific impulse and volume specific impulse. The
handling properties of some of the most promising pro-
pellants are also being investigated.
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High Ener=v l?ue~~
Aircraft desi=wed for flight at high speeds have thin
wings. This feature pktces a rigicl limitation on the
amount of space available in the airplane for fuel stor-
age. This restriction on fuel capacity in high-speed
aircraft suggests the use of fuels ha-ring high-enewg
content per unit volume. Duri~~ the past year an
investigation of compounds of this type has been initia-
ted and tile first step in this stucly eonsistec{ in c&LL-
Iati~lg the heat content for a number of possible com-
pounds that might be w~ed as fuels.
Effect of Chemical Structure of Fuels on Combustion
Power
The in-rwtigwtion of the influence of the chemical
structure of fuels orI knock-I imitecl perf cmnanee of re-
ciprocating engines was continued. Aclditiona] fuels
were preparecl (Technical ~’otes 1163 and 116J ) for
determining the knock-limited pow-er that couIcl be cle-
wloped in order to obtain a complete picture of the
intluen ce of structure on the engine performance of
aromat ic h-ydroearbons. aromatic amines, ancl ethers.
Similar inresti~lt ions are umler way in co&ection Kii%
jet-entine combustion resexrcb.
FueI Kncck Sensitivity
In order to extend further the kuowledge of the
variation of the knock-Iimited performance of a fuel
with engine operating conditional in-restigrttions have
been macle of severa~ high-performance fuel blencls
in sitigle-c-ylinder ~~ines and in flight. The resuIts
of these studies show ele~rl-y the extent to mhich fuels
difier in their responsiveness to changes in ergtie con-
dit ions. Some operating conditions appear to have.
greater effects than others on the knock-limited per-
formance of a given fuel. The reIative effect of six
el]gine varinbles on the knock-limited performance of
two fuels is presented in Technical Xote 1117. which
&O\VSthe influence of exlmust back pre. wureon knoek-
limited performance to be an important factor in com-
p~}[ll}d-engine performance. An i-mestigation of the
effect of compression ratio and spark advance on
knock-limited performance and fuel consumption of
full-scale multi-cylinder engines has shown the ex-
tent to which an engine using I@gh-performance fuel
gains in fuel economy when operatecl at a high com-
pression ratio.
LTseof Low-Volatility Fuel in a Reciprocating ErLgine
As part of a general investigation of a typical two-
row radial air-cooled engine used in bomber and trans-
port type nirplanes. an investigation -was conducted
to cletermine if lo-w--rolat ility fuel (sometimes called
safety filel) COUl~ be successfully used in this e@ne.
The study was Iimited to three methocls of injecting
safety fuel. They are an injection impeller. an imping-
ing-jet nozzle bar, ancl a standard injection-carburetor
nozzle bar. The fuels used in this in~estigatiort bac[
performance ratings and heating ~alues equi~alent to
those of atiation gasoline. The injectio~ impeller
gave better mixture ancl temperature distributions. bet-
ter over-all en@ne performance, and a lomer specific
fueI consumption m-hen using low volatility fuel than
did the nozzle bar or the standard nozzle bar. (see
Technical Note M13). From the standpoint of fuel
c~istribution, power output. ancl fuel economy engine
operation using lo-w-volatility fuel v-as comparable
tith that using gasoline; howe~er, the mixture and
temperature variations were slightIy larger mith the
lom-volatility fuel. Colcl starti~~ -with low-volatility
fuel requires the use of an auxiliary fuel of a higher .-
volatility.
SUBCOMMITTEE ON COMPRESSORS
Incl[lcer Impeller
Investigations ha~e been conducted on vario~ cen-
trifugal impellers in accordance with a program to
cletermine the effect of se_reral variables tlpon centrif-
Ilga]-conlpressor perf ormanca This program in-
cIucled the in-restigation of the effects on performance
of cha-n=@.ng-the division of -work between increase of
angular ~elocitey ancl increase of mclius of rotation
in an impeller. Sewral impelIers consisting of raclial-
bladed sections -were in-restigatecl mith the same in-
ducer section. The resadts of this inl-estimation showed
an improvement of 6 to ‘7 percent in efficiency at the
higher tip speeds mhen the amount of -work resuking
from the anguIar acceleration was increzsed -with re-
spect to the work of compression rwdting from the
increased rzdius of rotation. (See Technical Xote
1216.)
131ade Loading
An investigation was conducted On centrifugal im-
pellers to determine the effect of blacle cur}wture on
impeller performance. (See Teclmical Note 1313.)
Impellers bating eIIipticaI, parabolic, and circular
blade cum-atures were irmestigated. The impeller with
the elliptical blacle cum-ature hacl the highest peak
acliabat ic eflkiency for equivalent tip speeds below 1.400
feet. per second: the impeller with the parabolic Made
ewrature hacl the highest peak adiabatic eticiency at
equivalent tip speecls of 1+00 and 1~600feet per second.
The highest Inzximum specific capacity Llpto an equiw-
lent tip speecl of 1.500 feet per second was obtained with
the impeller ha-ring a circular blade curvature.
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Centrifugal Compressor Performance
Experimental investigations of centrifugal impeIlers
over armngeof inlet-air telll~)eraturesllal’e shown that
the measurecl efficiency of the compressor always de-
teriorated to some extent when the inlet-air tempera-
tures were reduced. This phenomenon not ordy pre-
vent ed the prediction of compressor performance over
a range of altitudes, but made the accuracy of the
resuIts obtainecl by sta~lclardtecl~lliq~~es doubtful. An
in~-estimation to determine the source of this cliscrep-
ctncy disclosed the fact that the largest part of the
observecl efficiency variations were caused by he~t
transfer between the environment and the compressor
collector and the outlet pipe. By measuring the out=
let temperature in the compressor diffuser instead of
in the outlet pipe, the observed discrepctncies were re-
ducedto a neglible value.
Surging
The operating ral~_geover which a compressor, suit-
able for gas-turbine-engine application, can cleliver
a stab~e air flow is limitecl for maximum flow by the
occurrence of a sonic velocity in the compressor pas-
sages ancl for minimum flow by the compressor surge
point. When operating ctt high compressor speeds,
the maximum flow is very close to the minimum. flow
and the clesired operating conditions of penk efficiency
and pressure ratio are therefore also very close to
the surge point. The danger of surging while the
engine is operating *t the point of peak performance
is then a distinct possibility.
Experiments have been conducted on three compress-
or units to determine the conditions that cause surg-
ing in compressors ancl to determine the effect of vari-
ous installations cmd operating conditions on the char-
acter of the velocity and pressure variations occurring
during surging. (See Technical lfote 1213.) In_ acl-
clition, a simplified analysis was made to determine how
instability of flow may occur in a compressor. Am ex-
amination? based on this analysis, -was made of severed
possible methods of inhibiting the occurrence of surg-
ing. A surge inhibitor that recirculated air from the
compressor clischarge to the inlet was investigatecl. At
the high speecls, the inhibitor increccsed the stable op-
erzting range of the compressor and, in acldition, in-
creased the peak efficiency 5 percent and increased the
peak pressure ratio 17 percent.
Diffusers and ScrolIs
A report has been prepared on a method for clesign-
ing vaneless cliffusers. (See TeclmicaI Note 1426,) The
suit abiIity of a clesign for a gilren impe]ler is deter.
mined by two design pmxirneters: The ratio of throat
width to diffuser-inlet wiclth; ailcl the rate of area ex-
pansion through the clifi’user. Optimum values of these
variables for one particular ‘mixecl-fiow impeller were
experimentally founcl to be 0.72 for the throat-to-in-
let width’ancl 6° for area expansion rate.
Friction coefficients were determined for three vane-
less diffusers. (See Technical Note 1311.) Except at.
the diffuser entrance where highly turbulent mixing
occurst ‘values for cliffuser friction coefficient agreed
-well with the values for turbulent, flow in smooth pipes.
Magnitucles of the friction coefficient at the diffuser en-
trance were approxinlateIy three times the pipe vahcs.
Cascade Theory
A new method has been developed for calculding
the potential flow in two-dimensional cascacles of air-
foils. (NA.CA Technical Note 1252. ) The method con-
siders directIy the influence on a given airfoil of the
rest of the cascade ancl evaluates this interference by a
rapiclly converging iterative process. The calculations .__.
are very accurate and considerably simpler to perform
than thos~ of previous methocls. The method cm also be
reaclily adapted to the clesign of cascades for desirecl
types of airfoil pressure c~istributions. In orck’ to
show its use in design, NTACA Technical Note 1254 has
been published giving in detail three examples of the
desigrof thin-airfoil cascades.
A number of comparisons have been macle between
theoretical and experimental lift coefficients and pres-
sure clistuibutions on airfoils in cascacle in hTACA_Tech- _
nica] h~ote 1375. It was founcl that the discrepancies
between theoretical and experimented values are gen-
erally larger than has been fuuncl for isoIatecl airfoils,
especially when there is a large pressure rise across the
cascade. Some of the discrepancy has been attributed
to the characteristically low aspect ratios of the ex-
perimental cascades. Mollifications of the calculation
procedure, in which the lift coefficient was arbitrarily
forced to duplicate the experimental value, resulted in
greatly improvecl agreement between the pressure clis-
tributions.
Blade Design
A blade-element theory for axial-flow compressors
has been developed cmd applied to the anaIysis of the
effects of basic design variables on compressor perf ornl-
ante. Charts have been cleveloped that permit rapid
calculat-ion of a wicle variety of design conditions. The
possible gains in useful operating range obtainable by
use of adjustable stator blades are easily computed by
means of the charts. An exact soIution of the prolr.dem
of clesi~ling an airfoil with a prescribed veIocity dis-
tribution on the wction surface in a given uniform flow
of a perfect incompressible ffuicl has been obtailled.
(See Tec-hnical Note 1308.) It was found that the ve-
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locity distribution at any angle of attxcli other than
design conditions may be computed from the initial
clata before the solution for the shape is obtained; if
a solution exists for the prescribed initial clata.
The development of blading fvr subsonic atictl-flow
compressors was contirtuecl. High Mach number cas-
cacle-tunneI tests of the 65-series blacle profiles gave
important information on the high-speed performance
of those profiles. By slloming the Inxcimum operating
Mach numbers -which can be usecl without serious com-
pressibility losses. this work permits design for maxi-
mum stage pressure rise without decrease in efficiency
due to eompre~qibility effects. Tests of a highly Ioxded
~$o}tlted rotor in a Iow-speecl test blower, reported in
Technical A’ote 1388. shorrecl that pressure rise per stage
can be increased with no decrease in eficienq b> using
blades more highly cambered than those given in the
clesign clwts of Technical h’ote 1271.
Pressure Distribution on a Rotating Blade
A preliminary investigation has been macIe of the
pressure distribution about the mean-radius section of
the rotating blacles of a single-stnge axial-flow com-
pressor at a blacle Mach number of 0.35. .% X-cell
pressure-transfer clevice used in obtaining t~e pressure
data. is described ancl the accuracy of these data is
established by several independent methocls. The re-
sults report ecl in Technical X ote 11S9 indicated that
the maximum suction pressure for the thin low-camber
rotor blacles testecl (stagger. 70° ~ and soliclityl 0.S6, at
mean-radius sectionl was only slightly ~greater than
f,)r the isolated airfoil of the same section. The lift-
cur-re slope for the rotor blacles was much lower than
that estimated from theoretical calculations for a com-
parable two-dimensional cascade: this fact indicated
the necessity of using experinlentaI cwcacle data to
cletermine the bIacle angle settings. Stalling of the flow
in the compressor -was found to originate at the root
and tip sections of the blacle owing to the effects of
ca~illg b~[mc~ar~ ]a~ers, improper blade twist; and large
. . .
clearances.
31uhistage Compressors
The N.<C.I has investigated the performmce of sev-
eral multistage axizl-flow compressor components of
turbo-jet engines. CompIete performance clata includi-
ng interstate sur-rey data -were obtained in these in-
vestigations.
SUBCOMMITTEE ON TURBINES
!NomencIature
The Subcommittee on Turbines recognized the neecl
for standard turbine symbols to facilitate the ex-
change of technical infornlation and tO Pro;ride a b~sis
for comparison of results obtainecl by variolLs iuwsti-
gators. The Subcommittee has prepared a Iist of sug-
gested standard syrubols and definitions for turbine
research ancl the list -wilI be a-railable shortly as X.& C.\
Technical Note 150S, Suggested Symbols and D~ni-
tions for Turbines.
Desiew and l?erformance
In the de~eloprnent of better turbines, an efFort is
being macle to de-rise more reIiable turbine-design
met hods. It is highly clesirable to develop metl~ocls that
will allom accurate prediction of the effi(cieney, gas flow:
ancl power capacity. of the turbine. If aclequate methods
of desi=go are avadabIe, the clevelopment of turbines
having the optimum characteristics for a gi-ren applica-
tion wilI be greatly siruplifiecl. A single-stage colcl-air
experimental turbine is currently in use in an investi-
gation of a series of blades to determine the efiect of
changes in the turbine-bIacle shape parameters.
Of fundmnental importance in g%s-turbine design
is a kno-wieclge of the the effect of the Mach number
ancl the Reynolcls number of the working fluid on the
turbine. perf ornmnee. Mach number may be studiecl
by observing performance Variations o-rer x range of
pressure ratios across the turbine; Re.mlolcls nmnber
effect tippears as turbine-performance variation with
changes of the turbine-inlet pressure or temperature or
both. Such cm in-restigation is being conducted wing a
representative gas turbine.
An in-restigation has also been conducted on a turbine
suitable for use as an aircraft accessory clri-re. A series
of cliffwent nozzIe clesigns were investigated to cleter-
mine the effect of pressure ratio and turbine speed upon
turbine eficiency. In order to determine the true out-
put of the nozz]e-ant]-turbine combinations, the power
]o~~es of the Llnit CIlletO wincla~e and mechanical fric-
tion were evaluated.
Turbine CooLing
Turbine-cycle analy;is has shown that moderate in-
creases in thermal eficiency ancl substantial increases in
engine po~er -would result from increasing turbine-
in]et temperatures. The rapicl deterioration of strength
of a~ailable Made materials at high temperatures
make it necessary to pay particular attention to cool-
fig the blacles when inlet gas temperatures abwe l@lOO
F. are usecl. In order to explore the possibilities of
turbine cooling, experimental in_restigations are being
conducted as well as analytical stuclies. instrumenta-
tion has been developed for the measurement oft urbine-
rotor temperatures ancl this instrumentation has been
u~ecl in a flight investigation. (See Technical Xote
1159.)
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WJBCOMMITTEE ON LUBRICATION,
FRICTION, AND WEAR
Sliding Friction
An experimental investigation that provicles funcla-
melltaI clata and information on the effects of high w-
Iocities on friction has been completed. The empmical
results show that friction decreases nppreciabIy with
an increase in sliding velocity for both clry ancl bound-
ary-lubricated surfaces, The clecrease in friction is at-
tributed to high surface temperatures, which result in
physical changes in the surface lmaterials, ancl to the
formation of chemical compounds on the surfaces. One
of the chemical compounds was” identified as ferrous
oxide. (FeO ). The results also indicated the possibility
of a cor’rehation, Lmc~er certain conditions only, of fric-
tion ancl wear.
In connection with the problem of the mutual ac~ap-
tion of rubbing surfzces, the results of eIectron and
X-ray cliffraction studies of run-in have associated-the
occurrence of specific surface conditions with clesirable
or undesirable running properties of sliders opernting
uncler steady or changing Ioack. Results of the investi-
gations indicated th~at one of the principal variables
observed on surfaces that hacl been run-in was the pres-
ence of isoIatecl and mixed oxicles of iron. By associa-
tion, it is thought tlmt the presence of ferrous oxicle
(FeO ) ancl f errosoferric oxicle “(l?e804) is bendicial
to slicler surfaces ant] that the presence of ferric
oxide (Fe20~ ) is not beneficial. (See Technical Note
1432.) An electron-microscope study of run-in SLlr-
faces, which indicated physical chxnges to surfaces of
sliclers as the result of eIevatecl temperatures and high
surface, pressures; is described in Technical Note 1132.
As another phase of this problem a stucly of metal
transfer was conducted by the hkmachusetts Institute
of TechnoIog]~ uncler contract to the hTAC& This
stucly -n-as made possible by a technique employing
radioactive materials. macle av{i]able through the co-
operation of the Atomic Ener”Qy Commission, as a
means of quantitively measuring metal transfer. The
resldts showecl that metal is more readily transferred
from a soft steel to a hard steel than the reverse.
hTitricled and chromium plated surfaces were aIso
stLLdied. (See Technical Note 13-55.)
Fretting Corrosion
The term fretting corrosion is generaIly appIiecl to
the corrosion phenomena observed at the contact sur-
faces of machine parts subject to vibration. Fretting
corrosion clamage appears to be worse> otler things be-
ing equal, the better the original fit of the surfaces. For
this reason the fretting corrosion problem has been par-
ticularly troublesome in the aircraft inclust ry where
climensional tolerances are small. An investigation of
this problem was conducted at the Massachusetts In- ._
stitute of Technology uncler contract to the N’ACX
The results inclicate that .chernical action between the
surfaces is of primary importance and that oxide films
give no protection but, rather increase the rate of f’re~-
ting. Most metal oxicles are extremely hard, so -when
trapped between the vibrating surfaces they act. as .-
abrasives. The rate of wear under fretting conditions
is determined by the relative harclness of the. oxicles ancl
parent metaIs.
Lubrication
A l~reliminary investigation of lubrication with
so-callecl extreme-pressure additives is being conducted
and a stucly of the reactions with steel of compoun(k.
containing chemical groups usecl in these lubricznt add-
itives has been cornpletecl. (See TechnicaI hTote 1207.)
The products formecl by chemical reaction at elevated
temperatures -were anrcIyzed by reflection electron clif -
fractiol~. and the adclitive reactivities were in agree-
ment with predictions basecl on lcnowleclge of.the cherni -
caI reacti~~ity of the groups and linkages stuclied. The
compound formation observed in the investigation sup-
ported the theory of bounckry lubricant additive ac-
tion, which states that additives form cornpotrncls of low
shear strength at metal surfaces and prevent seizure
when no fluicl fil~l is present.
Bearings
The results of an investigation of 10XC1crrpacity of
aluminum-alIoy bearings as cleferminecl uncler rotating
loacls are repo~tecl in Technical ATote 1108. All the al-
loys had a load capacity in excess of 6,000 poLlnds per
square inch. It was shown th~t these alloys are sus-
ceptible to suclclen seizure ancl that, chemical composi-
tion, particularly with respect to iron content, is one
of the most critical variables.
SLIBCOMMIT1’EE ON COMBUSTION
Effect of. Operating Variables on Performance of
Gas-Turl}ine Cornbustors
~nvestjgat ions have been continLLed to evaluate the
performance of various gas-turbine Combustors ILSin-
fluenced by the operating variables or idet co]]clitions,
of the combustors. Generalized information on the
effect of_ inlet-air temperature pressure> and velocity
allC~fuel-air ratio OILcombustion efficiency and aIti-
tude opem.tionaI Iimits was obttiined in a sufficient vari-
ety of combustors so that a fairly complete and com-
prehensive picture of this phase of combustion resemch
has been_obtained,
On typical aircraft gas turbines the turbine entrance
conditions are dependent on conlbL1stion chamber exit
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conditions. ln the interest of obtaining favorable tur-
bine operztion, the pressure drop throu@ the combustor
shoulc~ be lo-w, the tempemture ancl -velocity profiles
at the combustor outlet should be m e-ren as possible,
and afterburning should be kept to a minimum. The
effects of the opertitin~ ~ariab~es on these coro-buster
performance characteristics as weil M on fuel-injection
characteristics and the contltion of the combustion
chamber liners -were investi~atecl. This knomleclge pro-
-rides the basis for research ancl cle~e]opment on ~as -
turbine combustors. The resuIts of one of these inves-
tigations is reported in Technical N’ote 1357.
Effect of Desi=a on Gas-Turbine Combustor Per-
formance
‘I%e performance of several gas turbine combustion
chambers -was in-restigated for the purpose of cletermin-
ing the effect of the clesign geometry on combustor per-
formance and characteristics. The clesi~ -rariables
considered were shape of cross section, arez of cross
section, length or Ien=@h-to-diameter ratio! and shape
and seconclarey air-inlet spacing of the combustion
chamber flame tube or basket. The characteristics ob-
served -were stability of operation, combustion efficiency;
temperature distribution at the combustor outlet, pres-
sure drop; size and -weight, ease of ignition, and carbon
formation.
Combustion in the Primary Zone of a Gas-Turbine
Combustor
The unique requirement of aircraft g2s-turbine com-
bustors to release a great amount of heat in a smalI
space and in a short time presents a difficult problem in
the technique of estabIishin.g stable> efficient flames.
Ckmsequently, an attempt -was made to isolate the com-
bustion process in the primary or burning zone of a gam
turbine combustor for separate study by means of a
Q-inch-dinrneter experimental burner. The effect on
performance of wrious rnethocls of introducing turbu-
lence in the primary zone, as men as the effect of the
inlet-air conditions. w-as cleterminecl. The performance
criterions examined -were combustion stabiIityY flame
length, and combustion eficiency. Because air turbu-
lence is one of the important factors in achieving efli-
cient and stable combustion at unusually high rates of
energy releme, the efiect of turbulence on combustion
has been receiving further intensive experimental study.
One part of the general program on this topic that was
c{}mpletecl is a series of experiments on the stability of
bunsen-type flames with turbulent flow. This work is
reportecl in Technical h’ote 1.234.
GeneraI Combustion Studies
Concurrent -with other research on ram jets an ex-
ploratory investigation of the effect of operating wri-
ab~es: or inIet conclitions, on the performance of a ram
jet w-as made. As another aspect of the basic problem
of converting heat enere~ to useful thrw~t~pre~iminmy
in-restigations hare been macle of fundanlentaI behavior
of combustion under high pressure conditions in a
liquid-fuel rocket. The problems of ignition of rocket
~gines hare been ~Te@klted for the various propel-
lant combinations.
A motion picture camera that will take photographs
at the rate of 400.000 frames per second wm cleveloped to
record combustion phenomena such as autoignition, pre-
iamit ion, ancl knock in the reciprocal ing engine. ( see
Technical Xote 1405.) Et@h-speed photography tecOl-
niques are a]so being employed to study combustion in
turbojet, ram -jet and rocket engines.
Calculations for the performance of ram-jets, rock-
ets> or other propulsion cletices where the tempera-
tures encountered in combustion are su3icientIy high
to induce dissociation are. extremely laborious. As
an aid to such calculations, charts for determining the
reaction temperature and gas composition for fuel-osi-
dant mixtures ha-ring the eIements carbon, hydrogen,
oxygen, and nitrogen in the temperature range from
3,600° to 9j0000 R. were compiled including clissmia-
tion effects.
The stucly of the theory of combustion-chamber
pressure Iosses cmcl the applictitions of this theory to
the analysis of the performance of turbo-jet engine
combustion chambers and to the cletermination of gas
temperatures in ram jet nozzles by means of pressure
measurements was continued. Techniwd Note 11S0
presents some of the reswlts of this study.
Nomenclature
The Subcommittee on Combustion recognized the ._
need for stanclard combustion symbok to facilitate the
exchange of technical information and to provide a
basis for comparison of results obtainecl by -rarious
in~estigators. They ha-re prepared a list of suggested
standarcl symbols for combustion research. This list,
entitled ‘{Proposed Symbols for CombtLstion Resemch~>’
has been distributed to persons k industry anc~ in uni-
versities concerned w-ith combustion problemsl and will
be avaiIabIe as Technical A’ote 1507.
SUBCOMMITTEE ON HEAT-RESISTING
. MATIZKL4LS
Theory of SoIids
The fatigue type of failure has been successfully
analyzed by the use of rate-process and clisloc~tioz
theory? and the endurance limit of materials at reom
temperature has consequently been determined in
parameters defined in terms of the physical properties
of materiak. A rehtion has been established between
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the creep and fatigue mechanisms of failure. A qualita-
tive analogy of the dislocation process has been set up
utilizing a lattice composed of bubbIes~ ancl the result-
ant action under stress. has been stuclied by motion pic-
tures. The NACM methocl of analysis of stress-rup-
ture failures was successfully appliecl to four high-
temperature alloys of gw-turbine significance.
Crystal Structure and Phase Relations
The crystal structures of six representative cast
heat-resisting alloys have been determined by X-ray
cliffrwtion methods. The main phase of each alloy
was found to be of face-cubic symmetry and the values
of the lattice parameters rangecl from 3,!5525 to 3.5662
A. The possible phase changes with temperature of
10 wrought high-temperature alloys mere investigated
by means of an eIevated temperature X-rLLy diffrac-
tion unit, by a dilatometerj and by hardness measure-
ments. Only the chromium-nickel base alIoy 19-9’W-
Mo manifested a discernible phase transition at tem-
peratures u13 to 1,800° F.- In an attempt to better
understand the mechanisms of failure a st.ncly was
made of the effects of alpha and gm~ma radiation on
an aluminum alloy. With sources of 100-millicuries
strength, no cliscernible effects -were notecl in the ele-
vated temperature creep properties or the age harden-
able characteristics at lo-w and room temperatures.
Evaluation of Alloys
Contract research at the University of Michigan has
been eontinuecl in this fielcl. Turbine disk forgings
have been investigated ancl their physical properties
report ecl in Technical Note 1230? and other reports to
be avai~able shortly. This sfime investigation has pro-
cIucecl resuIts on high-temperature properties of severaI
sheet materials and cast materials. (See Technical
Notes 1465, 1314, and 1380.) All of the results show
that the effects of heat treatment ancl other processing
wwiables can influence the physical properties of the
alloys more than changes in composition. (lreep ancl
stress rupture data are presented for the alloys at one
or more temperatures between 1)2000 F. and 1,800° F.
Ceramics
A combustion chamber lined with ceramic material
supplied by the hTational Bureau of Standards showed
*
excellent, refractory properties in a range of temperfi-
tures of combustion up to newly the stoichiometric
temperature of gasoline and air. _ Linings of this type
are one means of increasing combustion chamber life.
Coatings have also been found effective in protecting
molybdenum metal instrument probes in ram-jet en-
gines. Despite mo~ybdenum’s high meMng point of
approximately 4,700° 3?. it cannot be used at. elevated
temperatures without protection from oxichttion.
In the investigation of materials for use ttt elevated
temperatures in gas turbines, an experimental ill%ti-
gation of the tensile properties of a sillirnanite refrac-
tory material was made (TechnicaI Note 1165). It was
founcl that the strength-density ratio of this material
compared very favorably -with that of high-temperature
metti~ls. It was also founcl tlmt the tensile strength of
the material actually increased at high temperature and
that the tensile strength at. low temperature was im-
proved by heat transfer. Beczuse of these encouraging
results> turbine bIades were constructed of a simiIar
material of a sil]imanite base and -were mountecl in a
specially constructed turbine wheel for i~lvestigation
uncler op-crating conditions. Successful operation was
obtained up to a gymtemperature of 1,1’M” F. and a tip
speed of 520 feet per second (TechnicaI Note–1399).
Research performed for the NACA at the National
Bureau of Standarcls producecl some interesting. ele- ._ ~:
vated temperature properties for several ceramic bodies.
on the basis of strength-weight ratio these bodies com-
pared favorably with alIoys and, in fact, were superior
as the temperatures approached 2,000° F.
- WJBCOMMITI’EE ON PROPULSION
SYSTEMS
Comparative Performance of Several Engine Cycles
An analysis -was made to determine the relative per-
formance characteristics of the compound engine, the
turbine-prope]]er engine, the turbojet engine, the turbo-
ram-j et engine, the ram jet. engine, and the rocket en-
gine. The theoretical investigation included a com-
parison at both subsonic ancl supersonic flight speeds of
the lo~cl-range characteristics of ~ircrzft powered with
these engine types. It is shown that the compound
engine, which has the greatest weight per unit thrust
ant] aIso the lowest specific fuel consumption, gives the
longest range. As the speed is increased, the increased
engine weight seriously reduces the disposable load that
the airplane is capable of carrying ancl hence decrezses
the range, As the speed is increased it is_ therefore
necessary to progress to engine types that provide sLlc-
cessfuIIy greater thrust per unit weight. generally at the
cost of an increased specific fuel consumption mcl hence
decreased range. The results of this study are reported
in Technical Note 1349.
Compound Engine
The compouncl engine, which generally consists of a
reciprocating engine in combination with one or more
exhaust-gas turbines appears more efficient than the
conventional geared or t.Llrbo-superchargec~ engines.
Analyses.have been made (based on experimental data
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obtained in studies of component performance) of vari-
ous types of compound power plant over wide ranges of
engine and flight operating conditions. The analyses
have considered power plants utilizing turbines of the
conventional steady-flow type and the intermittent-flow
(bIo-w-down) type.
Exhaust Process AnaIysis
Changes in exhaLLst-w]_re design and engine operat-
ing conditions affect the exhaust process of the recipro-
cating engine. An eilective exhauet process is p~rticu-
larly important when consideration is given to com-
pounding reciprocating engines with exhaust-gas tur-
bines. .$-n anaIysis of the factors that affect the exhaust
process of a four-stroke-cycle reciprocating engine Fas
made (Technical ATote1.242) in order to provide means
of ev:duating exhaust-~ alve-design changes or variation
in engine operating conditions as a means of improving
the exhaust process. The analysis permits the estima-
tion of the exhaust pressure near the end of the exhaust
stroke. This estimated cyhncler pressure is indicat i-w
of the aclequacy of the exhaust-valve size and timing.
Experimen&d imrestigltions of the effect of exhaust
pressure on the performmce of severaI reciprocating
engines ha-r-ebeen completed, and satisfactory methods
of ccwrelat ing the data have been found. The results
show thxt? in general, an increase in exhaust pressure
resuIts in a clecrease in engine power ancl charge-air
flow becomes greater m the -ral-re o-rerlap is increased.
The results of the investigations have been reported in
Technical Notes 12i20,15’22, ancl 1367.
Jet PropeLIer
A theoretical analysis has been made of a propeIIer
po-wered by gas jets issuing from the tips of the bIades.
ln the propeller consiclered, air k drawn through the
hub and passes through the hollow blades to the tips
where burners heat the air and expel it t.hrougb tangen-
th~Inozzles in the blacle tips.
A jet-operated propeIIer -wouId be -rer-y light as eom-
ptired -with the conventional reciprocating engine and
propeller. Analysis shows, ho-we-rer, that the fue~ con-
sumption wou~d be se~emI times as ~we~t. (See Tech-
nical h’ote 1155. ) The practical appIicaticm of z jet-
operated propeller depencls therefore on the saving in
weight ancl simplicity of manufacture compensating
for the high fuel consumption.
AIRFRAME CONSTRUCTION
RESEARCH
Commmm ON Amcmir?-r
CONSTRUCTION
The XA.CA research program on airframe construc-
tion has been conducted by the Langley Memorial .3-ero-
nautical Laboratory and supplemented by z consider-
able number of research contracts with universities and
other non-profit xientific organizations. The increas-
ing flight speecls ha-i-e introduced numerous new prob-
Iems in this field, and it has become necessary to review
co~<tantly the research pro~am so as to take fu]l ad-
vantage of all new developments. During the past yezr
the Committee on Aircraft Construction has aided -the
NTA.CA in this review and in the establishment of an
adequate program. The results of this probmam are
presented herein according to subcommittee fields of
interest.
SUBCOMMITTEE ON AIRCRAFT
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
With the increasing speed of aircraft, the aerody-
namic and performance requirements of the airplane
are tending more and more to influence the structure
of the airpIane. The -wing must be thin to minimize
drag and control difficulties, and it must ha~e high
torsional stiffness to prevent flutter and to maintain
effective control. These aerodynamic and perform-
ance requirements result in a wing structure with a
rel~tively thick skin: and methods must be found to
utilize this thick skin as efficiently as possible so as not
to increme the weight unnesessariIy.
With the increasing size of aircraft, the flexibility
of the structure becomes of importance even though
the airphlne niay not be of an extremely high speed
type. The more flexibIe the structure, the greater
wiII be the deformation tinder given Ioads. The cle-
formation may affect not only the aerodynamic char-
acteristiw~ but also the distribution of stresses. It is
therefore desirabIe that these deformations be limitecl
where possible, and that methocls be avaiIable for the
accurate calculation of their magnitude. With an
accurate knowledge of the clefwmations~ then proper
account can be taken in both aerodnamie and structural
calculations.
The Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory has
been actively engaged during the past year studyi~@
the structural problems of high-speed aircraft. Re-
search has also cordinuec{ on the study of stiffened thin-
&in construction although &t a decreased rate of effort
because the problems of stiilened thin-skin desihgn have
been extensively treated as comparecl to some-of the
problems introduced by the higher flight speeds. ln
addition to these two major fields of eflort~ numerous
individual problems -which effecti~ely contribute to the
efficient design of aircraft structures, ha-i-ebeen studied.
Some of these individual problems zre sutliciently basic
to be applicable to either high- or Io-iv-speed flight.
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‘Wring Stiffness of High-Speecl Aircraft
The wings of lligh-speecl aircraft are subject not only
to strength but also to certain stiffness requirements,
for the wing stiffness aflects the flutter speecl, the ail-
eron effectiveness, the clivergence speecl, and other char-
acteristics. The conventional methods of beam anal-
ysis yiekl stiffness results of uncertain accuracy be-
cause of the effects of cut-outs, shear lag, ancl restrained
cross-sectional -warping. Relatively refined stress
theories have been clevelopecl for the stress cwdysis
of sLIch wings, anc~ these theories have now been ap-
plied to permit a more accurate cletermination of the
lring stiffness. Bencling as well as torsional cleflec-
tions are considered for wings without or with cut-
outs (Technical h’ote 1361).
Minirnnm-Weight Design of Multiweb Wings
Because of the small thickness of thin .high-speecl
wings, some designers. are considering .t~l! use of a
type of construction that employs a number of shear
webs with no intermediate stiffening of the skin (mLd-
t,iweb wing). Accorclingly, a method was developed
for the determination of the buckling stress of a mul-
tiweb wing in be.ncling; ancl design charts based orLthis
method were developed for the n~inirmnn-weight cle-
sign of multiweb wings of 24S–T ahuninum alloy
sheet, extruded 75S–T aluminum alloy, and extruded
O-lHTA magnesium alloy. These charts -wiIIbe help-
ful in desigming wings of the multi-web type for a wicle
range of desig-n requirements (Technical Note 1323).
Buckling of Curved Hates and Shells
The current emphasis on aircraft clesignecl for very
high speed has required the use of thin wings with
thick skins and relatively few stiffening eknents. In
such construction a very Iarge percentage of the load
is ~arriecl by the skin, ancl thus ability to predict ac-
curately the behavior of the skin under load has become
very important. As a part of the program desiamecl
to fill this need, an investigation was initiated to pro-
vicIe the designer -with more information on the buck-
ling strength of curved sheet than had been available
in the past. This investigation was primarily theo-
retical? making use of a new appromh to the problem
of cleterrnining the buckling loads of curved pIates and
cylinders uncler simple or combined stresses with various
eclge conditions. All theoretically computed results
were checked &gainst the available experimental data,
and where necessary semi-empirical corrections were
introduced for use in design, ‘The results of the investig-
ation are embodied in curves convenient for practical
use in a series of eight NTACA TechnicaJ Notes
(Technical Notes 1341 to 1348). ”
%ept T$’ings
For some very high speed aircraft. the wings are
s-wept ‘back in orcler to clelay the effects of con~pressi-
biIity. This change in the -wing structure introduces
different stress distributions from those that -would
occur in a conventional wing structure, especially near
the root of tbe wing, and present methods of stress
analysis are therefore not aclequate. An experimental
investigation of the stress clistribution in a swept back
box hewn under bending and torsional loacls has been
conducted.
Vibration and Flutter of Wing Structures
A knowledge of the vibration characteristics of air-
craft structures is of funclzmental importance to an
underst ancling of the action of the structures under
suclclerdy impressed Ioacls. Most of the existing
m ethocls for clet.ermining the coupled mocles and
frequencies of zirplane wings are lengthy and cumber-
some. to apply. Also, the methods have been developed
for the n.onswept wing, and cannot, in general, be ap-
plied Lo the swept wing. A study was therefore macle
with the view of developing a methocl which was quick
to apply, emi]y understood, and -which woLdcl apply to
the swept wing. Such a solution has been found
through iwe of the energy method in conjunction with
power series. The important features of the method
are that -the.nonswept wing is covered (the case of zero
sweep ) ancl that, most types of vibration, either canti-
lever or free-free, uncoupled as well as couplecl, can be
founcl directly from the same set of characteristic
equations.
Sandwich Panels
A type of construction that is of considerable interest.
at the present time is sandwich construction, that is, a
low clensity core material with a high density layer of
material on either side of the core. The high density
material may be either plywoocl or metaI. A paneI
macle by this construction has the advantage of being
very stiff_for a given weight of panel because the loacl
carrying material is displaced at a distance. from the
neutral axis of the panel. This type of construction
may have considerable advantage in applications where
stiffness is-most important,. A theoretical study of the
buckling of sandwkll panels has been made ancl a gen-
eral smalI cleflection theory for flat elastic sanclwich
pIates hxs been cle-relopecl.
An investigation of sandwich-type shells has also
been conducted by the Massachusetts institute of Tech-
nology under the Committee’s sponsorship. The in-
vestigation has resuItecI in the development of a theory
for small bencling and stretching of sandwich-type
shells, including the effect of transverse shear cleforma-
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ticm and the effect of trans-rerse normal stress deforma-
tion.
Skin-Stiffened Panels
A ~iamific:lnt ~ontriblltion during the past -year has
been the development of a new teype of’ clesign chart
which eliminates the laborious computations beretufore
neeessar~- to tind the most efficient design of a Iongi-
tudinaIIy Wiffened wing compression panel Charts
of this type for se~eral stifiener sections and materials
hare been cleveloped (Techmical Note 13S9).
.& Study to ~ulc~er~tand better the buckling action of
Z-stiffened panels where the flange width of the
Z-stiffener is smfill as comparecl to the web -wiclth hns
?XeIl conducted. This study was conductec~ on lipped
Z-columns. since the physical action taking place clur-
ing the f:lilure of a lipped z-column is simiIar to the
action taking place during failure of a Z-stiffened
pnneI. This stucIy resuItecl in a theory -which is in good
agreelllent ~itll experiment (Technical N’ote 1335).
A sur-rey of the problem of the flat -plate under nor-
mal pressure has been conducted, with the purpose of ex-
tracting from the literature as much useful information
as possible for the aircraft designer. The sur-rey irL-
cludecl a general cliscussion of the flat plate under nor-
mal pressure. a (discussion of existing solutions: consoli-
dation of pretious work into clesign Clata: and a review
of the stiffened fiat-plate problem. Th~s survey was
conducted by the California Institute of Technoloe~
uncler the Committee>s sponsorship.
An inyest igat ion has been conducted by Brow-n Uni-
versity uncler sponsorship of the Committee on the
bencling of rectangukw plates with large deflections.
The theoretical analysis inclucles membrane stresses
of mu-rature which were usually neglected in the clas-
sical theory of bending of thin elastic plztes under
lzterccl loacls. Specitic problems of uniformly loacled
plates with boundary conditions -which approximate
the riveted sheet-stringer panels -were sol-red.
When thick pIate is used in aircrzft structures the
stresses may be so high that buckling of the plate wilI
occur under plastic conditions. Consequently, as thicker
plate is being eonsiclerecl for high speed aircraft, the
plastic buckling of the plate is becoming of considerable
importance. .in in~esti~ation has been conducted by
Brown University uncler the Committee’s sponsorship
on the plastic buckling of a rectangular plate uncler edge
thrusts. The fmldarnental equations mere developed on
the basis of a new set of stress-strain relations for the
behavior of a metal in the pIastic range. The equation
for the buckling of a simply compressed plate together
with typical bounclary conditions was cle-relopecl and the
results applied to calculating the buckling loack of vari-
oLzssections.
When a cut-out is macle in the sheet elements of an
airplane structure> the interrupted stresses are forced
to cletour arouncl the opening. As z consequence
there is a concentration of stress near the edges of the
cut-out requiring that a reinforcement be addecl. Dur-
ing the past year research lMS been completed on the
reinforcement of rectanewdar ancl circular cut-outs in
flat panels. ~n the c:~se of rect:lngular cut-outs (Tech-
nical ~Tote 1176) three types of cozmin~ stringer were
used : without reinforcement. with ri~eted reinforce-
ment, or with integrxl reinforcement. It was found
tlmt the measured strains. which are proportional to
stress, were in good agreement with a pre~ously pub-
lished t]leory for cut-outs with unreinforced coating
A ringers.
In the case of circular cut-outs (Technical h’ote
1%!1 ) strain surveys were mac~e arouncl four reinforced
cut-outs in an axially loaclecl tension pznel. The re-
sults obtained showed the clistribution of stringer and
shear stresses in the pcmel ancl bencling stresses in the
reinforcing rings. From these results empirical
metIiocLs were clerired for estimating the maximum
stringer stresses in the panel znd for approximating
the IongituclinaI stresses in the stringers ancl rings at
the trans~erse center line of the cut-outs.
A stucly of reinforcement rings and frames in plane
and cur-red sheet has been sponsored by the Committee
at the Brooklyn Polytechnic lnstitLLte. The particu-
lar problem treatecl was the arrangement, by an in-
-rerse methocl? of the reinforcement in such a way tlmt
it w-as as nearly as possible equivalent to the pwt of
the structure which had been cut out. Both circular
cutouts in plane sheets ancl rectangwkw cutouts in
thin-walled cylindrical shells were treatecl.
JVhen a load is applied along the flange at the edge
of a flat stiffened panel. some of the Ioad is trcmsmitted
to the -mrious stiffeners by the sheet, -which is placecl
in shear by the action. Am electrical computer has
been constructed for the soIution of this type problem,
basecl on an electrical analoeg. Sereral shear-lag ancl
boltecl-joint probIems haye been solved analytically
and also by use of the computer [Technical A’ote 12Sl).
DiagonaI Tension in Beam Webs
The shear -webs inside of -wings are often of the in-
complete cliagonal tension type. During the past year
a pre-rionsly published rnethocl for strength anaIysis for
this type of beam has been retised, extended, and pub-
Iishecl. From this stucly a set of formulas ancl graphs
covering all aspects of strength anlaysis were -worked
OLLt?experimental clatx were obtained ancI the accuracy
of the formulas were compwed with the clatn. Re-ri-
sions of some formuIas have resulted in impro~ed agreem-
ent with experimental stresses ancI with more rigorous
theory. particularly with 10-w ratios of applied shear
to buckling shear. The scope of the experimental evi-
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clence has been greatly increasecl, comparecl with pre-
vious work on this problem (Technical hTote 1364).
AS one part of the study of incomplete dizgonm] ten-
sion beams> strength tests were made of a number of
243–T and Alclad 75S–T aluminum alloy shem webs
to determine the effect of rivet or bolt holes on the shear
strength. llata were obtained for webs which ap-
proached a condition of pure shear stress as well as
for webs with well-developed diagonal tension. This
study indicated that at the ultimate load the shear
stresses on the cross section were nearly constant for all
values of the rivet factor investigated if the other prop-
erties of the web were not changed (Technical .~ote
1177) .
The engineering theory of ~ncompIete diagonal ten-
sion in plane webs has been generalized in orcler to
make it applicable to curved webs. Comparisons were
made bet ween c.alculat ed and experimental results for
a number of stiffened cylinders subjected to torsional
loads ancl the results show that theory predicts the
stresses to about the same accuracy for curved webs
as for plane webs. The failing stresses in the stringers
in curved -webs were predicted conservatively in all
cases.
Stiffened Shells
Experimental data on stresses in reinforced circular
cylinders obtained during the war indicated the inade-
quacy of the elementary theory of bencling and torsion
when appliecl to the relatively flexible shell structures
used in airframe construction, The best theories pre-
sented became tedious and unvrielcly when extended to
nonuniform cylinders. Study of the problem led to
the development of a recurrence formula for the stress
analysis of reinforced circular cylinders loacled in the
planes of their rings. In cent rast to the elementary
engineering analysis, deformation of rings ancl sheet
were considerecl. The recurrence formula method en-
ables the stress analyst to fincl the shear flows ancl direct
stresses in the sheetl as well as the shear forces, axial
forces, and bencling moments in the rings.
In order to reduce the amount of computation in-
volved in the stress analysis of relatively long reinforced
cylinders an approximate methocl of analysis was de-
veloped. This approximate sohition is suitable for the
stress analysis of cylinders loadecl at rings located two
or more bays from external restraints (Technical NTote
1219).
Additional work on this subject lecl to the develop-
ment of charts for stress analysis of a reinforced cir-
cular cylinder. These charts facilitate the determina-
tion of the shear flows ancl direct stresses in the sheet
of the cylinder as well as the shear forces, axial forces,
and bending moments in the rings. Separate charts
were prepared for each of thre~ basic loading condi-
tions; a concentrated radial load, a concentrated tangen-
tial load, and a concentrated bending moment (Tech-
nical Note 1310).
With the increasing size of aircraft fuselages, a -prob-
lem that has become irnportani is that of the generctl
instabiIit y failure. In this type of failure, the skin,
stiffeners ancl reinforcing rings faiI simultaneously,
Consequmtly, it is important to be able to preclict when
a general instability failure may occur. Research has
been conducted on this subject for a number of years
with significant results being obtained: However, the
problem has not as yet been adequately solvecl. Dur-
ing the past year an investigation was conducted under
a research contract with the BrookIyn ~>oIytechnic in-
stitute on the general instability of monocoque cyl-
inders, and resulted in a revised strain energy theory
to assume a more general deflected shape at buckling.
The theory was applied to four test cylinders with
reasonable accuracy.
An experimental investigation was also conducted by
the Brooklyn Polytechnic Institute on 18 cylinders with
various skin thicknesses loaded under pure bencling.
The purpose of this investigation was to establish the
critical value of a design parameter, above which fail-
ure would occur by general instability and below which
it would not occur by general instability.
The Brooklyn Polytechnic Institute has also investi-
gatecl, under the Committee’s sponsorship, the stresses
in and the general instabilityy of monocoque cylinders
with cut-outs. A number of cylinders have been pre-
pared and tested, and methods have been cleveloped for
the calculation of the stresses in the cylinders.
Investigations have been conducted at both Brooklyn
Polytechnic Institute and L’niversity of Michigan on
methods of stress analysis for fuselage rings,
Box Beams
The basic load carrying structure of many aircraft
wings is a box of approximately rectangular cross sec-
tion consisting of the front and rear spars and the top
and bottom skins of the wing. This box is stressed
by both bending ancl torsional Ioack. In the case of tor-
sional loac~ing the cletermination of the stress distribu-
tion in the box is a relatively simple problem> providecl
that the cross section of the box is not constrained in any
manner against warping. In this case the Bredt for-
mula for thin-walled torsion tubes is applicable. If
some restraint is ofiered to warping as is always the
case near the root of a wing, a set of secondary stresses
is introduced in the box. In order to stucly the effect
of wing taper on these secondary stresses, a special in-
vestigation was undertaken. Recurrence formulas were
developed for use in calculating these secondary sEFesses
and the results obtained by this methocl of eomputatioll
have been comparecl with experimental ciata from tests
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performed on taperecl box beams. The results show
good agreement between experimental and calculated
values (Technical A’ote I-297).
SUBCOMMITTEE ON AIRClt&FI’ MET.ALS
The majority of the research in the field of metals for
airframe use has been carried out by research contracts
with universities and other nonprofit scientific organi-
zat ions. This research has complemented the program
on materials for power plants discussed earlier.
Ma=~esiurn-Cerium Forging .Mloys
Ti%iIe magnesiurn-cerium forging alloys have not
been -widely used in the past? they ha~e been investi-
gcltec~~Perimentauyy and the available clata- inclic:~ted
that these alloys in the wrought condition possess an
unusual combination of Iow density and relatively high
mechanical properties for elevated temperature service
up to as least 600° F. An investigation has been con-
ducted under a research contract with Battelle 31emo-
rial Institute to improve the ele-ratecl temperature ten-
sile properties ancl resistance to creep of these alIoys.
A large number of experimental compositions ha-re
been prepared by Idcling various alloying elements to
the magnesium-cerium base, and from them the rela-
t ive benefits of the alloying elements have been deter-
mined.
Effects of Corrosion
The United States Air Force, the Bureau of Aero-
nautics and the NTACA sponsored a cooperati~e pro-
gram at the ~Tational Bureau of Stanclarcls on the ef-
fects of salt vmter and atmospheric exposure on the cor-
rosion rate of aircraft structural alloys. This program
has been quite extensive and has extencled o~er a num-
ber of years. with significant results being obtained as
the program progressed. That phase of the program
on the exposure of sputwelded aluminum aIlo-y panels
has been completed ancI includes the results of tests of
191 paneIs some of -which -were exposed to the weather
ancl in the tidewater for periods up to 36 months. This
work has pro~ecl pmticular]y ~ahmble in preparing
specifications for protection and care of aircraft struc-
tures.
Fracture of Metals
Investigations leacling to kno-wleclge of the condi-
tions under which metals will fracture have broacl
scientific and engineering interest. The importance
of this subject to zircraft designers stems from t m-o
ohjecti~es: ( 1) To design parts that -wiLI not fracture
during f:lbrication; (2) to design aircraft structures
that wiIl not fracture in service. As higher strength
materials are used in order to provide lighter -weight
structures> it becomes increasingly important to have
,s33(lQ&5~
detailed knomIeclge of the factors affecting their frac-
ture strength, and a number of in~estigat ions on this
subject ha~e been completed during the pwt -year.
The effects of circumferential notches on the frac-
t~zring characteristics of tensile test bzrs of 9X3–T
aluminum alloy were investigated by the Case insti-
tute of TechnoIo=gy. Two variations in notch contour,
that. is notch radius and notch clepth, were stucliecl.
The fracture stress for milcLly notched bars was found
to increase with increasing trmwerse tension, or in-
creasing triaxidity, while the ductiIity decreased cor-
respondingly. Th~ effects of triasial stress states,
procluced by circumferentia~ V-type notches, on the
fracturing characteristics of 24S–T, 75S-T, and 2?4S–
TS6 aluminum rdloys were also investigated by the
Case Institute of Technolo=~.
A-n investigation hi~s been conducted at Pennsyl-
~ania state CoIlege in -which the yield strength, nlti-
mate stren=~h, ducti]ity: ancl plastic stress-strain rela-
tions of MS-T aIuminum aIIoy subjected to bi&zI
stresses were determinecl. Tubular specimens were
used for the investigation and the biaxial stress states
were produced by applying nxial tensile loads in com-
binat ion with internaI pressures.
The effect of combined stresses on the fracture
strength of 75S–T aluminum alIoy has been iu~esti-
gated by the ZTniversity of California. The combined
stress states -were obtained, as in the preciously men-
thned in~estigation, by appling axial loads and in-
ternal pressures to thin-wxlled drawn tubes. It was
founcl thzt the alloy ruptures in substantial agreement
with the criticaI shear stress law for fracture. The
effects of other factors on the fracture strength of the
T5S–’T aluminum alloy were also discussed in the re-
sults of the in~estigation.
An investigation has ako been condnctecl by the
Uti~ersity of California to cletermine the relationship
between stresses and plastic strains of wrought aimni-
num alloys for three types of loading, tension; com-
pression, ancl torsion. .4. secondary objecti~e -was to
iclentify -which assumptions of an icleal theoly of elasto-
pIasticity are invalid for these alloys. lt ~as found
that universal stress-strain curves m predicted by the
theory were not. obtainec~ -with wrought aluminum al-
loys. The observed clisagreement between theory and
experiment -w-as attributed to the inwliclity of the as-
sumptions of isotropy. constancy of ~olume, continu-
ity of the metal, ancl Linetir stress-infinitesimal plastic
strxin relations. Fair correlation between the theory
cmcl experimental facts. hoviever, -was obtained with
a cast and solution heat-treated magnesium alloy which
beharecl isotropicaIIy cluring plastic deformation. Cor-
relation with some of the aIuminum alloys -was ob-
tained for the compression and torsion clata when
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shear stresses were plotted as functions of effective
strzin. but no theoretical justification is available at
present for this anomaly.
SIJBCOMMFI’TIIE ON-. NONMETALLIC
AIRCRAFT JMATEEUALS
The NACAresearch inthe field of nonmetallic air-
craft materials has beeu concentrated upon materials
which appear to have promise in primary and second-
ary structural applications. The majority of the re-
search in this fklcl, m in the cas~ of aircraft metals, has.
been carried out by research contracts with universities
and other nonprofit scientific organizations.
Aclhesive-Aclherent Systems
‘I’he fundamentals of adhesion have not been studied
e.xtensively in the past, and the experimental work has
been concerned largely -with the cleveloprnent ancl use
of adhesives for industri:d purposes including the air-
craft inclustry.
During the past year the strength properties of vari-
ous adhesive-adherent, combinations have been cleter-
minecl as one phase of a longer range investigation of
the nature of adhesion concluctec] by the hTational Bu-
re~u of Standards, The results of these tests give an
indication of the specific %ttraction between the vari-
OLKSmaterials ancl hence ]eacl to a better understanding
of the nature of aclhesion. The results wilI also be
instrumental in the selection of adhesion-adherent s~s-
tems for the fundamental stuclies of adhesiou that are
still in progress.
Laminated Plastics
A knowledge of the effects of tempemture on the
strength properties of laminated plastics is becoming
especially .sigmificant for high speed flight applications
because the surface temperatures of aircraft increzse
with increasing speecl. An investigation at the Na-
tional Bureau of Stanc{ards spoi~sored by the NACA
pro-ridecl results of Izocl impact ant] flexural tests on
some selectecl laminated plastics, containing as the
reinforcement: glass fabric, asbestos f abricj rayon fab-
ric, cotton fabric> and high strength paper. During
the past year, tests have been completed on the tensile
ancl compressive properties of these same materiaIs ancl
throughout the same temperature range, that is, – 70°
to %ot)” F.
Sandwich Materials
Am investigation has been cortducted on the mechan-
ical. properties of paper-base honeycomb structures by
the Forest Products Laboratory. Ten clifferent- resins
were usecl in the investigation, and the rnechanicwl prop-
erties included tension, compression and shear. As
a result of the investigation it was found that the com-
pressive strength and tensile strength of the resin-
impregnatecl paper honeycomb structures were lower
than those of baIsa WOOCT,ancl that the moclulus of rigicl-
it.y, shear stress at proportional limit and shezr strength
compare favorably with the corre.sponcling properties
of kdsa. woocl
OPERATING PROBLEMS RESEARCH
With the expanckcl air traffic. of the postwm yetirs,
the problems of safety of aircraft operation have been
greatly ernphasizecl. To effect the largest possible
margin of safety to the passengers as well as to the
flight cr:w, not only must the aircraft find power plant
be well cksigned, but the flying technique must be such
that safety is insurecl uncler all weather ancl opernt-
ting conclitions.
Problems of research relating to aircrzft operations
are cmriecl on uncler the cognizance of the ~ommittee
on @erltillg Problems WC] its two Snbconlmittess,
the Subcommittee on Meteorological Problems and the
Subcommittee on Deicing Problems.
COiWMI_~EE ON OPERATING PROBLEMS
Speed Control of High-Speed Transport
The moclern high-speed transport airplane is aero-
dynamically clerm and c:~pable of inadvertently exceed-
ing its maximum safe flying speed during descent.
The importance ancl significance of this possibility
were investi~~ted in cooperation with an air carrier
engaged .in tv<lllscontiilell t2t1 and overseas operations.
From a statistical analysis of data taken cluring n
]arge number of flights, it was indicated thaL the.
probability of exceeding the airplane placard %ever-
exceecl’;. speed is substantially grezter thm the prob-
ability of exceeding the critical Mach number of the
a,irplane, Further, the probability of exceeding the
“never-exceecl” speecl is sufficiently great so that the
problem may be one of direct concern in the antilysis
of tiircraft loack and the planning of operational techn-
iques.
Ditching
The tremendous increase of overseas flying both
during and since the war has focusecl attention to the
problem of- ditchhlg, or the forced landing of lancl-
pIanes on water. During the past, year, in the con-
tinuation of an extensive prc}gram, dynamic moclek of
four long-range military aircraft have been studied
in the hTACA towing tanks and by mefins of an outdoor
cat zpLdt to determine and preclict the clit thing char-
acteristics of the service ~irplane and to recommend
clitching procedures -which vroulcl provicle mininmm
hazarcl to the crew as well as to the airplane,
Several of the large transport nircrvft p]annecl or
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in use by the air lines also are currently being studied
to determine their clitching characteristics.
Flying and Handling Qualities of Transport Aircraft
In cooperation with the air lines, the XA.C’A has been
conducting investigations of the flying find hanclling
characteristics of transport, fiircraft to cletermine
m-hether design requirements shoukl be retisecl in light
of the use of radio and radar blincl-Inncling systems.
The in-restigation thus far has substantiated the be-
1ief th:Lt present flying ancl handling requirements are
satisfactory and that no special reqilirements are neces-
sa ry to insure safe and easy operations with the -rari-
ous blind l~nding gstems. The importance of mnrL-
plying with the flying qualities requirements has been
reemphmizeci md in this particular in~estifytion the
necessity of taking special care to keep the friction in
the control system to a minimum has been noted.
Cabin Heating, Cooling, and Ventilating
The probIem of pilot and passenger comfort has been
rendered mLIch more dif6cu1t since sustained high-
spwd fright has become common. The modern high-
SIXW1. high-altitude zirplane experiences heating clue to
solar radiation and aerocleymunic or frictional heating
on the airplane surface. Results of preliminary in-
vestigations indicate that cooLing of the coch~its of
proposed transonic and supersonic aircraft will be a
major problem.
SUBCOMMITTEE ON DEICENG PROBLEIIS
Perh3ps the greatest hazard to the regular operation
of aircraft under all weather conditions is the clanger
of the formation of ice over critical regions on the
surface of the airp]ane and ti the Various air dLIcts.
N’ot only ca~ ice formations seriously affect the per-
formance, but under certain conditions can render the
aircraft uncontrollable or cause stoppage of the en-
gines.
The Committee’s icing resewch program has been
conducted at the Ames and CIe-reIand laboratories by
using as research tools actual airplanes completely in-
strumented and flying in regions of naturaI icing. In
aclclition, the Cle-relancl laboratory for the past sereral
years has conchlcted w-ind-tunneI icing-research pro-
grams clirected towarcl the elimination of the hazar~d of
icing. During the year a technical conference was held
at the Cle~eIancl ktboratory at which the latest research
re~~ts obtaiI1ed at t~le Coumittee~s laboratories & t]le
fielcl of aircraft ice protection mere presentecI to rep-
resentatives of other Government agencies ancl the air-
craft industry.
Thermal Ice Prevention
Results of previous rese~rch pointed to the possibility
of utilizing waste heat from exhaust gas to pre~ent. ice
formation on airplane surfaces. Extensive analytical
and experimental in~esti~cltions hat-e pro]-ecl the eco-
nomic feasibility ancl the operaticmd superiority of
this method of ice prevention. ancl as a resuIt ? provisions
for thermal ice pre-reutio~ have been includecl in all
new transport desie~s to be opemted both by the serv--
ices ancl by the airIines.
The comprehensi~e in-restigztion of the fumlamentals
of thermal ice protection fur airplane win.g~>,empen-
nages> winclshields> ancl propellers has been continued.
~ general, this inl-estimation consists of the determina-
tion of the meteorological conditions -which produce
icing conditions and the cleri-ration of methods for the
computation of the minimum heating requirements for
ice pre-iention in these conclitions. A thermally pro-
tected icing-research airplane -was flown through nat-
ural icing conditions in regions covering a Iarge portion
of the United States to StLLdy and e~aluate experimental
installations and annlyticxl techniques. Special me-
teorological ecluipment was derelopecl ancl used to
mensure the important icing parameters. such as the
amount of free -water present in the atmosphere ancl the
size of the cloud mater drops. In acldition, experi-
ment~al apparatus such as electrically heated airfoil
models, windshielcls, ancl propellers were used to es-
t ablish basic heating requirements
Meteorolo=q
Data ha-re been obtainecl during the flight research
pro=gram on the physical characteristics of icing cloucls
and the meteorological processes producing these
Cloucls. balysis of these ckttz has resuIted in tenta-
tive specifications of the most probable maximum and
the normal or typical icing conciitiom (Technical hTotes
1391, 1392, 1393,. and 1424.) These clata ako ha-re pro-
videcl an indication of the manner of formation of icing
CIOLICIS:-which is of considerable Talue in the fwecastfilg
of potential icing hazards to aircraft.
W’ings and Empennages
In order to compute the heat required for the preven-
tion of ice accretions orI airfoil surfaces, it is important
to determine the area over -which -water will impinge on
the aircraf% and the amount of ice that will be de-
posited. A methocl for the calculation of this inform~-
tion has been deri-red and checked by tests on electri-
cally heated airfoil models (TechnicaI 3Tote 1397). This
method is sufficiently reliable to permit generalized
calculations to be made of any practical confirmation
with relati~ely littIe labor.
Wiidshiehiis
As part of the over-all ice pre-rention program ther-
mal methods of preventing ice formation on windshields
ha-re been studiecl. The double pane type of heated
windshield h:Ls been proved to be satisfactory as have
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various other internally air and electrically hinted
configurations. Empirical results from investigations
of the various configurations have served as a guide for
the cleveIopment of a rational method for the design
of windshield ice-prevention equipment. This methocl
takes into account radiation, evaporation of impinging
water, convection of heat to the surrounding air: as
well as the characteristics of air and vmter paths in the
vicinty of the winclshie]d (Technical Note 1434).
Propellers
The Iarge thrust losses associated -with propeller icing
make the problem very red and urgent.. The require-
ments for propeller icing protection have been investi-
gated for both externally and internally electrically
heated bIades as -weI1as for hot-gas internally heatecl
bIades (Technical Note 1084). The theoretical and ex-
perimental results have established the hot-gas require-
ments for gas-heatecl propeller blades, The heat requir-
ecl for eifective propeller protection is a fraction of the
engine waste heat available. The power required for
protecting propellers electrically, utilizing blacle-heat-
ing elements attached externally to the blades or placed
internally in the blacles has also been studiecl (Technical
hTotes 1084 and 1178).
Jet Engine Inlets
The necessity of keeping jet engine inlets free from
ice is of major importance since even partial block-
ing of the air intake may seriously impair the perform-
ance or even cause stoppage of this type of en_gine.
Further, should ice enter the compressor serious struc-
tural clarnage might result. In_view of the serioiwness
of this problem, an extensive program is being carried
out both in flight, and in the icing-research tunnel in
orcIer to develop means for the protection of these en-
gines against icing.
SUBCOMMITTEE ON METEOROLOGICAL
PROBLEMS
A cletailecl knowledge of the structure of the atmos-
phere is essentiaI to the safe ancl efficient clesign ancl
operation of all aircraft. Much of the inf omation to be
obtained is of a statistical nature and involves analyses
of dda obtiainecl from large numbers of flights of air-
craft over an extreme range of meteorological conditions,
During the past year, the NACA in cooperatio~ -with
the United States Weather Bureau, the Air Force and
the N’avy, in the Thunclerstorrn project> has continuec]
an investigation of turbulence associated with thuncler-
storms. This project is a continuation of one begun
last year and is directed toward the elimination of the
hazards presented by thunderstorms to the safe oper-
ation of aircraft. Fully instrumented airplanes have
explorecl a number of thunderstorms up to altitudes of
30,000 feet. VaIuabIe data on the structure and inten-
sity of gmsts and associated meteorological conditions
in relation to airplane behavior ancl st.ructura] desibgn
have been obtainecl. Analysis of the large wnount of
data recordecl during the flights is extremely time con-
, surning and consequent ]y not yet complete, but, prelim-
inary results indicate that good correlations between
piedic.ted and observecl effects have been obtained which
wiII aid to establish safe and valid design and opera-
tion criteria (Technical Note 1253),
The NACA ha? continued its analysis of data le-
corclecl in airplanes operated by several of the air Iines
ancl equipped with V–G ancl other special hT~CA re-
cording instruments as well as in specially equippecl
research airplanes to obtain a clearer picture of gush
structure and atmospheric turbulence under orclinary
operating conclitions. These clata are important in cle-
termining the effects of gust structure and turbulence
on airpIane life and performance and ako in devising
means for the alIevimtion or circumvention of turbu-
lence. Infornlation obtained in the Langley gust tunnel
uncler controlled conditions is correlated with these
clata in orcler to establish rational loacl factors to in-
crease the Iife mlcl safety of aircraft (Technical ATotes
1320, and 1321) .
UNIVERSITY RESEARCH
The hTAC!A maintains a progl’arn of sponsored or
contract research at ecIucationaI and scientific insti-
tutions so that the skills md talents of the nntion’s
aeronautical research scientists and technical facilities
can be utilizecl to the fullest-extent in connection with
the Government’s intensified aeronautical research
program. By this means, eminent scientists, not
otherwise availabIe to the Government, contribute to
the plaimed program ancl unique facilities are b~ought
to bear on the solution of important research problems.
A byproduct of this program is the training in re-
sezrch of promising students to serve as useful addit-
ions to the country’s scientific manpower.
It has been possible uncler this program to engage
some of the nation’s foremost aerod ynam icists? nmthe-
maticians, physicists, chemists! CLnclengineers in the
study of the complex phenomena existing in connec-
tion with the clesign and operation of modem aircraft
ancl po-wer plants. The fielcls coverecl in the contract
research program embrace practically all the fielcls
included within the frame~vork of the subcommittees,
and some of the work has been described in earlier sec-
tions of this report.
In the field of theoretical high-speecl aeroclynamies,
new clzsses of mathematical equations have been devel-
oped in an effort to solve the complex problems aris-
ing in the study of transonic and supersonic flows and
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existing metlmck ha-w been investigated in orcler to
extend their utility. The problem of flutter of higb-
speed aircraft has been stnciiec] in order that relitible
estimates of the flutter characteristics mcLy be made
for ccircraft in the clesien stage. The cletermirmtion
uncl prediction of flutter characteristics is exceedingly
con~pIex and in-rol-reel mathematically so that onIy
scientists -with a high clegree of trctining ancl under-
stan[ling carL apprecitite the problems and hope to ef-
fect solutions. The effects of heat and turbulence on
the characteristics of jet flow-s have assnmecl primary
importance and these problems have been in~estigatecl
through the use of nni-rersity research facilities ancl
personnel specially qualified in these fwkls. The clmr-
acteristics of swept-back and lovr-aspect-mtio wings
lmve been stndiecl in uni~ersity wincl tunnels. Other
aerodynamic research problems inducting bounckmy-
]ayer etfects, rotating-wing theory, aircraft noise re-
(htct ion. znc] aircrcift ancl missi]e stability have been
successfully attacked in the ccmtrtict resear~’h pro~am.
31uch of the increase in eflicie~cy and enilurance of
jet engines is attributed to acl-rances resuIting from
>tudies of heat-resisting alIoys conducted uncler the
sponsorship of the S.LC.&. This research has occupied
an important position in the over-all pro=gram as im-
]Jro-reel high-strength heat-resistant alloys offer the
n~ost promise for further increases in the performance
of jet engines.
Ecluc~tional institutions hare aImays been promi-
nent in the field of aircraft st met ural desi=a and stress
ana~ysis ancl work of this type has been acti~ely pur-
sued as part of the committee’s contract resezrch pro-
gram. X’ew theuries and methocls for the desigm and
analysis of specialized structures lmve resultecl from
research carriecl out under contract. Other researches
include the investigation of promising new structural
allo<ys and nonmetallic materiaIs ancl the study of the
fatiglue life of ~~ircraft structures. Further cletailecl clis-
(mssions of the progrmns conducted under contract are
inc]uc]ecl in the subcommittee disc~~sions.
In smmmry, the contract research program of the
X.A.CA constitutes an important part of the over-all
N’.A.(X research picture cmcl serves to heIp fill in gccps
and rouncl out the program of the hTation to maintain
this Country.s leadership in the fielcl of aeronautics.
COORDINATION OF RESEARCH AND
DISTRIBE~TION OF RESEARCH
IBFORMATIOX
coordination of aeronautical research is accomplished
Part ia% tllro~lgl~ the fictivities of fie ATACAtechnical
Committees and subcommittees. Inasmllch as the menl-
bers of these committees conskt of represent ati~es from
iT?9?S’A~
the different Government organizations as -well as those
from ci-ril life the Committee is in a pmticularly ad-
-i-cmtageous position to be aclvised on the work beiwg
conducted on aeronautics. The membership of the com-
mittees is such as to discourage duplication of research
effort except where such cluplication is desirable. At
the meetings of these technical committees and sub-
committees the members report on activities in their
field thzt wiII be of interest to the A’AC.%. In aclclition,
they review the research being conducted by the X.$CA
ancl make recommendations as to its continuance, to
any ch:mges desirabIe in the research program, and to
any additional fields of research in which knowledge is
necessary ancl on which work is not b+ing clone.
In order to further coordinate the aeronautical re-
search efforts ancl prevent cluplication of resefirch: the
office of Research Courclinat ion functions in conj unc-
tion with a West Coast representative who mxintains
close contact with the aeronautical research stat& of
that gec)amccphical area. A ~umber of discussions per-
taining to aeronautical research between NAC.$ per-
sonnel ancl the research staffs of the aircraft ancl en-
gine manufacturers and of the eclucaticmal xnd scien -
tific inst itut ions were coordinated ancl report ed through
the Committee>s coordination 05w.
In adclition to these activities of the Committee, there
are numerous informal conferences held between stafls
of the STACA Laboratories ancl members of the military
or other Government services> with members of indus-
tri:d organizational ancl with members of university
staffs. The purpose of these informal cliscwsions is to
examine the work being conducted zt the Committee’s
laboratories and so insure that the appropriate Govern-
ment and private organizations are receiting fdl bemdit
of the NACA research.
During the past year the Committee has held eight
techILica] conferences at its ~aboratories in which the
following topics mere discussed:
1.
c1
-.
3.
4.
5.
6.
T.
8.
Supersonic aeroclymamics.
Airplanes for private ownership.
Gas turbine engine compressors.
Gas turbine engine turbines.
Combustion.
RaLL]jets.
EIight temperature nlateriaLs.
Ice prerentiun.
Each of these conferences n-as attencled by 100 or more
members from the Government services and those in-
dustrial organizations that had contracts with the De-
partment of 3Tational Defense on projects related to
the subject uncler cliscussion. At these conferences the
stafi of the ~’AC.$ laboratories presented papers on
the latest information being obtained at the labora-
tories. FoI~owing the presentation of the pfipers the
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visi~ors exchanged their views on the work of the Comm-
ittee and on anJ7 changes that were advisable in the
research programs.
The research resuhs obtainecl in the Committee’s
laboratories are chtributecl in the form of Ckmmittee
publications. Two of these publications, Technical
Reports and Technical hTotes, contain information that
is not classifiec~ and so is available to the public in
generz]. The Te.chnicaI Reports cent ain information
considered to be of major importance. The Technical
hTotes contain results that are ~f transitory interest or
results which should be nmcle immediately available
to a large number of organizations, but which wiIl later
be presented in a more complete Technical Report.
Translations of foreign material m-e issued in the form
of Technical Memorandums. In adclition to these un-
classified reports the Commit tee prepares ezch year a
large number of reports in which the results are_of a
chwsifiecl nature. .These reports for rezsons of na-
tional security are controlled in their circulation.
From time to time the various clmsifiecl reports issuecl
by the Committee are examined to determine whether
or not it is in the national interest to continue the
classification. If it is found clesirabIe to cleclassify
the reports, they are then published in one of the
standard hTACA forms.
The Office of Aeronautical lntelligenee was estab-
lished in the early part of 1918 as an integral part of
the Committee’s activity. Its functions are the col-
lection ancl classification of technical knowledge on the
subject of aeronautics> including the resuIts of research
and experimental work corductecl in all parts of the
worlcl, cmcl its dissemin~tiol~ to the Dep@nent Of
National Defense, aircraft n~ant~fact~lrers, ecl~~cational
institl~tions, and others interestecl. American ancl
foreign reports obtained are analyzecl, classified, and
brought to the attention of the proper persons through
the medium of public and confidential blllletins.
Foreign reports are translated and inhere practical are
issued in the form of Technical Memcmmdums previ-
0US137mentioned.
To hal~clle efficiently the work of procuring and ex-
changing reports in foreign countries, the Comdtee
prior to World War 11 maintained a technical assist-
ant in Europe. It was his duty to visit the govern-
ment al and private laboratories in El~ropean co~lntries
xnd to procure for the Unitecl__States not only printecl
matter, but more especially advance information as
to the work in progress and teclmicaI dzt% not pre-
parecl in printed form, The Office of Technical As-
sistant in Europe -will be reopenecl as soon as the neces-
sary arrangements can be completed.
The hTACA has continued the publication of such
wartime reports as have been declassified, in the War-
time Repo’rt form mentioned in last year’s annual re-
port. The issuance of these wartime reports should
be compIeted during the 19-18 fiscal year.
BY act of Congress approved July 2, 1926 (U. S.
C. title 10, sec. 310-r), m Aeronautical Patents and
Design Board wms established consisting of the Assista-
nt Se$@aries for Air _of the Departments of War,
lTavy, “and Commerce. In accordance -with that act
as amended by the act approved March 3, 1’327, tl~e
hTation&l Aclviswy Committee for Aeronautics is
charged with the function of analyzing and reporting
upon the technical merits of aeronautical inventions
and designs submitted to any agency of the Govern-
ment,. .The Aeronautical Patents and Design Board
is authorized, upon the favorable recommenclltion of
the Committee, to “determine -whether the use of the
clesign by the Government is clesirable or necessary
MIC1evaluate the clesign and fix its worth to the United
States in an amount not to exceed $75,000.”
During the past year the volume of zeronautica!l
invent ions, clesigms, and suggestions for the improve-
ment of aircraft received by the Committee has grextly
incremed. This increase reflects the rapi~. growth of
general public interest in flying which -was accelerded
cluring the war period.
“ Recognizing its obligation to the public in this re-
spect the Committee has continued to ficcord to all
correspondence on such matters full consideration.
All proposals received have been carefully analyzed
and eiiduated and the submitters have been duly xd-
visecl concerning the probzble merits of their sugges-
tions. Many personal interviews have been granted
inventois who visited the Committee’s offices, and tech-=.
nical information has been supp]iecl when requested.
TECHNICAL REPORTS
N’o.
752. On_a New Method for CaIculat@ the Potential F1OWPast
a Body of Revolution. BY Carl KapIan.
753. Methods Used in the E7ACATank for the Investigation of
the Longitudinal-Stability Characteristics of Models of
Flying Boats. BYRtiland E. OIson aud Xorman S. Land,
754 Operating Temperatures of a Sodium-CooIed Ex!laust
Val~-e as Measured by a Thermocouple. By J: G. San-
ders, H. D. Wilsted and B. A. filulcaiLy.
755. Re~uirements for Satisfactory Flyir@ Qualities of Air-
planes. By R. R. Gilruth.
756. The Induction of Water to the Inlet Air as a Means of
-Internal CooIing in Aircraft-Engine CyIinders. By Ad-
dison M. Rothrock, Alois Krsek, Jr., and Anthony W.
‘Jones.
757. The Measurement of Fuel-Air Ratio by Analwis of the
oxidized Exhaust Gas. By Harolcl C. Gerrish and J.
Lawrence Meem, Jr.
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WF3.Performance of W.CA E2~ht-Sta~e AxiaI-Flow Corupres-
~,.,r D&~j&llerrOBtie B>N~ ~~ftirf~il T~eorr. BY JolIn
T. Sinnette. Jr., OSCU W. Sche~ and J. Austin King.
739. DerEwtii}n of Charts for DeterminIn.q the Horizontal Tail
L,j:i{l ~ariat~on with A.IIFEle~ator 2Jotion. By Hem-y
.1. Pearsorr.
7(;(). A liet~()[ 1of EsI imati.ug the Kno& Rating of E@lrocarbon
Fuel Blends. BY A-ewell D. %nders.
761. ldenriticrition of Knock in XACA High-Speed Photographs
,ji (-’oml)[~tion in a Spark-l~ nition En-tine. BY Cearcy
D. 31iller and H. Lorrell Olsen.
762. A Theoretical lnrestitiation of the Lateral oscillations of
a n Airp Iane with F~ee Rudder with Special Reference
to the Effect of Friction. By Harry Greenberg and
Leonard SternEeld.
7t13. Tests of Air foi lS Designed to Delay the CompressibiIi@
Burble. By Johu Stack.
‘i&f. A ~~etho(l for Calculating Heat Transfer in the Laminar
Flow Region of Bodies. By H. Julian AI1en and Borme
C. Lo, )k.
7(H. Exhaust-Stack >?ozzle Area and Shape for Indi~idual Cyl-
ind~r Exh:illst-Gas Jet-Propulsion System. By Ben-
jamin Pinlwl, L. Rkhard Turner, Fred Vms and Le-
Roy V. Humble.
if%. Aero(Jy~amic and HyJrodLmamie Tests of a F.amily of
Noclels of Flying-Boat Hu1ls Deri~ed from a S~ream-
line B(@.-NACA Model 84 Series. By John B. Park-
inson, Roland E. OLSOR,Eugene C. Draley and Arvo A.
La! lam.
767. The Problem of Lou,yitudinal Stability and Contrul at
High Spee(ls, BF Xanley J. Hood and H. JuI~an A1len.
76S. The F1OWof a Compressible Fluid Ptw a Cur-red Surface.
BY Carl Kaplan.
769. Tl!e Effect of 31ass Distribution on the Lateral Stability
and Control Characteristics of an Airplane as Dewr-
minecl by Tests of a Model in the Free-Fli~ht Tunnel.
BY JtolLnP. Campbell and Charles L. Seacord. Jr.
77KJ.JeL-Boundar~ corrections for Refleetim-Plane Models in
Rwtan@ar Wind Tunnels. BY Robert S. Smwson and
Thomas A. Toll.
771. Review of Fli.gbt Tests of W-CA C and D Cowlings on
the XP-Q Airplane. BY J. Ford Juhrrston.
772. D&cer~InattOn of General Relatiom for the Behariour of
Turbulent Boundary Layers. By Albert E. Ton Doen-
hoff and Neal Tetervin.
773. .+ual@s of Heat and Compressibility Effects in Internal
F[(w S.mtwm and High-Speed Tests of a Ram-Jet
System. By John V. Becker a~d Donald D. Baals.
774. Effwt of Tilt of the Propeller Axis on the LongitudinaI-
Stability Characteristics of Single-Engine Airplanes.
By Harry J. Goett and A’oel K. Delany.
775. The Theory of Propellers. I—Determination of the Cir-
,.ulation Function and the 31:1ss CoefEcient for Dual-
Rotating Propellers. By Theodore Theodorsem
776. TtIe Theory of Propellers. II—Method for Calculatin~ the
.txial Interference Teloc-ity. By Theodore Theodor~en.
777. The Theory of Propellers. III—The Slipstream Contrw-
tiou with Numerical Values for Two-Blade and Four-
blade Propellers. By Theodore TheorLcmsen.
77S. Tbe Theory of Propellers. IX-Thrust, E~ergy. and Ef-
ficienc~ Formulas for Single- and Drral-Rotating Pro-
wllers ~itb IdeaI circulation Distribution. By Th~-
dore Theodorsen.
A-o.
779. The Effect uf I~creased C’ooling Surface on Performance
of .%ircmft-Engi~e Cylinders as sllomn by Tests of the
>-ACA Cylinder. Bj- Oscar W. Sehey, Tern G. Rullip
and Herman H. Ellerbrock. Jr.
7S1). Compressible Potential F1OW with Circulation about a
Circular &Linder. By Max A. Heaslet.
7S1. Wind-Tunnel Ptwce(lut-e for Detenuim+tinn of Critical
StabiIity and Control Characteristics of Airplanes. By
Harry J. Goett, Roy P. Jaeks[)u aml Stewu E. Belsley.
7S2. Walt Interference in a T-wo-DhneusiouN-Fl( m Wind Tun-
nel, with Considerate ion (of the Effw. t of CompressibiIi ty.
By H. Julian Allen and Walter G. Tincenti.
W%. Compressibility and Heating Effec@ ori Pressure Loss and
Cooling of a Baffled Olinder Barrel. By Arthur W.
Goldstein and Herman H. Ellerbrock, Jr.
WM. Luterwuler Cooling-Air Weight FIOW and Pressure Drop
for Minimum Drag Loss. By J. George Reuter and
Michael F. Yalerino.
7S5. Preknock Vibrations in a Spark-Ignition Engine CYliniler
as Revealed by High-Speed Photography. B.v Cearey D.
Miller and Waiter O. Logan, Jr.
7S6. Performance of B1omdown Turbine Dri-ww by Exhaust
Gas of Xne-Cylinder Radial Engine. By L. Richard
Turner and Leland G. Desmon.
7S7. A Theoretical Instigation of the R! Wing Oscillations
of an Airplane with AiIerom~ Free. By L)(~ris Coheu.
‘&S. On the PFane Potential F1OTVPast a LWtice of .>rbitrar~
Airfoils. By I. E. Garrick.
7S9. On the Flow of a Compressible Fluid by the Hudograph
Method. I—Unification ancl Extensi,~n of Present-Day
Results. By I. E. Garri& and Carl Kaplan.
790. OrI the Flow of a Compre.%~ible Fluid by the Hodo=gaph
Methoil. 11—Funclaruental Set of Particular Flow Sulu-
tions of the Chaplygin Differen[ial Equation. By L E.
Garrick and Carl Kaplan.
791. A Theoretical Investigation of Lcmgitullinal Stability of
Airplanes tith Free Controls Including Effect of Fric-
tion in Control System. By Harry Greenberg and Leon-
ard SternMd.
79... Flight studies of the Horizontal-Tail Lmds EX&?rierICed
by a Fighter Airplane in Abrupt Mweurers. By the
Flight Research Manetmers Sec+ion-LILkL.
793. Experiments on Drag of I@mil~ing Disks. Cyiinders, an(I
Streamline Rods at High Speeds. By Theodore Theo-
dorsen and Arthur Regier.
794. The FIOTV of a Compressible Fluid Past a Circular Arc
Profile. By Carl Kaplan.
795. The NACA Impact Basin and Water Landing Tests of a
Float 3fodel at Various Velocities and Weights. By
Sidney A. Batterson.
796. An Interim Report on the Stability and Contrul of Tail-
less Airplanes. By Langley Stabilim Rweareh Division
-Compiled by Charles J. Donlan.
797. Application of Spring Tabs to Elevator Controk. By WI1-
liam H. PhilIips.
79S. Effect of Hi n~e-3fomeni Parameters on Elevator Stick
Forces in Rapid Maneuvers. BY Robert T. Jones and
Harry Greenberg.
79’3. Charts for the Determination of Wing Torsiomal Stiffness
Required for Specified Rolling Chafilctwistie,s or Aileron
Rwersal Speed. By Henry A. Pearson and William S.
Aiken, Jr.
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800. Effects of Small Angles of Sweep and Moderat_e Aroounts 1082. Comparative Effectiveness ef a Confection-Type and a
of Diheclral cm Stalling and Lateral Characteristics Radiation-Type Cooling Cap on a !llu’bosupercharger.
of a Wing-F’useIage Combination Equipped with Partial- Ey Freclecick J. Hartwig, Jr.
and IWII-Span Double Slotted Flaps. By Jerome Teplitz. 1085. FIigM Tests of Experimental Ber’eled-Trailing-Edge
801. A Method for Studying the Hunting Oscillations of an ~~ise Ailerons on a Fighter Airplane. By P’abian R.
Airplane with a Simple Type of Automatic Control. Gflranson.
By Robert T. Jones. 1086. Thermodynamic Charts for the Computation of ConWs-
802. NACA Im-est igation of a Jet-pwulsion SWem Armli@ble tion and Mixture Temperatures at Constant Pressure.
to Flight. By Macon C. Ellis, Jr. and C1inton E. Brown. By L. Richard Turner and Albert M. Lard.
8(K3.Wincl-Tunnel Invest igat ion of the Effects of Profile Modi- 1087. Langley Full-Scale-Tunnel Investigation of the Fuselage
fication and Tabs on the Characteristics of Ailerons on Boundary Layer on a Typical Fighter Airplane with
a Low-Drag Airfoil. By Robert M. Crane and Ralph a Single Iiquid-Cooled Engine.
W. Holtzclaw.
By K. R. Czarueclci
and Jerome Pasamani&
TECHNICAL NOTES ‘ 1088. Influence of Large Amounts of Wing Sweep on Stability
and Control Problems of Aircraft. By Hartley Soule.
1012. Velocity Distribution on Wrings Sections of Arbitrary 1089. High-Altitude F1ight Cooling Investigation of a Radial
Shape in Compressible Potential Flow. II—Subsonic Air-Cooled Engine. By Eugene J. Mmganiello, Michael
Symmetric .%diabatic Flows. BY Lipman Bers. l?TValerino, and E. Barton Bell.
1013. Stresses in and General Instability of Monoco~ue Cylin- 1000. The .Shearing Rigidity of Curved Panels under Compres-
ders with Cutouts. I—Experilnental Investigation of sion. By N. J. Hoff and Bruno A. BoIey.
Cylinders with a Symmetric Cutout Subjected to Pure 1091. An Analysis of the Main Spray Characteristics of Some
Bending. By h’. J. Hoff, and Brtmo A. Boley. Fu1l Size Multiengined Fl~ing Boats. By l?. W. S.
1014. Stresses in and General Instability of Monocoque Cylinders Locke, Jr.
with Cutouts. II—Calculation of the Stresses in a Cyl- 10~2. Flight Investigation of the Cooling Characteristics of a
indw with a Symmetric Cutout. By hT. J. Hoff, Bruno TWO-ROWRadial Engine lnstwUation. I—Cooling Cor-
.4. Boley, and Bertram KIein. —._.
1018. Methods for the Determination anrI Computation of Flow
relation. By E. Bartou Bell, James E. Morgan, John
H, Disher and Jack R. Mercer.
Patterns of a Compressible Fluid. By Stefan Bergman.
10.30. The Fatigue Characteristics of BoIted Lap Joints of_24ST
1093. Effect of Sweepbaek and Aspect Ratio on Longituditwd
McIad Sheet Material. By L. R. Jackson, W. M. Wilson,
Stability Characteristics of Wings at Low Speeds. -By
H. F. Moore, and H. J. Gro~er.
Joseph A. Shortal, and Bernard Maggin.
1040. Wake Studies of Eight Model Propellers. By Elliott Reicl.
1094. Experimental Determination of the Effects of Dihedral,
1041. Effect of Normal Pressure on Strength of Axially Loaded
Sheet-Stringer Panels. By A. E. McPherson, Samuel
Levy, and George Zibritosky.
1053. Use of Ducted Head Baffles to Reduce Rear-Row CyIinder
Temperatures of an Air-C.o-oled Aircraft Engine. By
>Iirhael A. Sipko, Charles Cotton, and James B. Lusk.
3054. Impact Strength and Flexui’al Properties of L&mi_nated
Plastics at High and Low Temperatures. By J. J. Lamb,
Isabelle Mbrecht, and B. M. Axilrod.
1057. General Tank Tests of a I/lO-Size Model of the HLL1lof
the Boeing XPBB-1 Flying Boat—Langley Tank ModeI
175. By DougIas .4. King, ancl Mary B. Hill.
1059. Effects of Tip Dihedral on Lateral Stability and Control
Characteristics as Deterrn@ed b~’ Tests of a ~.Enarnic
?Jodel in the Langley F~ee-Flight Tunnel. By Herman
O. Ankenbruck.
1070. An Empirical Equation for the Coefficient of Heat Trans-
fer to a Flat Surface from a Plane Heated-Air Jet Di-
rected Tan,gentiaIly to the Surface. By John Zerbe, and
James Selna.
107!3. A SitnpIified Method for De&mining from Flight Data
the Rate of Change of Yawing-llorn(mt Coefficient with
SidesIip. By Robert C. Bishop and Harvard Lomax.
1077. Jet-Bounclary and P1an-Term Corrections for PZrtial-
Span Moclels with Reflection Plane, End P1ate, or no
End Plate in a Closed Circular If’ind Tunnel. By
James C. Sivells and Owen J. Deters.
10S1. Flow over a Slender Body of Revolution at Supersonic
Velocities. By Robert T. Jones and Kenneth Margolis.
1The missing numbers in the series of technical notes mere released
before or after the period covered by this report,
vertjcal-Tail Area, and Lift Coefficient on Lateral
Stability and Control Cfmracteristics, By Mariou O.
McKinney.
1095. Marine Exposure Tests on Stzinless Steel Sheet. By
Willard 31utchIer.
10W3. On. Supersonic and Partially Supersonic Flows. By
Stefan Bergman.
1097. Okservat ions on the Behavior of Some Noncircula r Alu-
minum Alloy Sections Loaded to Failure h Torsion.
By R. L. Mool”e.
109S. Effect of Change in Cross Section upon Stress Distribu-
tion in Circular ShelI-SupportecI Frames, By D&vid
H. Nelson.
1099. T-we-Dimensional W7ind-Tunnel In~estigation of sealed
oj2-.&irf~il-Chord Inter~~ally Ba]:,ncpd Ailel.ons of
Different Contour on an N.&C&65(112) –2~J Airfoil Sec.
tion for XF15C–1 Airplane. By .41bert L. Braslow,
1100. Elafitic Properties in Tension and Shear of Ffigh-Strength
“hyonferrous Metals and Staiuless SteeI—lMfect of Prc-
\tious Deformation and Heat Treatment. By R, W.
Mebs, and D. J. 31cAdams, Jr.
1101. Tank Tests to Determine the Effect of Varying Design
Parameters of Planing-Tail Hulls. 11—Effect of VaTy-
ing Depth of Step, Angle of Afteubody Keel, Length
of Afterbody Chine, and Gross Loads. By John R.
Dawson an”cl Robert McKanu, and Elizabeth S. Hay.
1102. The Crystal Structure at Room Temperature of Eight
Forged Heat-Resist ing .A1lws. By J. Howard Kit tel.
1103. The Lagrangian Multiplier Method of Finding Upper
and Lower Limits to Critical Stresses of Clamped Plates.
By Bernard Bucliansky and Pai C. Hu.
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llM Experimental Determination of the Effects of Directional
Stability and Rotar~ Damping in Yaw on Lateral
Srahiiity ancl Control Characteristics. By Hubert
M. Drake.
1101. Static and Dynamic Creep Properties of Laminated
Plastics fur Various Types of Stress. By Joseph Marin.
1106. Performance Pa rauwers for Jet-Propulsion F@ines. By
Newell D. Sanders.
111}7.Thiu OMique Airfoils at Supersonic Speed. By Robert T.
Jones.
lI(S. Load Capacity of JJuminum-Alloy cranh~in Bearings as
Determined in a Centrifugal Waring ‘Test 3fachine. By
il Fred 31a&s, and 31iItcm C. Shaw.
lll~J. Flight InTestigati@n of the Coohg (hIrWtSTiS~iCS of a
TWO-ROW RacIial Engine Installation. 11-Cooli~g-Air
Pressure Recoyery and Pre.wure Distribution. By Jolm
E. Hill, CalriQ C!.B1acMuan, and James E. Morgan.
1110. Two-D irnensional Wind-Tunnel Inres[i,mtion of an Ap-
proximately 14-Percent-Thic& XAC’A66-Series-T~pe Air-
f, ~il Section -with a Double SVotted FIap. BY Albert L.
13raslmr. and L. K. Loftin, Jr.
1111. In\-est@tion of the Effect of TIP Modification and Ther-
maI De-Icing Air F1OWon Propeller Performance. By
Blake W. Corson. Jr.. and Julian D. Jla~narcl.
1112. AnaI@s of Propeller EtRienc~ Losses Asoeiated with
H~:lte~-.kir T~errnal De-Icing. By Blake W. Corson, Jr.,
and JuIian D. Ma$narcl.
1113. C,ullection and AnalFsis of HinwLtoment Data on Con-
trol-Surface Tabs. By Paul E. Purser, and Charles B.
(:()[)k.
1114. Estimation of Surface Temperatures in Steady Supersonic
Flight. By George P. Wood.
1115. Investigation of the StabilitT of the Laminar Boundary
Layer in a Compressible FJ.uid. By Lester Lees, and
C. C. Lin.
1116. Stmin-Gage Stu{dy of Iuternally Cooled Exhaust Valves
Ha!ing Yarions Throat Designs. By Arthur G. HoIms,
and Richar(l D. Faldetta.
1117. Comparison of Relatire Sensitivities of the Knock Limits
of TWO Fuels to Six Engine Variables. By Harre~ A.
Cook L{nzis F. Held, and Ernest L Pritchard.
111S. Effect of CompressibRit~ at High Subsonic VeIocitles on
the Lifting Force Acting on an EIliptie Cylinder. By
Carl Kaplan.
1119. Increasing the Compressive Strength of 24S-T Aluminum
.$lIoY Sheet by Flexure Rolling. By George J. HeimerI
and Wa Iter Woods.
1120. S[andard Nomenclature for Airspeeds with Tables and
Charts for Use in Calculation of Airspeed. By W.l-
Iiam S. +&en, Jr.
1171. High-Speed luvestigation of Skin Wrinkles on Two NACA
Airfoils. By Harold L. Robinsom
U.& Sideslip An:les and l-ertical-Tail Loade in Rolling Pull-
Out Maneuvers. By Maurice D. mite, Harvard TLomax,
an~”fHowar[d L. Turner.
1123. LateraI-Contrul Characteristics of Various Spoiler Ar-
rangements as Measured in FIighL By J. Richard
Spahr.
1124. Effect of SmalI De~iations from Flatness on Effecti~e
Widrh and Buckling of P1ates in Compression. By Pai
(.’. Hu, Eugene E. Lundquist, and S. B. Batdorf.
1125. Effect of Ratio of Riret Pitch to Rivet Diameter on the
Fatigue Strength of Ri~etecl Joints of 2%3–T Aluminum
-%lloy Sheet. By HaroId Crate, Datirl W. Ochiltree, and
Walter T. Gra’-i-es.
N’o.
1~6. Stress Rupture of Heat-Resisting .&]Ioys as 2 ~ate prOCWY.
By E. S. llachlin and A. S. Nuwi,:k.
1122’. A Discussion of the Application of the Prandtl-Glanert
llethod to Subsonic Compressible Flow o~er a Slender
Body of Rwolufion. By Lester Lees.
llX An Investigation of Aerodynamic Characteristics of RI)-
tating Axial FIOW Bh~de Grids. By John R. Weske-
1129. FIight Investigation at High Speeds of tine Drag of Three
Mcfuils and a Circutar Cylinder Representing FnU-
Seale Propeller Shanks. By IYMiam H. Barlow.
1130. Evaluxrion of Two High-Carht m Precision-Cast Alloys
at 1700” and lSOOOF- by the Ru~Jture Test- By E. E.
Reynolds, J. W. Freeman and .\. E. White.
1131. The Effect of Engine Variables on the Preignition-Limited
Performance of Three Fuels. By Donald W. Male.
1132. AD Electron-Microscope Study of Used Xitrided-Steel
Piston Rin=w. By Thomas P. Clark and Walter A.
TierthaIer.
1133. Effect of Misalinement of Strain-Gage Components of
Strain Rosettes. By S. S. Manson and W. C. Xorgan.
1134. Development of Protected Air Scoop for the Reduction
of lmIuetion-S~stem Icing. By Ewe Ton GIahm and
Clark E. Renner.
1135. Application of the 31etho{l of Characteristics to Supersonic
Rotational Flow. By Antonia Ferri.
1136. Bearing Strength of Some Sand-Case Maaf.pesium Alloys.
BJ R. L. Xcmre.
1137. DPrice f~~r Measuring Principal Curvatures and Principal
Strains on a ~early Plane Surface. By A. E. Mc-
Pherson.
113S. Standard Procedures for Rxting and Testing Xultistag?
Axial-Flow Compressors. B.v Subcommittee on Com-
pressors, NACA.
1139. Flight Tests of an AH-lfovable Horizontal Tail with
Geared Unbakmeing Tabs cm the Curtiss XP-42 Air-
plane. By Harold F. Kleckner.
I-l-IO. Measurements of Landing-Gear Forces and Horizonf aI
Tail Loads in Ikn[ling Tests of a Large Boraber-Type
M rpkme. By John R. WestfaR.
1141. An AnalFsis of the Airspeeds and NormaI Accelerations
of Boeing MOT Airplanes in Commercial Transport
Operztion. By A. 31. Peiser and W. G. Walker.
1142. .kn Analysis of the Airspeeds and XormaI Accelerations
of Douglas DC+ Airplanes in Commercial Transport
Operation. By .+. 31. Peiser.
1143. Charts for Determining the Clharacteristies of Sharp-
Xose A&foik in Two-Dimensional Flow at Supersonic
Speeds. By H Reese Ivey, George W. Stickle, and
Alberta Schuettler.
1144. Measurements of the Pressure Distribution on the Hori-
zontal-TaiI Surface of a ~ical Propeller-Dri-ren Pur-
suit Airplane in Fright. I—Effects of Compre&=ibility
in Steady Straight and Ac~elerated Flight. By MeI~i~
Sadoff. Ti’iIIiam NT.Turner, anri Lawrence .%. CIousing.
1145. The Problem of Noise Reduction with Reference to Light
AirpIanes. By Theodore Thecdorsen and Arthur A.
Regier.
1146. Tests to Determine Effects of Slipstream Rofation on the
Mteral Stabilit~ Characteristics of a Single-Engine
Low-Wing Airplane Nodel. By Paul E. Purser, and
Margaret F. Spezr.
1147. Flight Investigation of the Cooling Characteristics of a
TWO-ROW Radial Engine Installation. 111—Er@ne
Temperature Distribution. By Robert M. Rennak,
WelsIe~ E. Messing. and James E. M,jrgan.
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1148. Flow Tests of an NACA-Dmigned Supercharger Inlet El-
bow and The Effects of Various Components on the
FIOW Characteristics at the Elbow Outlet. By D. ~.
Gueutert, D. J. Todd, zmcl W. P. Simmons, Jr.
1149. Performance of Hoods for Aircraft Exhaust-Gas ~rbines.
By Richard L. Turner, Warren H. Lowclermilk, and
Albert M. Lord.
1150. .& Relaxation Procedurefor the Stress Analysis of a Con-
ti~uous Beam-Cohlmn Elastically Restrained Against
Deflection and Rotation at the Supports, By Pai G.
Hu, and CharIes Libove.
1151. Summary Report on Drag Characteristics of PraeticaI-
Ccmstruction Wing Sections. By John H. Quinn, Jr.
1152 ~light In_rest@ationof the Effect of a ~ocal Change in
l~in~ Contour on Chordwise Pressure Distribution at
Hi~ht Speeds. BY Richard E. iidarns, ancl ~orman S.
Silsby.
1153. Foaming Volume and Foam Sta&ility. By Sidney ROSS.
1.1s4. A comparison of the Lateral Motions Calculated for Tail-
less and Co~~entional AirpIanes. By Charles W. Harp-
er, and Arthur L, Jones.
1155. A Preliminary Study of a Propeller Powered br Gas
Jets Issuing from the Blade Tips. By J. C. Sanders and
h’. D. Sanders.
1156. Column and Plate Compressive Strengths of Aircraft
Structural MateriaIs, Extrwled O–lHTA Magnesium
Alloy. By George J. Heimerl anti Donalcl E. hTiles.
1157. Compressive Strength of 24S-T Aluminum-Alloy Flat
Panel -with Longitudinal Formecl Hat-Section Stiffen-
ers. By E~an EC ScLmette, ‘Saul Barab, and Howard
L. iUcCracken.
1158. Flutter ancI OseiI1ating Air-Force Calculations for an
Airfoil in a Two-dimensional Supersonic F1ow. By
I. E, Garrick and S. 1. Rubinow.
1159. Turbosupercharger-Rotor Temperatures in Flight. By
ErWard R. Bartoo.
1160. The Infrared Spectra of Spiropentaue, MethyIenecyclobu-
tane and 2-Methyl-l-Butene. By AIclen P. Cleaws and
Mildred E. Sherrick,
1161. Effect of Catalysts and pH on the Strength of Resin-
Bonded Plywood. By G. M. Kline, F. W. Reinhart,
R. C. Rinker, and N. J. DeLollis.
1162. Effect of Brake Forming in Various Tempers on the
Strength of Alclad 75S–T A1uminum Alloy Sheet. By
Waiter Woods and George J. Heimerl.
1163. The Synthesis and Purification of Aromatic Hydrocarbons.
IV-1, 2, 3-Trimethylbenzene. By J. M Lamberti,
T. W, Reynolds and H. El, Chanan.
1164. The Synthesis and Purification of Aromatic Hydrocar-
bons. V—1-Ethyl-3-Methy lbenzene. By Earl R. Eber-
sole.
1165. Tensile Properties of a Sillimanite Refractory at Ele-
~ated Temperatures. By Alfred E. Kuuen, Frederick
J. Hartwig, and Joseph R. 13resman.
1166. Variation of Hydrodynamic Impact Loads with FIight-
Path Angle for & Prismatic Float at 0° and —3” Trim
and with a 221/s0 Angle of Dead Rise. By Sidney A. Bat-
terson.
1167. Pressure Distributions and Force Tests of an NACA 65-
210 Airfoil Section with a 50-Percent-Chord Flap, By
Milton M. Klein.
1168. Some Recent Contributions to the Study of Transition
and Turbulent Boundary Layers. By Hugh L. Dryden.
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1169. The Effect of Geometic Dihedral on the Aerodyn~mic
Characteristics of a 40° Swept-Back Wing of Aspect
Ratio 3. By Bernard Maggin, and Robert E. Shanks.
1170. On Subsonic Compressible Flows by a Method of cor-
respondence. I—Methods for Obtaining Subsonic Cir-
euIator Compressible Flows about Two Dimensional
Bodies. By Abe Gelbart.
1171. On Subsonic Compressible F1OWS by a Method of Cor-
respondence. H-Application of Methods to Studies
of Flow with Circulation about a Circular Cyli uder.
By Shephard Bnrtnoi7, and Abe Gelbart.
1172. Cmnparatiye Tests on Extruded 14S–T and Extruckxl
24S–T Hat-Shaped Stiffener Sections. By Mursllall
Holt, and G. W, FeiL
1173. Flight Measurements of Internal Cockpit Pressures in
Several Fighter-Type Airplanes. By Edward C. B.
Danforth, III, and John P. Reeder.
1174. The Application of High-Temperature Strain Gages to
the Measurement of Vibratory St~esses in Gin-Turbine
Buckets. By R. Ii. Kemp, TV. C. Morgnn, and S. S.
Manson.
1175. Lifting-Surface-Theory Aspect-Ratio Corwcticms to the
Lift and Hinge-Monlent Parameters for Full-Spnn Ele-
vators on Horizontal Tail surfaces. By Robert S.
Swanson, and Stewart M. Crandall.
1176. Stresses ~rouml Rectangular C!ut-Ou& with R:~inforced
Coaming Stringers. By Paul Kuhn, Norman Rafd,
and George E, C%iffith.
1177. Effect of Rivet Holes on the Ultimate Strength Dcv~)l-
oped by the 24S–T! and .41clacl 75S–T Sheet in Incom-
plete Diagonal Tension. By L. Ross Levin, and David
H. Nelson.
1178. A Flight In_restigation of the Thermal Performance of
an Air-Heated PropelIer. By John F. Darsow, and
James Selna.
1179. Notes on the Theoretical Characteristics of. Two-Dimen-
sional Supersonic Airfoils. By H. Reese Iwy.
1180. AnaIjmis of Jet-Propulsion Engine CoIllbtlsti(lll- CllambeL”
Pr_essnre Losses. By Irving L Pinkel.
11S1. Wing Pressure-Distribution Measurements up to 0.S5 Jlacli
Number i~ l?Iight on a Jet-Propelled Airplane. By
Harvey H. Brown and Lawrence A. Clousing.
1182. A Collection of the Collapsed Results of Genrwil Tank
.Tests of Miscellaneous FIying-Boat Hull Models. By
F. W. S. Locke, Jr.
1183. Theo~et icaI Lift and Drag of Thin Triangular Wings at
Supersonic Speeds. B~ C1inton E. Brown.
1184. Theory of Grouncl Vibrations of a Two-B1ad~ Helicopter
Rotor on Anisotropic Flexible Supports, By Robert l’.
Coleman and Arnold M. Feinxold.
1185. Application of the Analogy Between Flow with a Free
Surface and Two Dimensional Compress!bIe Gas Flow.
BY W. James Orlin, Norman J. Lindner and Jack G.
Bitterly.
1186. Re-riew of an Investigation of Ceramic Coatinm for Metal-
lic Turbine PaNs and other High-Temperature Ap-
plications. By W, N. Harrison, D. G. Moore and J. C.
R~chmond.
1187. Formulas for Additional Mass Corrections to the Moments
of .II~ertia of Airplanes. By Frank S. Malvestuto, Jr.,
‘~nd Lawrence J. Gale.
1188. Flight Measurements of the Lateral-ControI Character-
istics of hrarrow-Chord Ailerons on the Trailing Edge
of a Full-Span Slotted Flap. By Richard H. Sawyer.
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11S9. Pressure-Distribution Xeasurernents on the Rotating
Blades of a Single-Stage Axial-Flow Compressor. By
Jtiefi F. RunckeI and Richard S. Darey.
1100. Wake Neasurernents Behind a Semispan Wing Section of
a Fkzhter Airplane in Fast Dires. By D. E. Beeler and
George Gerard.
1191. !Rro-Dimensional Wind-Tunnel In-restigation of Four
Types of High-Lift FlajEs on an X.4-CA 6%210 AirfoiI
Section. By Jones F. Cahill.
1192. Charts Showing ReIations Among Primary Aerod@amie
Variables for Helicopter-Performance Estimation. By
Herbert W. TalMn.
11%3. Effect of Product of Inertia on Lateral Stability. By
I.wnard Sternfield.
1194. The Effect of Finite Span on .%irIoad Distribution for
Oscillating Wings. “ I. A.erc@mamie Theory of the
oscillating Wing of Finite Span. By Erie Reissner.
1196. Inrestigatiou of Effects of Surface Temperate and
Single Roughness Elements on Boundary-Layer Tran-
sition. By Hans IV. Liepnmn and Gertrude H. Fila.
1197. Some Investigations of the General Instability of Stif-
fened Metal Cylinders. T’111-StiffenecI Xt?taI Cylinders
Subjected to Pure Torsion. By Louis G. Dunn.
1199. Charts of Pressure Rise Obtainable with Airfoil-Type
Axial-Flow Coding Fans. By A- Kahane.
1200. Tentati~e Tables for the Properties of the Upper Atmos-
phere. By Cal~in X. Wartield.
1~{]1. Perfcjrmance of .&~ia]-Flo~ Fan and Compressor B1ades
Dwigned for High Loa{lings. By Seymour M. Bogdonoff
and L. Joseph Herrig.
WE. lIeasuremenW of the Pressure Distribution on the Hori-
zont a 1 Tai 1 Surface of a P–39A’–1 Airplane (Army No.
42-18476 J in Flight. 11-The Effect of A&e of Side-
slip and Propeller Operation. By 31elvin Sadoff and
Lawrence A. ClcI~*ing.
1203. A Flight Investigation to Increase the Safety of a Light
Airplane. By P. A. Hunter and J. R. Vensel.
12214.Effect uf Cenf?ifugal Force on the Elastic Cur~e of a Vi-
brating Cantilever Beam. By Scott H. SimPkinson,
Laurel J. Eathertm, and Morton B. 31illensom
~0~. Data on opt~m ~n@, Shear strength, and Te&~ile
Srren@h of A~e-Har[lened ITS–T JIa~hlne-Countersunk
Rirets in 75S-T Sheet. BY Eran H. Schuette and Don-
ald E. Niles.
NW, In.Li~e ~eraft-Engine Bearing Loads. III—31ain-Bear-
ing Lfjads. B~ XtlLon C. Sliaw aud E. Fred Macls
1227. Reactions with Steel of Cornp+unds Containing Chemical
Groups L?serl in Lubricant Additives. By JJIen S.
Powell.
120S. In~esti.~ation of StabiIi& and Control Characteristics of
an Airplane Xodel with Slwwed Wing in the Langley
Free-Fli.xht Tunnel. By John P. Campbell, and Hubert
31. Drafie.
1209. Exlmus[-Yalre Temperature in an AILison V.-171O C%l-
inder. BY Aloie T. Sutor, and Carl Dudugj[an.
1210. Effwt of Slipstream Rotation in Producing Asymmetric
F, ,rces on a Fusela~e. BY Herbert S. Ribner and Rob-
ert MacLachlan.
IQII. The F1OWand Force Characteristics of Supersonic Air-
foiIs at Hi$@ Sulmxiic Speeds. By W. F. Lindsey, Bern-
ard X. Daley, and Miitou D. Efumphrers.
1~~> Effect of Reflex Camber on the Aerodynamic Character-- -.
istics of Highly Tapered MMevately Swept-Back Wing
at Reynolds Numbers up to S.000,(00. By IVilliam D.
Conner.
No.
1213. Experimental and Theoretical Studies of Surging in Con-
tinuow=-Flow ~ompressors. By Robert O. Bttiock, Ward
W. Wilcox, and Jason J. Moses.
1.214. Performance of a RacIial-Inlet Impeller Designed on the
Basis of Tw-o-Dimensional-F1ow Theory fur an Infinite
Number of Blades. By I. A. Johm~en, and Vi’.K. Ritter,
an{l R. J. Anderson.
1215. An Improved Continuous Indicating Dew-Point 31eter. By
Frank & Friswold, Ralph D. Lewis, and R. CI~de
Wheeler.
1216. Efkts on Performance of Changing the Di~ision of Work
Between Increase of An.swIar Velocity and Increase of
Raclius of Rotation in an Impeller. By Ambrose Gins-
burg. WiLtiam K. Ritter, aml John Palasics.
1217. Spark-Timiwg Control Based on Correlation of 31aximum-
Economy Spark Timing, FIame-Frwt Travel, and C!yl-
inder Pressure Rise. By Harvey A. Cook, Orril.le H.
Heinicke. and William H. Haynie.
3-21S. Effert of Compressibility at High Subsonic Velocities on
the Homent Acting on an EIIiptic Cylinder. By Carl
Kaplan.
1219. Stress Analysis by Recurrence Formula of Reinforced Cir-
cular C>linders under Lateral Loads. By John E. Du-
berg, and Joseph Kempner.
1220. Effect of Exhaust Pressure on the Performance of an lS-
C@inder Air-Cooled Radial Engiue with a Yake Orer-
lap of 40°. By Da~id S. Boman, Tobor F. Xagey, and
Roland B. Doyle.
1221. Effect uf ExharM Pressure on the Cooling Characteristics
of an Air-Cooled Er@ne. By Xichael F. Valerino, Sara-
uel J. Kaufman, and Rkhard F. Hughes.
12522.BuckIing Stresses of Simply Sul~ported Rec~angular Fiat
Plates in Shear. By Manuel Stein and John Neff.
1~~~. Critic:~I Combinations of Shear and Direet stress fw
Simply Sup~wted Reetan_@ar Flat Phltes. By S. B.
Batdorf and 31anuel Stein.
-p~. Flight Tests of a DoubIe.HingerI Horizontal Tail SUrfaCe
With Reference to Longitudinal-Stability and -Con-
tr,,l (1’haracteristim. By CLrl M. Hanson and Seth B.
Anderson.
E%. The Formation and Stability of Normal Shock Waves in
ChanueI Flows. By Arthur Kantrwvitz.
lY~6+ Theoretical supersonic Lift and Drag Characteristics Of
symmetrical Wedge-Shape-.& irfoi1 Sections as .Iffected
by Sweepback Outside the Mach Cone. By H. Reese
I~ey and Edward A’. Bowne.
1227. Exphmator~ In~estigation of Laminar-Bouncla ry-Layer
Oscillatio&~ on a Rotzti~g Disk. By Newell H. Smith.
1.22S. Two-Dimensional Wind-Tunnel Investigation of a 10.7 per-
cent-Thick Symmetrical Tail Section with A 0.40 Air-
f{.,i]-Chord Control Surface and a 0.20 Control-Surfaw
Chord Tab. By Albert L. Braslow.
~~q. Frequeney.Resp,3 nse Method for Determination of Dy-
namic Stability Characteristics of Airplanes with Auto-
matic ControL=. By Harry Greenberg.
lZ31). A Metallurgical Investigation of Large Forged Discs of
Low-Carbon >’–155 Alloy. By Huriard C. Cross and
J. TV. Freeman.
~>~. The Streamline p~ttern h the Vicinity of an Oblique Air-
foil. By Charles E. Watkins.
~3~, ~wt of ~t{u~[ Pres>wTe on the Performance of an
lS-Cylinder. Air-Cooled, Radial Engine with a ValYe
overlap of 62°. By Leroy V. Humble, Tibor F. Nage~,
Da~id S. Boman.
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1233. Prelhninar~ AnalYis of 31ACA Measurements of Atnlos-
pheric TurbuIcmce within a Tlmnderstcnm-U. S.
}\7earher Bureau Thunderstorm Project. By Harold
B. ‘lolet’son.
~234. Experiments on Stability of Bunsen-Tree F’lames for
Turbulent Flow. BY Lowell 11. 13011ing’er, and David
T. Williams.
12%. An In%-est~~ation of a Thermal Ice-Pre~ention System
for a Cargo Airplane. VIII-Metallurgical Examina-
tion of the I\’ing Leading-Edge structure After ~~~
Hours of Flight Operation of t]leT~erIUal System. By
Maswel I Harris, and Bernard A. Schlaff.
1236. Drag Tests of an NACA 65(,,,) —114, a=l.O Praetical-
Cons[ruetion Airfoil Section Equipped with A 0.293-
Airfoil-Chorcl Slotted F1ap. By John H. Quinn. Jr.
1237. Tank Investigation of a Po—wered Dynamic Model of a
Large Long-range I’Iying~oat-Langley Tank Model
1S0. J’ohn B. Parkinson, Roland E. Oison, nncl Marvin
I. Haar.
123S. The N’ACA Mixture Analyzer and its Application to Mix-
ture-Distribution Measurement in Flight. By Harold
C, (Wrrish, J. Lawrence Meem, Jr., Mm’~in D. Scadron,
and Anthony Colnar.
1239. Wind-Tunnel Investigation of the Effect of Power and
Flaps cm the Static Lrmg’itudinal Stability (Xaracteris-
tics of a Single-Engine Low-’Wing Airplane ModeI.
By Arthur WalIaee, Peter F. Rosi, and E~aIyn G.
w~l]s,
l~~o. Effect of sim~~lated service Conditions on PI~stic& ‘By
W. A. Crnuse, D. C. C!audill, and F. W. Reinhart.
1241. Experimental Investigation of the Stress Distribution
Around Reinforced Circular Cut-Outs in Skin-Stringer
Panels Under Axial Loads. By Daniel Farb.
1242, An AnaIysis of the Factors that Affect the Exhaust Pro-
cess of a Fonr-Stroke-Cycle Reciprocating Engine. By
John D. Stanitz.
1243. A Spectrophotomefrie Method for Identification and
Estimation of .klkylnaphthalenic Type H~clrocarbons in
Kerosene, By Alden P. Cleaves, and lIildred S.
CarTer.
1244. Effect of the Tunnel-WalI Boundary Layer on Test Re-
sults of a Wing Protruding from a Tunnel Wall. BY
Robert A. Mendelscdm and Josephine F. Polhamus.
12%. Summary of Lateral-Control RwearcL By Research
Department—Compiled bS Thomas A. ToII.
1246. Wind-Tunnel In~estigation of Icing of an Engine CooI-
ing-Fan Installation. B.v James P. Lewis.
1247. The Preparation and Physical Properties of SeveraI Ali-
phatie Hydrocarbons and Intermediates. By Frank L.
Howard, Thornas W. IleaFs, A. FooksoE, Philip Pou-
wantz and Donald B. Brooks.
124S. 117irxl-Tunnel In~estigation of Control-Surface Charac-
teristics of Plain and Balanced Flaps with Several
Trailing-Edge Angles on an hTACA 0009 Ta~ered Sen~i-
span Wing. By H. Page .Hoggard, Jr. and EIizabeth
G. McICinney.
1249. A Study of Piston-Ring Friction. By James C. Liven-
good and Chapi~ WaIlour.
1230. Effect of BIade-StaUing on the Efficiency of a Helicopter
Rotor as Measured in Flight. By F. B. Gnstafson
and Alfred Gessow.
1251. .4n Analysis of the Compressive Strength of Honeycomb
Cores for Sandwich Constructions. By Charles B.
ATorris.
No.
1252
1253.
1254.
1255.
1256.
1260.
1261,
1263.
1265.
1266.
1267.
126s.
1Q69.
1270.
1271.
1273.
Interference Method for Obtaining the PotentiaI F1OW
Past an Arbitrary Cascade of Airfoik. B~7 S. Katzofl,
Robert S. Finn and James C. Laurence.
Comparison of Design Specifications wit!~ the Actual
Static Transverse Stability of 25 Seaplanes. By Ar-
thur W. Carter.
Iterative Interference Methods in the Design of Thin
~asra”deBlades. BY Leo Ilisenflrnck.
lle Effect uf Compressibility on the Growth of the
: Laminar BmmrI:iry Layer on lXrwDrag lVin& and
-~odies. BY H, ,Jn]ianMien and Gerald E. ~itzlw~.
Effect of jO” Sweepb?i~kon the Spin and Recovery (_’har-
acteristies of a ~,~,j-Scale Model of a Typical l?igllter-
Type Airplane as D~ternlined by F1’ee-S~>inrlil~g-T~lll-
Eel Tests. By Stanley H. Scher.
Irmestisations of Free Turbulent Mixing. By Hms
Wolf&ng IXepnmnn and John Laufer.
Iixperimental Verification of Two .lfethods for Comput-
ing tile Tal<e-Off Ground Run of PropeIler-Driren Air-
=.carft. By ~t’elko E. Gasich.
Flight Instigation of the Effects on Airplane Static
Longitudinal Stability of a Bungee and Engine-Tilt
Modifications. By George A. Rathert, Jr.
E-flw of Vm-izbles iu Welding Techniqw on the Strength
of Direct-current Sfet:~l-.\rc-ll’elLled Joints in Aircraft
Steel. I—Static Tension and Bending Fatigue Tests
of JoirLts in SAE 4130 Steel Sheet. By C. B. Volclrich
and E. T. Armstrong.
~tresses in and General Instability of Monocoque Cylin-
ders with Cutouts. III—Calculation of the Ihlckling
Load of C~lilld&’r5 -with Symmetric Cutout Subjcctwl to
Pure Bending. By N, J. Hoff, Bruno A. BoIey nnd
Bertram Klein.
Boundary -InducecI Upwash for Yawed and Sw@-Bark
Wings in Closed Circular Wind TLlnllelS. By Ber-
tram J. Eisenstadt.
FIigilk Measurements of Helicopter B1ade Motion with
a romparlson betw7een Theoretical and Expwhnental ‘
‘Results. By Garry C. llyers, Jr.
Flight Tests of a Helicopter in Antm’otation, Including
a Comparison with Theory. By Alfred Gessow and G. C.
Myers, Jr.
An” Application of Statistical Data in the Development (f
Gust-Load Criterions. By Regino.lcI B. B1and and T. D.
Reisert.
Method for CaIcnlating Wing Characteristics by Lifting-
Line Theory Using Nonlinexr Section Lift Data. By
‘James C. Si~7e11sand Robert H. hTeely.
Experimental and Calculated Characteristics of Semral
NACA -&H3er’ies 11’ings with -&pert Ratios of 8, 10,
‘and 12 and Taper Ratios of 2.5 and 3.5. By Robert
IL Neely, Thomas V, BoIleeh, Gertrude C. _R’estrick
and Robert R. Graham.
AxiaI-Flow and Compressor-Blade Design Data at 52.5°
‘Stagger and Further Verification of Cascade Data by
Rotor Tests. By Seymour M. Bogdonoff, and Eugene
E. Hess.
Iriterference of Wing and Fuselage from Tests of 30
Combinations with Triangular and Elliptical Fuselages
in the hT&CA \7ariable-Deusity Tunnel, By Albert
‘Sherman.
3~eteoro10gic~1 Conditions Associated with Flight ll[~as-
urements of Atmospheric Turbulence. By B. B. Hel-
fdnd.
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1~~~. comprp~~iyp.strpngth Comparisons of Panek ha~iw
Aiuminum-.$Jloy Sheet and StitTeners with Pmels hav-
ing 31:a~esium-.U1oy Sheet and .Numinum-AIIoy StifT-
eaers. By Norris l?. Dow, ‘iVilIi8rn .%. Hi&man, and
H(,war{l L. M&rackeff.
1273. A Lifting-Surface Theory Solution and Tests of an EI-
liptie Tail Surface of AsPert Ratio 3 with a O.T-Chord,
0,% SpaLI E1eTator. Bj- Robert S. Swanson, Stewart
J[. (.’ran~e[l, and Sadie 31flier.
12~f$.Lwr-Spwd Tests of Fi~e N-ACA 66-Se~ies Airfoils ha~-
ine lIearL Lines Desi=med to Give High Critical Naeb
Numbers. By Mbe~t E.von DoenhoE, Louis S. Stivers,
.Jr., and James Y. O’Connor.
3.277. Tmo-Dimensional Wind-Tmmel In~estigation of the
NAC.% 641-01? Airfoil Equipped with TWO Types of
Leadin.eEdge Flaps. By Felicien F. I?uIlmer, Jr.
127S. Experimental Determination of the Damping in Roll and
Ailerou Rolling Effecti~eness of Three Wings Hating
2°, 42°, and &2° Sweepback. By Charles V. Bennett,
Joseph L. Johnson.
1279. The Determinnti,-m of Elastic Stresses in Gas-Turbine
Disks. By S. S. Manson.
12,,I?. Distribution of Bearing Reactions on a Rotating Shaft
Supported on 31u[tiple Journal Bearings. BF S. S.
Mrmson. W. C. Morgan.
12S1. An Ele@rical Computer for the Solution of Shew-Lag
~n(l B{]lted-Joint Problems. By Robert D. Ross.
LIW. Some Consid=ations of the Lateral Stability of High-
Speed Aircraft. BF Leonard Mernfield.
p~3. The AT41CA T~o-Dimensional Low-Turbulence pressure
Tunnel. By Albert E. Ton Doenhoff a~d Frank T. Ab-
bott, Jr.
12.S4. Investigation at Low Speed of the LcmgitudinaI Stability
Characteristics of a 60° Swept-Back. Tapered Low-Drag
Wing. By John G. Lowry and Leslie E. Schneiter.
l!l>j. Theoretical Motions of Hydrofoil Systems. By Frederick
H. Imlay.
l~S6. Low-Speed st~hility and Damping-in-Roll Charzzeteristics
of Some Highly Swept Wings. By Bernard Xaggin and
Charles V. Bennett.
12S7. Flight Tests of an Airplane Model with a 42” Swept-Back
Wing in the LangIey Free-Flight TumeL BF Bernard
?.Iaggin and C%arIes V. Bennett.
1X3. F1ight Tests of an Airplane 3iodeI with a &2° Swept-Back
Wing in the Langley Free-FLight Trmnel. B.Y Bernard
Maggin and Charles V. Bennett.
l~s~, F&l.Scalp I~ypstigation of the Aerodynamic Ch:lraeter-
istics of a Typical Single-Rotor Helicopter in Forward
Flight. By Richard C. Dingeldein and Ra~mond F.
Schaefer.
lXNI. Appreeiatilon and Determination of the Hydrodynamic
Qualities of Swpkmes. By John B. Parkitwm.
lWL Cullwtion and Analysis of Tl~d-Tnnnel Data on the
Characteristics of Isolated Tail Surf~ces -with and with-
out End Plates.
1w!9, In~pstigation of suction-slot shapes for eontrulIing a
Turbulent Boundary Layer. By P. IG?rmeth Pierpont.
1293. Tests of the XACA 64A212 Airfoil Seet~on with a Slat,
a Double Slotted F1ap, and Blmndary-Layer Control by
Suction. By John H. Quinn, Jr.
I-22-L Investigation of Effect of Span, Spantise Location, and
C’hordwise Location of Spoilers on Lateral Control
Characteristics of a Tapered Wing. By Jack Fisehel
and Vito Tamburello.
No.
1-%3. Wind-Tu~nel Investigatio~ of the Air L(md Disfributitm
on Two Combinations of Lifting Surface and Fuselage.
BF Carl A. Sandahl and Samuel D. Vollo.
E% Wind-Tunnel Investigation of the Effects of Surface-Cov-
ering Distortion on the Charac-teristics of a Flap Haying
Undistorted Contour 31nintained f,ur Various Distatlces
ahead of the Trailing Edge. By Thomas & ToLI, M. J.
Queijo and Jack D. Brewer.
1297. Bendjng Stresses Due to Torsiort in a Tapered Box BeaLu.
By Edwin T. Kruszewski.
12W. Effect of Spoiler-Type La[eraI-Control Devices on the
Twistiag 310ments of a Wing of X!.CA 230-Series Air-
foiI Sections. By James E. Fitzpatrick and G. Chester
Fm-loug.
1299. Effects of Mach Number and Reync,lds Number on the
Maximum Lift Coefficient of a Wing of XACA 2M-Series
Airfoil Sectiom~. By G. Chester Furlong and James E.
Fitzpatrick.
1300. The Effe&s of Aerodynamic Heating and Heat Transfer on
the Surface Temperature of a Body of Revolution in
Steady Supersonic Flight. By RicLuard Seherrer.
1301. A 31ethod for Cakulating the Heat Requirefl for the Pre-
venrion of Fog Formations on the Inside Surfaces of
SingIe-Panel Bu&+-Resisting Windshields During Dir-
ing F1ight. By James SeIma and J,,hn E. Zerbe.
1302. The Effect of Various Horizontal Tail PIanes on the Higli-
Speed Longitudinal Control of a II. S. Army Pursuit
Airplane. By Charles E’. Hall
1303. A Transonic PropeLler of Triangular Plan Form. By
Herbert S. Ribner.
1304. Wind-Turmel In~estigation of the Boundary La~er and
Vi’dze and their Relation to AirfuiI Characteristics—
XACA 6.;,-012 Airfoil with a True C!ontour FIap and A
Be~eled-Trailing Edge Flap. By Robert .4.. Mendelsolm.
1305. Effect of Length-Beam Ratio on the Aerodynamic Chw--
aeteristics of Flying-Boat Hulls. By C’amPbell C. Yates
and Juhn 3L Riebe.
1306. AwwIjmauiic Characteristics of Three PIaning-Tail FII-
tig-Boat Hulls- Br Cmu@ell C. Yates anti John 31.
Riebe.
1307. Effect of Aerodsnarnie Refinement on the Aerodynaruic
C~armteristies of a F1rin~-Boat Hull. By John M.
Riebe and Rodger L. X’aeseth.
130S. Isolated and Cascade Airfoils with Prescribed VeIocity
Distribution. By &thUr VT. Goldstein and Meyer Jeri-
sun.
1309. Correlation of Two Experimental Methods of Determin-
ing the R~.]~lng Characteristics of Unswept Wings. By
R,~bert 31acLachlan and Wiiliam Letko.
1310. Charts for Stress Analysis of Reinforced Circular CyI-
inders Under Lateral Loads. By Joseph Kempner and
John E. Duberg.
1311. Friction Co~cients in a Vaneless Diffuser. By W. Byron
Brown.
1312. A Comparati~e Study of Weights and Sizes of Flat-Plate
Eshaust-Gas-To-Air Heat Exchangers With aml With-
out Fins. By Thor~al Tendeland and Charles P. SLein-
metz.
1313. An In~estigation of the Effect of Blade Curvature on
Centrifugal-Impeller Performance. BF Robert J. An-
clerson, William K. Ritter and Dean M. D[ldine.
1314. An In restigzt ion of the High-Tezupera ture Properties of
Chromium-Base Alloys at 13UM”. By J. TV. Freeman,
E. E. Reynolds and A. E. Whit&
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1315. Free-Falls and Parachute Descents in the Standard At-
mosphere. BY A. P. 117ebster.
1316, Theoretical Aerodynamic Coefficients of ,Two-Dirnensional
Supersonic Biplanes. By W. E. Moeckel.
1317. Wind-Tunnel Investigationof the Effect of Wing-Tip Fuel
Tanks on Characteristics of Unswept Wings in Steady
Roll. By Harry E. Murray ancl Eralyn G. WelIs.
1318. Performance Tests of Wire Strain Gages. V—Error in
Indicated Bending Strains in Thin Sheet Metal due to
Thickness and Rigidity of Gage. By ‘W. F. Campbell
and A. F. Medbery.
1319. Calculations of the. Supersonic Wave Drag of ISonlifting
Wings with Arbitrary %veepback and .4s~ect Ratio
Wings Swept Behind the Mach Lines. By Sidney M.
Harmon, and Margaret D. Swanson.
1.%20.Investigation of the Dynamic Response of AirpIane Wings
to Gusts. By Harold B. Pierce.
1321. An Improved Method for Calculating the Dynamic Re-
sponse of Flexible Airplanes to Gusts. By Abbott A.
PutDam.
1323. Charts for the Minimum-Weight Design of Multiweb
Wings in Bending. Evan H. Schuette, and James C.
MeCulloch. .
1324. Interaction Between the Spars of Semimonocoquewings
with Cutouts. B37N, if. Hoff, Harry Kase, and Harold
Liebowitz.
1325. Hydrodynamic Impact Loads in Smooth Water fora Pris-
matic Float Having an Angle of Dead Rise of 30°. BY
Robert W. Miller, and SamueILeshnover.
1326. Airfoil in SimmoiclaI Motion in a Prdsating Stream. By
J. Mayo Greenberg.
1327. Wind-Tunnel Investigation of the Effect of Power and
Flaps on the Static Lateral Characteristics of a Single
Engine Low-Wing Airplane Model. By Vito Tamburelo,
and Joseph Weil.
1328. Calculation of Compressible Flows Past Aerodynamic
Shapes by Use of the Streamline Curvature. By W.
Pert.
1329. Tail-Design Requirements for Satisfactory Spin Recovery
for Personal-Owner Type Light Airplanes. By A. I.
Ifeihouse.
1330. Effect of Critical Mach Number and Flutter on Maximum
F’ower Loading of Ducted Fans. By Arthur A. Regier,
John G. Barmby, and Harvey H. Hubbard.
1331. EmpiricaI Method for Frequency Compensation of the
Hot-Wire Anemometer. By Raymond A. Runyan and
Robert J. Jeffries.
133.3. Estimation of Control Forces of Spring-Tab Ailerons from
Wind-TunneI Data. By Owen J, Deters.
1334. Effects of Temperature Distribution and Elastic Prop-
erties of Materials on Gas-Turbine-Disk Stresses. By
Arthur G. Helms and Richa’rd D. FaIdetta.
1335. !Llle Local Buckling Strength of Lipped ZCohunns with
Snail Lip Width. By Pai- C. Eiu and James C. Mc-
CMloch.
1336. The One-Dimensional Theory of Steady Compressible
Fluid Flow in Ducts with Friction and Heat Addi-
tion. By Bruce L. Hicks, Donald J. Montgomery and
Robwt H. N’asserrnan.
1337. Effect of Horizontal-Tail Position on the Hinge Moments
of an Unbalanced Rudder in Attitudes Simulating Spin
Conditions. By RaIph W. Stone, Jr. and Sanger M.
Burk, Jr.
No.
1338. Propeller-Efficiency (Marts for Ulght Airplanes. BY Joi~n
L. Crigler and Robert E. Jaquis.
1339. wind-Tunuel Wrestigation of the Effect of power and
Flaps on the Static Longitudinal Stability and Com
trol Characteristics of a Single-Engine High-Wing
Airplane Mode]. By John R. Hagerman.
1340. S-ubsonic Flow orer Thin Oblique Airfoils at ZerO Lift.
By Robert T. Jones.
1341. A. Simplified Method of Elastic-Stability AnalYsiS for
Thin Cylindrical Shells. I—DonneIl”s Equation. By
S. B. Batdorf.
1342. A Simplified Method of Elastic Stability Analysis for
Thin Cylinclrieal Shells. II—Modified Equilibrium
Equation. By S. B. Batdorf.
1343, Critical Stress of Thin-Walled Cylinders in Axial Com-
, pression. By S. B. Batdorf, Murry Schildcrout and
Manuel Stein.
1344. C~tical Stress of Thin-Walled Cylinders in Torsion. By
S. B. Batdorf, Manuel Stein and Murry SchiIdcrout.
1345. Critical Combinations of Torsion and JMreet Axial Stress
for Thin-Walled Cylinders. By S. B. Batciorf, Manuel
Stein and Murry Schildcrout.
1346. CriticaI Shear Stress of Long PIates vrit~ Transverse
Curvature. By S. B. Batdorf, Murry Schildcrout and
Manuel Stein.
1347. Critical Combinations of Shear and Longitudinal Direct
Stress for Long Plates with Transverse Curvature. By
‘S. B. Batdorf, Murry Schildcrout and iUa.nuel Stein.
1348. CYitical Shear Stress of Curved Rectangualr Panels. By
S. B. Batdorf, Manuel Stein and Mnrry SchiIdcrout.
1349, Performance ancl Ranges of Application’ for Vjarious
Types of Aircraft-Propulsion Systems. By the Cleve-
land Laboratory Staff.
1350. Estimated Lift-Drag Ratios at Supersonic Speed. By
Robert T. Jones.
1351. Comparison between the Measured and Theoretical Span
Loadings on a Moderately Swept-Forwa”rd and a Mod-
erate~y Swept-Back Semispan Wing. By Robert A.
MendeIsohn and Jack D. Brewer.
1352, R’ind-Tunnel Investigation of Split Trailing-Edge Lift
and Trim Flaps on a Tapered Wring with 23° Sweep-
back. By WiIliam Letko and David Feigebanm.
1353. Effect of Distance on Airplane Noise, By Arthur A. Regier.
1354. Co-mparison of Sound Emission from Two-Blade, Four-
Blade, and Seven-Blade Propellers. By Chester W.
Hicks and Harvey H. Hubbwd.
1355. A Study of Metal Transfer between Sliding Surfaces.
By B. W. Sakmaun, N. Grossman and John W, Ir~ine.
~~r.
1356. An Investigation of Effects of Reversed-Type Lotlgitudi-
nal Steps on Resistmce and Spray Charticteristies of a
Flying-Boat Hull. By Arthur W. Carter, Engene P.
CIement and AIvin H. Morewitz,
1357. Effwt of Conlbustor-Inlet Conditions on Perfor~ance of
an Annukrr Turbojet Combustor. By Howard J. Childs,
Richard J. McCafferty and Oakley W. Swine.
1358. Propeller-Louclness Charts for Light Airplanes. By
Hnmey H. 13ubbard and Arthur A. Regier.
1359. Experimental Verification of the Rudder-Free stabi~it~
Theory for an .li~plane Model Equipped with a Rud-
der haying Positive Floating Tendencies and Various
Amounts of Friction. By Bernard llaggin,
1360. The Stability of the Laminar Boundary Layer in a Com-
‘pressibleFluid. By Lester Lees.
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1.3fil. Deformation Analysis of Wing Structures. By Paul
Kuhn.
13@. Tests to Determine the Effect of Heat on the Pressure
Drop Through Radiator Tubes. By Lwis W. Habel
and James J. GaIlagher.
1363. A Theoretical Investigation of H~(lrod3namic Impact
Loads OKIScalloped-Bottom SeapIanes and Comparisons
with Experiment. By Benjamin 31ilwitsk~.
13W. Strength Anal@s of Stifferwd Beam Webs. By Paul
Kuhn and James P. Peterson.
1367. Effect of Ex&ust Pressme On the Performance of a 12-
C~linder Liquid-Cooled Engine. By ulan~ G. Des-
mon and Ronald B. Doyle.
13W3.Theoretical and Experimental Data for a A-umber of
>’.A~A 6A-Series Airfoil Sections. By Lamenee K.
Loftin. Jr.
1369. Effect of Geometric DihedraI on the Aerodynamic Char-
acteris&ics of Two IsoIated Vee-Tail Surfaces. By
Robert O. Schade.
1370. C’orrelatLm of ExPerimenfaI and Calculated Effects of
Prlodnets of Inertia on Lateral Stability. By Wrion
0. 31eKinne~, Jr., and Hubert N. Drake.
1371. Considerations of the TotaI Drag of Supersonic Airfoil Sec-
tions. By H. Reese Ive~ and E. Bernard Klur&r.
1372 Some considerations on an AirfoiI in an Oscillating
Stream. By J. 31ayo Greenberg.
1373. Charts for tie Determination of Supersonic Air FIOTV
Against IIMined P1anes and AxiaIly Symmetric Cones.
By W. E. Moeckel and J. F. Connors.
1374. Experimental Studies of the Knock-Limited Blertding Clkar-
acteristics of Aviation Fuels. 11—Inwstigation of
Leaded I%raffinic Fuels in an Air-Cooled Cylinder. By
.Jeri-old D. Wear and Xewell D. Sanders.
1376. Comparisons of Theoretical and Experimental Lift and
F’ressure Distributions on Airfoils in Cascade. By S.
Katzoff, Harriet E. Bogdonoff, and Howard Boyet.
1377. Wlncl-TunneI Investigation of Unshielded Horn Balances
un a Horizontal Tail Surfiace. By Juhn G. Lowry and
Stew>~rt Jf. ~randaII.
13iS. Preliminary ln~estigation at Low-Speed of Downwash
Characteristics of SmalI-Scale Sweptback Wings. By
P:{ul E. Purser, 31. Leroy Spearman, and William R.
Bates.
1379. Wiml-Tunnel Investigation of the Eff&t of Pomer and
F1aps on the Static Lateral StabilitF and Control Char-
acteristics of a Single-Engine High-Wing Airplane
Model. By John R. Hagerman.
13S1. Numerical Evaluation of 31ass-FIow Coefficient and Asso-
ciated Pwarneters from Tt’ake-Survey Equations. By
Norman F. Smith.
13$3. Distrihuti{jn of Wave Drag and Lift ~ the Yicini& of
Wing Tips a~ Supersonic Speeds. By John C. E~vard.
13,S3. Theoretical Study of the Air Forces on an Oscillating or
Steady Thin Wing in a Supersonic 31ain Stream. By
L E. Garriek and S. L Rubinow.
13S4. A Review of BounclarT Layer Literature. (Based on a
TXk Presented at Wright Field. ) By Neal Tetemin-
1:3$8. Wind-Tnnnel In-wstigatioa of Drooped AiIerons on a 16-
Percent-Tlic-k Low-Drag AirfoiL By Ralph W. Hol[z
clam and Jules B. Dods. Jr.
1387. A Preliminary Correlation of the Beha~or of Water Rud-
ders on SeapIanes and Flying Boats. By F. W. S.
Locke, Jr.
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13sS. Performance of an Axial-Flow Compressor Rotor Designed
fur a Pitch-Section Lift Coefficient of 1.2. By L. Joseph
Herrig and Seymow 31. 130gdonoff.
13S9. De~i@ Charts f~r Flat Compression Panels ha-ring LoRgi-
tndinaI Extruded Y-Section Stiffeners and Comparison
with PaueIs hating Formed Z-Section Stiffeners. By
A’orris F. Dow and William A. Hickman.
139(I. Effect of CornpressibiIity on the Distribution of Pressures
over a Tapered Wing of A7AC’A230-Series Airfoil Sec-
tions. By E. O. Pearson, Jr.
1391. Icing Properties of A’one~clonie Winter Stratus Clouds.
By WilIiam Lewis.
1.392. Icing Zones in a Warm Front System with General Pre-
cipitation. By WilLiam Lewis.
1393. A Flight Investigation of the Meteorological Conditions
Conducive to the Formation of Ice on Airplanes. By
WIIliam Lewis.
1394. Flight Investigation on a Fighter-Type Airplane of Fac-
tors which Affect the Loads and Load Distributions on
the Vertical Tafi Surfaces During Rudder Kh?ks and
FishtaiLs. By John Bosbar.
1395. Wind-Tunnel Investigation of the A’ACA 65&-E21 Airfoil
Section with a Double Slotted Flap and Boundary-Layer
Control by Suction. By John H. Quinn, Jr.
I&J& ~gh-Speed Tests of an Airfoil Section Cambered to
Ha~e Critical Mach A’nmbers Higher than Those Attain-
ab~e with a Uniform-Load Mean line. By Donald J.
Graham.
1397. A. Method for A“umericaIIy Calculating the Area and Dis-
tribut ion of Water Impingement on the Leading E@ of
an .%irfoil in a Cloud. By A-orman R. Bwgrun.
139S. Solutions for Hydrodynamic Impact Force and Responz+ of
a Two-31 ass System With an Application to an Elastic
Airframe. By Wilbur L. ?Jayo.
1399. Preliminary Instigation of a Gas Twbtie with Siuima-
nite Ce@mic Rotor BIades. By Frederick J. Hartwig,
Bob W. Shetlin, and Robert J. Jones.
1400. Hinge-Moment Characteristics of Balanced EIevator and
Rudder for a SpeciEc Tail ConE.mation on a Fuselage
in Spinning Attitudes. By Ralph W. Stone, Jr. and
Sanger 11- Bur& Jr.
1402. Effect of Sweepback on Boundary Layer and Separation.
By Robert T. Jones.
1403. Ti’iurl-Tunnel Inwwigation of the Effect of Tab Balance
on Tab and Control-Surface Characteristics. By Jack
D. Brewer, and 31. J. Queijo.
1405. The Optical System of the NACA 4X@O0-Frame-Per-Sec-
ond Motion-Picture Camera. By C. D. Miller.
1406. High-Speed Wind-Tunnel Tests of an A’ACA 16409 Airfoil
Ha-g a 32.9-Percent-Chord Flap with an Overhang
20.7 Percent of the FIap Chord. By David B. Stewnson,
Robert W. Byrne.
1407. A Comparison of Flight Test Results on a Scout-Bomber
Airplane with 4.7° and with 10° C%onietric Dihedral in
the Wing Outer Panels. By Charles M. Forsyth, and
William E. Gray, Jr.
1408. Instantaneous Ultraviolet Knock Spectra Correlated with
High-Speed Photo=~aphs. By 3L A. Hirshfeld, and
Cearcy D. MilIer.
1409. Investigate ion of a SpoiIer-Type Lateral Control System on
a Wing with FuI1-Span Flaps i~ the LangIey IiI-Foot
Pressure TunneI. By Owen J. Deters, and Robert T.
Russell.
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14E2. Volterra’s Solution.of the Wa~e 13duation as Applied to
Three-Diraensional Su~ersouic Airfoil Problems. BY
3kIx A. Heaslet, Harvtircl Lomax, and Arthur L. Jones.
1413. Perfornlance ofa Do~~ljle-I~ow Racli:~l Aircraft Eugi~e with
Three liethocls of Safety -Fnel. Injection. BY Donald J.
hIic~eI, Ro~erl 0. Eiickel, ancl Charles H. Voit.
1414. Iu~estigation of Thrust Losses Due to Shanks of a
Flareci-Shank Two-Blade Propeller on a Slenfler-Xose
Airplane. By Jerome B. HaIUnl:l&,
1416. Expel’imental Stu(lies of the Knock-Lin~itecl Blending
Characteristics of Ayiation l?uels. Hi-Aromatics and
CycIo~araffins. By I. L, Drell, aud J, D.-Wear.
1417. High-Speed Wind-Tunnel Tests of an NACA 0009–64 Air-
foil having a 33.4-Percent-Chorcl Flap with an Over-
hang 20.1 Percent of the Fla~ Chord. By Da~i71 B.
Ste~enson, and Alfred A. Adler.
141S. In~estigation of the Pressure-Loss Characteristics of a
Turbojet InIet Screen. 13y_Johu L. Lankford.
1~20. An Application of Lift-Surfnce Theory to the Predictions
of Angle-of Attack Hinge-Moment Parameters for .@
Pect Ratio 4.5 Wings. BY Artimr L. Jones, Mildred G.
Flantigan, and Loma Sluder.
1421. Effect of Variation in Diameter aIld Pitch of Ri~ets ori
Compressive Strength of Panels with Z-Section Stiffen-
WS. Panels of Various Lengths with Close Stiffener
Spacing. By Xorris F. Dow, and William A. Hi&man.
1~2. Experimental and ~alcnlfited Characteristics of Three
1}’ings of NTACA64+1O and 65–210 Airfoil Sections with
and without 2° Washout. By James C. Sivells.
1423. The Stability Deri~ati~es of Lo~v-Aspect-Ratio Triangular
Wings at Subsonic and Supersonic Speeds. By Herbe~t
S. Ribner.
1426. Method of Designing Iraneless Diffusers and Experi-
mental In-restigation of Certain Uncletermined Pa~a-
meters. By W. Bryon Broww and GUY R. Bradshaw.
1427, Laboratory Investigation of Ice Formation and Elinlina-
tion in the Induction System of a Large Twin-Engine
Cargo Aircraft. By Willard D. Coles.
1429. The Effects of Yawing Thin pointed wings at &lpw-
sonie Speeds. By John C. Ewarcl.
1431. Investigation of the Aileron and Tab of a Spring-Tab
LateraI Control System in the Langley l%l?oot Pres-
sure TUnnel. Owen J. Deters, and Robert T. Russell.
1441. Comparison of the Control-Force Characteristics of Two
Types of Lateral-ControI System for Large AirpIanes.
TECH~IGAL MERIORA~DUMS
Large amo”uutsof the material translated from the German
are parts of two regular series of xeuovts. Refelenee will he
made to these series of German reports by abbreviations defined
as follows:
ZN’B—Zentrale fiir Wissenschaftliches Berichtswesen der Luft-
fahrtforschung cles Generalhlftzeugmeisters
(German CentraI Publication Office for Aeronautical
Reports)
FB —Fouschungsbericht
(Research Report )
UM —Untersuchungen and Mitteilungen
(Reports and Memoranda)
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1084. Kinetics of Chemical Reactions in Flames. By Y. ZeIdo-
vich and NT.Semenov. From Journal of Experimental
and Theoretical Physics (USSR) JTO1.10, 1!)40, pp. 1110-
1123,
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1086. Dis&ihution of Structural Weight of Wing Along the Spml.
By V. V. Sa~elyev. From Central Aero-HIdrodynumi-
cal Institute Report ATO.3S1, 1939.
1087. Strength Investigations in .Aircrnft Construction Under
Repeated Application of the Loacl, By E. Gassuer.
From Luftwissen, Vol, 6, No. 2, Feb. 1939, pp. 61%4.
10S8. A Camera for Obtuining Profile Photographs of Propellers
and Model Airfuils. By R. Kuhl ancl K. Raab. From
Luftwissen, VOI. 5, No. 5, May 193S, pp. 183-185.
10S9. Investigation of Flow in a Centrifugal PLmnpd By Karl
I?ischer. l?rom Mitteilungen des Hydraulisehen Insti-
tute der Technische~ Hochschule Miinehen, No. 4, 1931.
1090. On the Problem of Stress Corrosion. By L. Graf. i?rom
Lnftwissen, Vol. 7, No, 5, 31ay 1940, pp. 1%169.
10~1. The Effect on the Sperry Directional Gyro in Turning. By
Rossel]o RosseIli Del Turco. From .Atti Di Guidonia,
NO. 18, Oct. 6, 1939, pp. 373–380.
1092. On Latninar and TurbuIent Friction. By Theo. Von IGlr-
man. From Zei tschrift f iir .bgewandte Mathwratik
und Mechanik, Vol. 1, h’o. 4, August 1921, pp. 233–2’32.
1093. The Further Development of Heat-Resista~t Materials for
A~rcraft Engines. By Franz Bollenrath. From Lnft-
fslrtforschung, Vol. 14, h’o. 4–5, AllriI 20, 1937, PP. 19~~
203.
1094. Inv&t&tion of the Eehal:ior of Thin-Walled Panels with
CUtOLl@. BY A. A. Podorozhny. From Central .lero-
~drod~namica~ Institute Report No. 454, 1939.
1095. Wind-Tunnel In sestigation of the Horizontal Motion of a
Wing Near the Ground. BY Y. N. SeretiriskY, S. A.
Biaehuev. From Central Aero-H@rodrnamical InstL
tute Report ATO.437.
1096. Investigation of Turbulent Mixing Proce&ses. Bj’ K.
Vilftorhl FL’on?Forsehmg, To]. 12, h’o, 1, Jan. -Feb.
1931, pp 16-30.
10W. Scale Effect and Optimum Relations for Sea Surface
Planing. BY L. Seclov. From Central Aero-Hydro-
clj’namieal Institute Report No. 439, 1039.
1098. The OscllIating Circular Airfoil on the Bask of Potential
Theory. Parts I & II. By Th. Scha@ (pt. ~) K.
Krienes & Th. Schade (Pt. 11) From Luftfahtforschung,
Dec. 10, 19-10, pp. 387400 (Pt. I ) Luf tf&hrtfOUSCiLUng,
Aug. 20, 1942, pp. 2S2-291 (Pt. II).
10W. Airscrew Gyroscopic Moments. BJ G. BLdc ~1”0111Luft-
~issen, Yol. 8, No. 3, Mnrch 1941, pp 96–W.
1100. Infiriitesimal Conical Supersonic Flow. By Adolf Buw-
rnann. From Deutschen Akaclemie der Luftfahrtfor-
schung, 194243, pp. 455.
1101. Investigations of Pressure Distribution on Fast Flying
Bodies. By G. Stamm. From ZWB, UM 8103, August
1s, 1944.
1102, Hi~h Speed Measurements on a Swept-Back Wing (Sweep-
back Angle @=35° ), By B. Gothert. From LHlienthal-
Gesellschaft f~r L~lftftihrtforscliu~]g, Report 156, p.
WJ$o.
1103. Calibration Tunnel for High Spe~d. By J. Pretsch. From
AVA (Mt tingen.
1104. The Influence of the Jet of a Propulsion UP_it w Nearlw
Wings. By H. FaIk. From .ZWB, UM 3200, Dee. 28,
1944.
1105. Plane aILd Three-Dimensional Flow at High Subsonic
Speeds, By B. Gothert. From Lllient’hal Gesellschaft
127,
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1107. Six-component Measurements on a Straight and a 35°
Swept-back Trapezoidal Wing with and Without Split
Flap. By G. ThieI and F. We&singer. From ZTVB,
UN 127s, Aug. 1, 194!.
110S. Force and Pressure-Distribution lfeasureme~ts on a Rec-
tangular Wing with a Slotted Droop Nose and With
Either Plain and Split Flaps in Combination or a Slot-
ted Flap. By H. G. Lemme. From ZWB, Ii’B 167672,
May 14, 1943.
1109. Flow Investigation with the Aid of Ultramicroscope. BY
G. Vogelpohl and D. llannesmann. Frwm Forsclmng auf
dem Gebiete des Ingenieurwesens, Vol. 8, Pt. I, Jan.-
Feb. 1937. p. 4X7.
1110. On Combustion In a TurbnIent Flow. By K. I. SheWin.
Froin Journal of Techuical Phxsics (U. S. S.R. ) Vol.
XIII, NOS. 9-10, 1943.
1111. The Monoplane as a Lifting Vortex Surface. By Hermann
131enk. From Zeitsehrift fir an.gewandte 31athematik
und Mechanik. Vol. 5. No. 1, February 1925.
1112. The Eff&t of Turbulence on the Flame VeIocity in Gas
Mixtures. By Gerhard Datii~hIer. From Zeitsehrift
f iir E1ektr@hemie uncl Angewandte Ph@kalische
(’hemie. Vol. 46, ATo.11, Nov., 1940, p. 601-26.
1113. Investigation of Compressibility Shock< and Boundary
Lasers in Gases Moving at High Speed. By J. Ackeret,
F. Fekhnann and S’. Rott. From Eidgen6ssichen Tech-
nisheu Hcwhschule Ziirich. Institut ftir Aerodynamic,
31itteilungen, >’0.10.
1114. The C!alcuIation of Compressible FIows with Local Regions
of Supersonic Velocity. By B. Gothert, K. EL Kawalki.
From ZWB, FB 1794, Aug. 7, 19+3.
1115. Pressure Distribution Measurements at High Speed and
Oblique Incidence of FIow. By A. Lippisch and W.
Beuwhausen. From ZV7B, FB 1669, Sept. 25, 1942.
1117. Force and Pressure-Distribution 31easurements on a Rec-
tangular Wing with Doubly Hinged >-me. By H. A.
Lemme. From ZWB, FE 1676/3, June 2, 1~~.
111S. The F1OW Throngh Axial Turbine Stages of Large Radial
BIa{le Length. By Eekert & Korbacher. From ZWB,
FB 1750, Feb. 1S, 1943.
1119. Systematic Wind-Tunnel lfeasurements on a Larainar
Wing With A’ose Flap. By W. Krueger. From ZIWB, li’B
194S, Jnne 11. 10M.
1120. The Lift Distribution of Swept-Back Wings. By J.
Weiseinger. From ZIVB, FB 1553, Feb. X, 1942.
1121. Theoretical Wvestigation of Drag Reduction by llain-
taining the Laminar Bonndfiry La~-er by Suction. By
A. Ulrich. From Aerodynarnisehe Institut der Tech-
ni~hen HnchsehuIe Br&unschweig, Report A70. 44/S,
March :W, 1044.
I12z. Systematic Wind Tunnel lfeasurements on Missiles. By
U. Walchner. From Lilienthal-GeseLlschaft Rept. A’o.
139, p. 2%7.
1123. Inw?stka tions on Experimental ImpelLers for Axial Blow-
ers. By Vi’. Encke. From Aerodynamische Versuehsan-
sralt Gijttingen E. V., Gi~ttingen, Inst. f. Strtimungs-
rnaschinen. ZWB, UM 3135, April 1M4, pp. 1–2.8.
1124. Practical Possibilities of High AItitude Flight ‘irith Ex-
haust Gas Turbines in Connection with Ignition En-
gines+omparative Thermodynamic and Flight 2Je-
{:hauieil Investigations. By A. Weise. From ZWB; FB
430, July 22, 1935.
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1126. Pres.wre-Distribution Mwsurements on a Straight and
on a 35° Swept-Back Tapered Wing. By A. ThieI and
J. Weissinger. From IJM 7-293. Sept. 29, 1944.
11.2T. Russian Laminar Flow AirfoiIe 3rd Part: lIeaSUrementS
of the Prot5.le. By F. Riegels. From UII 3067.
n%. Recent Rewlts on High-Pressure Axial Blowers. By B.
Eeliert. From V. D. I. Zeit., Vol. =, No. 37/3$ SePt. 16,
194$, p. 516-520.
H-29. Test Report on 3- and 6-C!omponent Measurements on a
Series of Tapered Wings of Small .AwcE R~tio (Trape-
zoidal Wing with Fuselage] by Lange & Wacke. From
U31 1023/2.
1130. Calibration and Measurement in Tubulence Research by
the Hot-Wire Method. BY L. I. G. Kowsznay. From
Aeronautical InWitute of Hungarian Technical UniYer-
si~, Budapest, Hungary, 1943.
1131. Gas-D jmamic Invest& ations of the Pulse-Jet Tube. BY
F. Schultz-Grunow. From ZWB, FB 2015/1 u. 2., June
1943 and August 1944.
1132. Possibilities of Shortening of the Structural Length of
Axial Airplane Superchargers. By B. Eckert. From
TecIu&che Hochschule, Stuttgart, Germany.
1133. Method of Characteristics for Three-Dimensional AxialI~
S~mmetricaI Supersonic Flows. By R. Sauer. From
ZWB, FB 1269, Au~t 14, 1940.
1134. The Distribution of Loads on Ri~ets Connecting a Plate
to a Beam under Tratwrerse Loads. BF Prof. F. Vo@.
From Reprint of Report A-o. S. M. E. 3301, OeL 1944;
Ksued by the Ro~al Aircraft Establishment, Farnbor-
ough, EugIand.
1135. The Load Distribution in Bolted or Riwted Joints in Light-
~oy Structures. BY Prof. F. Togt. From Reprint of
Report A’o.S. M. E. 3300, Oct. 1944; issuecl by the Royal
Aircrafr Estzbliehment, Farnburou@, England.
1136. On the Vortex Sound from Rotating Rods. BYE. Y. Yudin.
From 5urnaI TeldmichesKoi Fiziki, VOL 14, No. 9, p.
561, 1944.
1140. Pressme Recovery for 3HssiIes with Reaction Propulsion
at High Supersonic Speeds (The Etiiciency of Shock
Diffuwrs). BY IQ. Osivatitsch. From Forschnngen und
Entwieklungen des Heereswaffenamtes, Report Xo. 10W,
G6ttingen, Jan. 1944,
1141. The Combination of lnternaLCombustion Engine and Gas
Turbine. BY K. Zinner. From V. D. I. Zeitschrift, May
13, 194+ p. 245.
1142. Fundamentals of tbe Control of Gas Turtilne Power Plants
fur Aircraft, Part 1. BY H. Kiihl. From ZWB, FB
1796/1. Xay 17, 1943-
3-143.FundamenttiIs of the Control of Gas Turbine Power PIants
for Aircraft, Part 2. By H. Kuhl. From ZR’B, FB
1706/2, July 9, 1943.
1144. Rockets Using Liquid Oxygen. BY Adolph Busemann.
From S&r. d. D. AKad. d. Luftfahrtforsehung, Vol. 1071,
No. 62, 1943, p. 12743.
1145. Rocket Power PIants Based on Nitric Acid and Their Spe-
eiEc PropuLeire Weights. By Helmut Zborowski. From
R-Antriebe, Schriften der Deutsehen A.kademie der Luft-
fahrtfurschang, Vol. 10Tl, No. S2, 1943, p. 91-126.
1146. Test Report w Three- and Six-Component Measurements
on a Series of Tapered Wings of Small Aspect Ratio.
(Partial Report: EIliptie Wing. ) By Lange & Wacke.
From ZWB, UM 1023/3, Sept. 21, 1943.
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1147. General Characteristics of the Flow Through Nozzles at
A-ear Critical Speeds. By R. Sauer. From ZWE. I?B
1XE2, Sept. 25, 1944.
114S. Lift Increase by BIowing Out .kir, Tests on Airfoil of 12
Percent Thickness, Using Various Types of Flap. By
w, s~hwier. From ZWB. FB 1648, Sept. 15, 1942.
1149. Three-Component Force and JMss-F1ow Measurements on
a Jet iXaceIle. By G. Ilgmmm and E. Moeller. IiYom
Aerodynamisches Institut der Techuischen Ekwhschule
Braunsehweig. Report h’o, 45/3. Braunschweig limr.
8, 1945.
1150. Cornpressiori Shocks of Detaclecl Flow. By Eggir&.
From ZWB, FB 1S50, Aug. 12, 1943.
1151. Lift and Drag of Wings -with Small Span. By F. Weinig.
From ZWB, FB 1665, Sept. 8, 1942.
1152. Flow Detachments IW Compression Shocks. B. A. TVeise.
From Tech~ische Bwichte, 1943, Y. 10. No. 2, p. 59--61
Phf.)tostat. (Ger. text) see also: Nat. Research Labs.,
Div. of Mech. Eng., Gas Dynamics Sect. Tech. ‘llans.
TT–1. Apr. 3.1947. 7 p. illas. (Title ~aries ) 1137.
1153. Body of Rwolufion in Subsonic Flow. By H. Bilharz and
E. Holder. From ZWB, I?B 1169/1, Jan. 15, 1940.
1154. Theory of H’ings in ATon-Stationary I?low. By .4. J. Ne-
krasoff. From Bulletin de L’Academie des Seienees
de LWRSS, 1945. h’o. 4–.5, p. 3S2–395,
1155. On the Problems of ChaplSghL for Mixed SulI- and Super-
sonic ‘Flows. By F. Frankl. From BuIletin de L’Aca-
demie des Sciences de L’URSS, Vol. 9, 1945, p. 121–143.
1156. On the Theor~ of the Unsteady Motion of au Airfoil. By
L. L. Sedoff. From Central .-kero.Hydrodynanlical In.
stitute, Transactions h-o. 229, 1935.
1157. Conical Tips in Supersonic F’lo-iv. By W. Hantzsche and
H. Wendt. From Jahrbueh 1942 der deutschen Luft-
fahrforschuug, pp. 180-190.
1158. Some Ael+odynamic ReIations for an Airfoil in Oblique
Flow. By F. Ringleb. From ZWB, FB 1497, Oct. 21,
1941.
1160. Concerning the Velocity of Evaporation of SmaIl Droptets
in a Gas Atmosphere. By 1?, Fuchs. From ph~sikal.
ische Zeitschrift der Sowjetunion. vO~. 6, 1934, p.
224–243.
1162. !llmnel Correction for dompreskible Subsonic Flow. By
A. V. Baranoff. From ZWB. FB 1272, JuIy 5, 1940.
1163. Duag Corrections in High Speed Wind Tunnels. By H.
Ludwieg, From ZWB, FB 1955, ApriI 14, 1944.
1164. Pressure-Distribution Measurements on Unyawed Swept-
Bzck Wings. By W. Jacob.. From ZWB, UM 2052,
Dec. 21, 1943.
1166. The Fundamentals of the Control of Gas Turbine Power
Plants for Aircraft. Parts 111—ControI of Jet En-
gines, By H. KiihI. From ZWB, FB 1796/3, July 22,
1943.
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1167. Cal@ations and Experimental In~estigatio~s of the
l@xl-Power Requirements of Airplaues with Boundary-
Layer Control. By W, Kriiger. From ZWB, FR 161S,
April 27, 1942.
1165. Drag Reduction by Suction of the Boundary Layer Sep-
a rated Behind Shock Wa~e Formation at High Mach
N’umbers. By B. Regeuscheit. From 271vB, FB 1424,
July 1, 1941.
1169. .Description of Russian Aircraft Engines “ARI 35” and
“AM 3s”. By H. Delikmeier and K. Gross. From ZWB,
Cl~I 690, .iLlg. 1, 1942.
1170. Report on Rocket Power Plants F,ased on Hydrogen Per-
oxide. By Hellmuth Wa]ter. From Schr. & D. AJwd.
d. Luftahrtforsehung, Vol. 1071, h’o. S2, 1943, p. 63–S9.
1171. Laboratory Report on the Investigation of rhe Flow
Around Two Turbine-BIade Profiles Using the Inter-
ferometer Method. By K. Ton Vletinghoff-Scheel. l?rom
ZWB, UM 20:16, May 31, 1944.
1172. Preli~linary Report on the Fundamentals of the Control
of Turbine-PropWer Jet-Power Plants. By H. Kiihl.
From ZWB, UiU 1272, June 9, 1944.
1173. Pressure Distribution Mwsurements on a !!lwbine Rotor
Blade Passing Behind a Turbine ISozzle Lattice. By
Hausenblas. From Berichte der Gittertagung in
13raunschweig, Institut f. Motorenforschung der Luft-
fahrtfors&ungsanstaIt Hwrnann G[jring, Mar. 27 & 28,
1944, Hr. B. Nr. M..25/44g, p. 95-100.
1174. Analytical Treatment of N’ormal Condensation Shock.
By Heybey. From Heeres-VersuchsstelIe, Peenemunde,
Archiy. A’r. 66/72, Mar. 30, 1942.
1177. Wind-Tunnel Investigations on a Changed Mustang Pro-
fiIe with 3Tose Flap Force and Pressure-Distribution
~Ieasurement. By W. Krue~er. From Zw~B, TJJ1 31;3.
1179. Determination of the Stress Concentration Factor of a
Stepped Shaft Stressed in Tomion by Means of I’reci-
sion Strain Gauges. BY A. Weigand. From Luft-
fahrt-Forschung, Vol. 20, Section 7, pp. 217–219, .lItiw
ch.en, JUIF 20, 1943.
1181. Investigations on Reductions of Friction m Wings, in
Particular by Means of Boundary Layer s~lction. By
V7ewr Pfenn@er. From EicIgendssisehe Technische
Hochschule Ziirich, Institute fiir. Aerodynamic, Mit-
teihmgen-No, 13, 1946.
1183. Temperatures and Stresses on Hollow Blades for Gas
Turbines. BY Erich PoIlman. From nB”, FB 1879,
.JuIY30, 1943.
1184, DevZTo~ment aml Construction of an Interferometer for
OptiraI Measurements of Density Fields. By Th. ZOIWI.
From ZWB, FB 100S, June 30, 1938.
1187, E~uations for Adiabatic hut Rotational Steady Gas Flwws
Without Friction. BY Manfred Sch!!fer. l?rom IMU=
stiihl fiir Technische Mwhtinik an der ‘Rchuischen
Hochsehule Dresclen, Arehiv. Nr. 44/1.
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COMMITTEE ORGMWL4TION AIND MEMBERSHIP
The X’ational Adtisory Committee for Aerormutics
was established by act of Congress cipprorecl March :3?
1915. nncl dle membership increased from 12 to 15 by act
approvecl March 2. 1929 (U. S. C. title 49, sec. 241).
Its members are appointed by the Presiclent and inclucle
tw-o represent atit-es ezch of the Air Force and of the
Xavy Department. two representatives of the Civil
.4.eronautics Authority [ Ciril Aeronautics Act of 19.38),
me representati~e each of the %nithsonian Institution.
the Unitecl Stztes TTe:~tber Burectu; and the L’ational
Bureau of Standards. together with six additional per-
sons -who are “zcquaintecl with the neecl-sof aeronautical
science. either civil or military. or skilled in aeronautical
engineering or its alliecI scie~ces.’: Tkese Iatter six
serve for terms of 5 years. The representati~es of the
Government organizations ser-i-e for indefinite periocls.
All members serre as such without compensation.
During the period since the publication of the Com-
mittee’s Iast mnual report, for the year 1946? the follow-
il~g changes have occurrecl in the membership of the
main Committee:
I&r .Adm. ~amrence 13. ~icharclson. u. S. X.. sub-
mit ted his resie~cct ion eflecti~e l)ecember 1. 1946, be-
cause of his retirement from the l’a~. ancl Rear ~clrn.
Leslie c. Stevens w-as appointed to succeed him.
.llso etiective December 1, 1946, the President reap-
pointed Dr. ~anne~-ar Bush ancl hr. .krthur Il. llay-
mIcJnc~. members from priTate life, for ~-yew terms.
~’ice .Jixlrn. Donalcl B. Duncan. CT. S. >’.. -was ap-
pointed a meniber uncler elate of J?ebruary 24.1947, to
succeed vice .%clm. .krthur T. Rzdforcl. npon replacing
the latter as Deputy Chief of Saval Operations (&r).
On ,June 19, 194T, the President appointed Rem .&clm.
T]lewlore C’. Lonnquest. U. S. N.. to succeed Admiral
Stevens, transferred to cluty awaevfrom Wa&in&@on.
Hon. iJohn R. Alison. Assistant Secretary of com-
merce for Air. w-as appointed CLmember of the Comnlit -
tee under cIate of .< LIgLISt 25, 194’7. as successor to Eon.
Wi]liam .\. 31. Burden, who resieqed from the Commit-
tee because of his resignation as Assistant Secretary of
Commerce.
In accorclnnce with the regulations governing the or-
ganization of the Committee as ctppro-reel by the Presi-
dent. the Chairman ELnclVice Chairman are eIected an-
nually, as are also the Chairman aml Vice Chairman of
the Executive Committee.
on October 23, 1947. Dr. Jerome C. Hunsaker was
reelected Chairman of the hT.kC.4 and of the Execu-
tive committee. Dr. .<lexander Wettnore was elected
~’ice Chairman of the 3TA.C.-, succeeding Dr. Theotlotw _
P. Wright. and Dr. Francis ~. Reicheltlerfer was re-
elected Tlce Chairmml of the Executive Committee.
SUBCOMJHTTEES
Uncler the main Committee there are standing tech-
uieal committees: with subcommittees, to prepare and
recommence to the main Committee the I}rogrms of re-
swrchl to coorclincite resezrch needs: and to act as medi-
ums of intercha~~e of ideas and information? in their
respective special fielcls. in aclclitionl it is the policy of
the Committee to estabIish from time to tin~e special
technical subcommittees for the study of particular
probIems as they arise.
The 6 principal committees ancl their 2!0 subcom-
mittees as organized in 1947 were as follows:
COXtlI’lXEE OX .= RODIX.4311CS
Dr. Theodore P. ~ri~h~ ~dministratur of Ci~il .iemmuties,
chairman.
Dr. Hugh L. Dr@en, Xational &l~isor~ Committee fur &ro-
mlutics. l-ice Chairman.
COL C. K. lfoore, ~. S. A. F., Air Mat@riel CommfimL
Brig. Gen. Donald L. Putt. U. S. A. F., Air 2Jat&iel Cummand.
Capt. Waiter S. Diehl, U. S. X., Bureau uf .kerontiu[im.
Mr. F. A. LOuden, Bureau of Aeronautics, Department of the
%avy.
Mr. Harold D. Hoekstra, Ci~il Aeronautics Admiuist~ation.
Mr. John F. Parsons, XACA Ames Aeronautical Laboratory.
Mr. Floyd L. Thtumpson, h’ACA Langley 31wmriaI Awwmutical
Laboratory.
Xr. PauI S. Baker, Chance Tought Aircraft, United Aircraft
Corp.
Mr. Juhn G. Borger, Pan American Airways System.
Prof. Joseph H. Keen an, Masswhusetts Institute of Techwlogy.
31r. ~. E. Root, Douglas Aircraft Company, I!.M.
lIr. George S. S~,hairer. Boeing Airpkzne Co.
Dr. ‘iVilliam R. Sears, Cornell Umiwmsity.
Dr. Thtwdore von Karrnan, California Institute of Technology.
Zfr. Fred E. Wei&, Engineering and Research Corp.
Subcommittee on E&&Speed Aerodynamics
Dr. Hugh L. Dryden, National Advisory Committee for Aero-
nautics: Chairman.
Mr. R. G. Rohinscm, X-ational Adrisory Committee fur Aero-
nautics, Vice Chairrwu.
Mr. H. L. .$n!lerson, Air SIat@riel Cwnrnmd, U. S. Air Furee.
COL J. A. Gibbs, U. S. A. F., Air lIat&iel Command.
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Mr. R. H. Kent, Ballistics Research Laboratory, Orduanee De-
partment.
Mr. F. A. Louden, Bureau of Aeronautics, Department of the
Xa~y.
Dr. R. J. Seeger, Naval Ordnance Labo~atory.
Mr. Paul C, Spiess, Ci~il .4eronautics .4dministration.
Mr. El. Julian Allen, NAC.4 Ames Aeronautical Laboratory.
Mr. John Stack, NACA Langley Memorial Aeronautical Labo-
ratory.
Mr. Abe Silyerstein, N?ACAl?li~htPropulsion Research Labora-
tory.
Dr. Francis H. Clauser, Johns Hopkins University.
M’. Harold Luskin, Douglas Aircraft Co.
Jh’. yladitnir IUorkovin, University of Michigan.
Mr. C. Pappas, Republic Aviation Corp.
Mr. AIIen Puekett, California Institute of Technology,
Prof. John Ton h’eumann, The Institute for Adyanced Stucly,
Princeton.
Fmbcommittee on Stability and Control
Capt. Waiter S. Diehl, U. S. N., Bureau of Aeronautics, Chair-
man.
Mr. Melyin Shorr, Air Mat6rieI Comm”and, U. S. Air Force.
Mr. Joseph kiatulaitis, CiviI Aeronautics Administration.
Mr. Harry $. Goet t, NACA Ames Aeronautical Laboratory.
Mr. H. A. Soule, ATAGALar@ey llemo~ial Aeronautical Labora-
tory.
Mr. William M. Harcum, Sperry G~roscope Co., Inc.
Mr. E. R. Healcl, Douglas Aircraft Co., Inc.
Mr. Edward J. Horkey, hTorth American Aviation, Inc.
Prof. Otto Koppen, Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
Mr. W. F. Milliken, Jr., Cornell .%eronauticaI Laboratory.
Prof. C’.D. Perkim, Princeton University.’
Mr. CharIes Tilgmer, Grumman Aircraft Engineering Corp.
.%iwommittee on Internal Flow
Prof. Joseph H. Keenan, Massachusetts Institute of Techflology,
Chairman.”
Col. PauI H. Kemmer, U. S. A. F., Air Matsriel Command.
Mr. Puker M. Bartlett, Bureau of Aeronautics, Department of
the Navy.
Dr. K. F. Rubert, N’ACA Langley Memorial Aeronautical Lztb-
oratory.
Mr. Abe Silverstein, h’ACA Flight Propulsion Research Lab-
oratory.
Mr. Walter Vincenti, ATACA Ames Aeronautical Laboratory.
Dr. William Rollay$ North American Aviation, Inc.
Prof. Howard W. Emmons, Harvard Uni~ersity.
Mr. J. J. Jerger, FairchiId Engine and Airplane Corp.
Dr. Stewart Way,WestinghouseEI ectricCorp.
Subcommittee on PropeIIers for Aircraft
Mr. Fred E. Weick, Engineering and Research Corp., Chair-
man,
Mr. Daniel A. Dickey, Air Mat&iel Command, U, S. Air Force.
Dr. Roscoe H. Mills, Air Mat&iel Command, U. S. Air ~orce.
Mr. (leralcl L. Desruid, Bureau of Aeronautics, Department of
the Navy.
Mr. l~-an H. Driggs, Bureau of Aeronautics, Department of the
Kavy.
Nr. John C’.Morse, Civil Aeronautics Administration
Mr. E. C, Draley, NTACALangley MemoriaI .+eronauticaI Lab-
oratory.
MI”. Werner J. Blaneharci, Aeropro(lucts Division, GeneraI Mo-
tors Corp.
Mr. George W. Brady, Curt iss Propeller Division, Curtiss-Wrigh t
Corp.
lIr. Frank W. Caldwell, United. Aircraft Corp.
Prof. ShatswelI Ober, Massachusetts Institute Of Technology.
Min. Thomas B. Rhines, Hamilton Standard Propellers.
Mr. Wiiiiam C. Schooltield, Chance Vought Aircraft, Division
of United Aircraft Corp.
Subcommittee on Seaplanes
31r, Gro~er Loening, Chairman.
Mr. H. L. Anderson, Air hlat~riel Command, U. S. Air Force.
Capt. Walter S. Diehl, U. S. N., Bureau of Aeronautics.
Commander John A. Ferguson, U. S. hT., Patuxent hTavaI Air
Test Center.
Capt. C. E. Giese, U. S. N,, Air War ColIege, Air Uni-i-ersity.
Mr. F. W. S. Locke, Jr., Bureau of Aeronautics, Department of
the Navy.
Capt. H.E. SatlnderS,U. S.hT., Bnreanof Ships.
Commancler Donald B. MacDi8rmicl, U. S, C. G., Air Sea Rescne,
Eastern .4rea.
Mr. Albert A. VoIlmecke, Civii Aeronautics .Administration,
Nr. Jolm E. Parkinson, ATACALangley MemoriaI-j4eronautical
Laboratory.
Prof. K. S. M. Davidson, Stevens Institute of TeclmoIogy.
Mr. Leo Geyer, Grumman Aircraft Engineering Corp.
Mr. J. D. Pierson, GIenn L. Martin Co.
Mr. E.G. Stout, (’onsolidated VuItee.%ireraft Corp.
Subcommittee on Helicopters
Mr. Grover Loening, Chairman.
I&j. WiIliam C. Doifcis, U. S. A. I?., Air Mat&ieI C?ommand.
Mr. P. A. Simmons, Air Mat&ieI Command, U. S. .4ir Force.
MI. H. L. Hanson, Bureau of Aeronautics, Department of the
Navy.
Commander James W. KIOPP, U. S. N., BUreau of Aeronauts.
Commander Frank A. Erickson, U. S. C. G., llotar~, Wing De-
velopment Unit, Coast Guar(i .kir Station.
Mr. R. Bl”Maloy, Ci~il Aeronautics Administration.
Mr. B. L. Springer, Civil .4eronantics Aclministraflon.
Dr. R. P. CoIeman, AT.4CALangley l~emorial Aeronautical
Laboratory.
Mr. F. B. Gustafso~, NACA Langley lIemoriaI Aeronautical
Laboratory.
Mr. Michael Gluhar.eff, Sikorsky Aircraft, Division of United
Aircraft Corp.
Mr. Ren4 H. Miller$ Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
Mr. l?. N. Piasecki, Piasecki Helicopter Corp.
Mr. Richard H. Premitt, Prwvitt Aircraft Co.
Mr. ArthLlr M. YonBg, Bell .kircraft Corp.
Subcommittee on Vibration and Flutter
Dr. H. J:E. Reid, NAGALangleY Memorial Aeronautical Lzibor-
story,.~hairman.
Mr. Benjamin Smilg, Air Mat4rie1 Oommand, U. S. Air I?oree.
Mr. L. S._Wasserma.n, .4ir Mat&iel Command, U. S. Air Force.
Capt. Walter S. Diehl, U. S. N., Bureau of Aeronautics.
Mr. Bernard A. Wieneri Bureau of Aeronautics, Department
of the Navy.
Dr. Wal!er Ramberg, National Bureau of StandaMs.
Mr. E, Forest Critci.dew, Civil Aeronautics Administration.
Mr. AIbert Erickson, NACA Ames .%eronautical Laboratory.
Mr. I. E: Garric\, NACA Langley MemoriaI Aeronautical
Laboratory.
Mr. Raymond L. Bisplinghoff, Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
nology.
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D“r.11 G. Keller, General Electrie Co.
Mr. E. B. Kinnaman, Boeing .4irplame Co.
Mr. SamueI ,J. Lorirg,
Special Subcommittee on the Upper Atmosphere
Dr. Harry We?der, U. S. Weather Bureau, Chairman.
Col. Paul E. Dane, U. S. & F.r Air 3iar&iel C!omrnand.
Brig. Gen. D. X“.Yates, U. S. A. F. Weather Ser~ice.
dapt. Walter S. Diehl, IL S. x., Bureau of Aeronautics
Dr. E@rvey HalI, Bureau of Aeronautics, De~art.ment of the
Xa~y.
Capt. H. T. Orville, U. S. X, Oflice of the Chief of Xaval Opera-
tions.
Dr. E. H. Krause, A’aval Research Laboratory.
Dr. TV. G Brombacher, National Bureau of Standards.
Dr. C. A’. lYarfieId, A’ACA Langley Memorial Aeronautical
Laboratory.
Dr. L. V. Berkner, Carnegie lnstitutio~ of Washington.
Dr. B. Gutenberg, California Institute of Technology.
Dr. Joseph Kaplan, University of California.
Dr. Fred L. Whipple. Harvard University.
Dr. O. R. Wulf, California Institute of TechLIolo&T.
Committee on Pow-er PIants for .Aireraft
W. R. M. Hazen. General 310tors Corp., Chairman.
Prof. E. S. Taylor, Massachusetts Institute of TechnoloaT, T%e
L<hairman.
C!OLR. J. Mintv, U. S. & F., Air 3fat&rieI Command.
CO1. Ralph L. fiasse-11, U. S. A. F.,, AJr 3iatWe~ CWUUaB~.
Capt. A- L. Baird, U. S. N., Bureau of Aeronautics.
Capt. John L. Ewing, U. S. X., Bureau of Aeronautics.
Mr. Stephen Rot.le, Civil Aeronautics Mrninistmtion.
L)r. Hugh L. Dt’yden (ex officio), National Ad~isory Committee
for Aeronautics.
Mr. Carlton E@mper, NACA Flight Propulsion Research Labora-
tory.
Mr. A. M. Rotkrock, ATational Advisory Committee for Aeronau-
tics.
Mr. A. G. Herreshoff, ~hrysIer Corp.
Mr. L. S. Hobbs, United Aircraft Corp.
Mr. WilIiam S. James, Ford Motor Co.
Mr. R. P. Kroon. Westinghouse Electric Corp.
Mr. William C. Lawrence, Ameri@an Overseas Airlines, Inc.
31r. D. F. Warner, Generai Electric Co.
Mr. Raymond W. Young, Wright Aeronautical Corp., Division of
Curtiss-Wright Corp.
Subcommittee on .Mrcraft Fuels and Lubricants
Mr. W. M. Holaday, Socony-Vacurun OiI Co., Inc., C’hairman.
Prof. El Iwin R. GilliIand, Massachusetts Institute of Technolo~q.
Mr. E. C. Phillips, Air 31ac@riel Command, U. S. Air Force.
Cotnmamler S. M. Adams. U. S. N., Bureau of Aeronautics.
Jir. Donalci B. Brooks, A’ational Bureau of Standards.
31r. Kenneth S. CulIom, Civil Aeronautics Administration.
Dr. L. C. Gibbons, XACA FIight Propulsion Research Laboratory.
Mr. R. C’.Atden, Phillips Petroleum Co.
Dr. D. P. Bzrnard. Standard Oil CO. of ludia~a.
Mr. A. J. Blackwood, Standard OiI DereIopment Co.
Dr. L. G. Bonner. Etercules Powder Co.
Mr. S. D. Heron. Ethyl Corp.
Dr. J. Bennett HiII, Sun Oil CO.
Mr. C. R. Johuson, Shell Oil C!O,
Mr. A. J. Nerad, General Electric Co.
Mr. EarIe A. Ryder, Pratt & Whitney Aircraft.
Subcommittee on Combustion
Prof. G1enn C. WiUiams, Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
Chairman.
Mr. G. L. Wander, Air 31at&ieJ Command, U- S. Air Force.
Lt. Comdr. C!.C. Hoffman, U. S. X. Bureau of Aeronautics.
Dr= Ernest F. Fiock, >-ational Bureau of Standar&s.
Dr. Bernard Lewis, Bureau of 31ines.
Dr. W. T. Okon, A-ACMFlight Propulsion Research Labcmatory.
31r. A. M. Rothroc& A-titionaI Advisory Committee for Aeronau-
tics.
Dr. W. G. BerI, Applied Pkuvsics Laboratory, Johns Hopkins Uni-
versity.
Mr. E,lmund D. Brown, Pratt & Whitney Aircraft.
Mr. Keuneth Campbell, Wright Aeronautical Corp.
Dr. John P. LougwelI, Standard Oil Development Co.
Mr. A. T. Xerad, General 131ectric Co.
Prof. Robert X. Pease, Princeton University.
Dr. Stewart Way, West@house EIectrie Corp.
Subcommittee on Lubrication, Friction, and ‘Wear
Mr. Arthur F. Underwood, General Motors Corp., Chairman.
Mr. Edgar A. Wolfe, Air 3fat&tel Command, U. S. Air Force.
Commander J. C. Eckhardt, U. S. X., Burezu of Aeronautics.
Dr. William Zisnmn, Xayal Research Laboratory.
Mr. John H. Collins, Jr.. N’ACA FIight PrupuIsion Research
Laboratory.
Dr. O. Beeck, MNX1De~eIopment Co.
Prof. John T. BurweII, Massachusetts InNitnte of Technolo_~.
Mr. C. C. Davenport, Westinghouse Electric Co.
Dr. RusselI Vi’. D~Iton, Battelle Memorial Institute.
W. Hans Ernst, C3~cinnati MilLiug & Grinding Machines, Inc.
Mr. Mfmis lkkat, Gulf Research & DeYelopraent Co.
Mr. Earle A. Ryder, Pratt & Whitney Air&raft.
Dr. Haakon StyrL SKF Industries, Inc.
Subcommittee on Compressors
Mr. Opie Chenoweth, Air Mat&iel Command, U. S. Air Fcmc~
chairman.
Commander H. SOsuoski, U. S. A’., Bureau of Aeronautics.
31r. Robert O. Bullock, A’ACA Flight Propulsion Research
Laboratory.
Mr. Jl)hn Stack. NAC’A Langley Memorial Aeronautical Labora-
tory.
Mr. Rudolph Birmann, DeLaval Steam Turbine Co.
Dr. WiIliam Bollay, North American A~iation, Inc.
3fr. WtiIter Doll, Pratt & Whitney Aircraft.
Prof. Howard W. EmnLous Hamard Uni~ersit~.
3ir. R. S. Hall, General Electric Co.
Dr. W. R. Hawthorne, Massachusetts Institute of !17eehno10#
Xr. A. H. Redding, Westinghouse Electric Corp.
Mr. John Talbert. Wright Aeronautical Corp.
Subcommittee on Turbines
?&. John G. Lee United Airemft Corp., Chairman.
Lt- COL Paul F. Nay, U. S. A. F., .\ir lItit@riel Command.
Commander F. K. Slason. U. S. X.. Bureau of .$eronauties.
Mr. John V. Becker, 2fACA Langley Memorial Aerouautica3
Laboratory.
Mr. Oscar VT. Schey, A’ACA Flight Propulsion Research Labors
tor~.
lfr. EarI L. A.uyer, General Electric Co.
Mr. E. V. Farrar, ‘if’right A.eronauticaI Corp.
Mr. A.. H. Redding, Westi~ghouse Electric Corp.
Dr. J. T. Ret taliata, Illinois InNitute of Technology.
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lir. Ronald B. Smith, E1liott CO. Dr. E. E. Lundquist, NACA Langley Memorial Aeronautical
Prof. C. Richard Soderberg, Massachusetts Institute of Teeh- Laboratory.
Ilology. Mr. Richard V, Rhode, NAGA Langley Memorial AeronautieaI
Subcommittee on Propulsion Systems Laboratory.
Mr. G. L. “Bryan, Johns Hopkins University.,
Prof. Joseph H. Keenan, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Dr. Emerso”n TV. ConIon, lJni_rersity of Michigan.
Chairman. Mr. O. Erlandsen, Jr., Grummtin Aircraft Engineering Corp.
Mr. Opie Chenoweth, Air Mat4riel Command, U. S. Air Force. Prof. W. H. Gale, Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
Mr. Ivan H. Driggs, Bureau of Aeronautics, Department of the Mr. R. L, Scbleicher, h’orth American Aviation, Inc.
iYavy. Mr. George Snyder, Boeing Airplane Co.
Mr. Benjamin Pinkel, hTACA Flight Propulsion Research Labor-
atory. Subcommittee on Aircraft Metals
Dr. Kennecly F. Rubert, NACA Langley Memorial .4eronautical Mr. Paul F. Voigt, Jr., Carnegie-IIIinois Steel Corp., Chairman.
Laboratory. Mr. J. B. Johnson, Air illat~riel Command, U. S. Air’ Force. _.
Mr. K. A. Browne, Chesapeake & Ohio Railway Co. Mr. NT.E. l?romisel, Bureau of Aeronautics, Department of the
Dr. R. $7. Kleinschmidt.
Mr. Perry W. Pratt, Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, United Aircraft
Corp.
Dr. Maurice J. Zncrow, Purdue Uni~ersity.
%ibcommittee on Heat-Resisting Materials
Mr. A’orman L. Mochel, Westinghouse .Electric Corp., Chairman.
W. J. B. Johnson, Air Mat&’iel Comrua@ U. S. Air Force.
Lt. Comdr. C. C. Hoffman, U. S. 37., Bureau of Aeronautic.
Mr. N. E. Pzomisel, Bureau of Aeronautics, Department of the
N7a~y.
Mr. L R. Kramer, Office of 3’avaI Research.
Mr. John H. Collins, Jr,, N.4CA Flight Propulsion Research
Laboratory.
Mr. W. L. Badger, General Electric Co.
Xr. C. T. Evans, Jr., EIIiott Co.
Mr. RusselI Franks, Electro Metallurgical Co.
Dr. James IV. Freeman, Uni_rersity of Michigan.
Prof. Nicholas J. Grant, Mmsachnsetts Institute of Technology.
Dr. Marcus A. Grossmann, C!arnegie-Illinois Steel Corp.
Dr. Gunther Mohling, AIIe@eny LudIum SteeI Corp.
COfitR~ITTEEON .AIRCRAFT COiWTRIJGTION
Fir. Arthur E. Raymond, Douglas Aircraft Co., Inc., Clmirman.
Col. C. M. Sartain, U. S. A. F., Air Mat6rieI Command.
Mr. J. B. Johnson, Air Mat6riel Command, U. S. Air Force.
Commander C. W’. StirIing, U. S. N., Bureau of Aeronautics.
Mr. James E. SulIivan, Bureau of Aeronautics.
Dr. Gordon M. Kline, hkttional Bureau of Stanclards.
ilIr. A. A. VolImecke, Civil Aeronautics Aclrninistration.
Dr. Hugh L. DrycIen (ex officio), ATational .kd~isory Commit-
tee for Aeronautics.
Mr. D. O. Benson. Northwest Airlines, Inc.
Dr. C’.C. Furrms, Cornell Aeronautical Laborator37.
Mr. Ernest Maillonx, Chance Vought Aircraft, United .kircraft
Corp.
Mr. Roy MiIler, Consolidated Vultee Aircraft Corp.
Mr. R. L. TempIin, .Muminurn Co. of America.
Mr. Paul F. Voigt, Jr., Carn-egie-Illinois StceI CoXp.
Subcommittee on Aircraft Structural Design
W. R. L. Templin, Aluminum Co. of America, Chairman.
W. E, H. Schwartz, Air Matc!riel Command, U. S. Air Force.
Mr. Benjamin Srnilg, Air Matgriel Command, U. S. Air Force.
Commander Albert B. Elmer, U. S. h’., Bureau of Aeronautics.
31r. Charles B. Lyman, Bureau of Aeronautics, Department of
the Navy.
Dr. Walter Ramberg, Natio~al Bureau of Standards,
Mr. E. I. Ryder, CiviI Aeronautics Administration.
h’a~y.
Mr. William 1?. Roeser, h’ationaI BUreaU. of Stanclards.
Mr. E. I. Ryder, Civil Aeronautics Administration.
Dr. S. B. Batdorf, NACA Langley Memorial .4eronautical
Laboratory.
Mr. A. R. Bobrowsky, NACA Flight Propulsion Research Lab-
oratory.
Nr. E. Ii. ISix, Jr., ..41uminum Co. of .kmerica.
Dr. hlax~ell Gensaruer, Carnegie-Illinois Steel Corp.
ML’.R. B. Gray, Reynolds Metals Co.
Dr. J. C. McDonald, Dow Chemical Co.
Dr. Robert l?. Mehl, Carnegie Institute of Technology.
ML’.T. E. Piper, Northrop Aircraft, Inc.
Mr. Da~a Smith, Permanence Metals Corp.
Subcommittee on Nonmetallic Akraft Materials
Dr. Gordon M. Kline, h’ationaI Bureau of Standards, Chairman.
Mr. R{} bei’tT. Schwartz, Air 3fat&’iel Command, U. S. Air Force.
]Ir. Robeut Temple, Bureau of Aeronautics, Depai%nent of the
h’a-ry.
Mr. Stanley Yagiela, Civil Aeronautics A(lministration.
Mr. L. J.-Markwardt, Forest Products Laboratory.
Mr. Bernard Bucliansky, N’ACA LangIey Memorial .keronauticaI
Laboratory.
Mr. George H, Clark, Formica Insulation Co.
Dr. Harry C. Engel, Glenn L. Martin Co.
Mr. H. B. Gibbons, Chance Vought Aircraft, United Aircraft
Corp.
Dr. Milton Hzrris, MiltCm Harris Associates.
Dr. Lorin_B. Selwell, Goodyear Tire & Rubber CO.
Mr. J. H.-T”igelaar, Haskelite Manufacturing Co.
.
COi$~NllTTEEON OPERAT1h_GPROBLIHtlS
11]”,~illiam Littlewood, American .Airl~nes,Inc., Chairman,
Co], J. E1.Gillespie,U. S. A. F.. Air llatdriel Commmd.
C’01.B. S.~elsey, U. S. A. F., Air filat@rielCornm6nd.
hlaj. Gen, William H. Tunner, U. S. A. F’.,Air Transport com--
mancl.
CommanderJ. 0. Biglow, U. s. N., Bureau of .&erOHaUtiCs~
CommanderRobert G. Knowles, U. S. ~., Naval Air Transport
Ser7ice,
Mr. Charles F. Dycer, Civil Aeronautics Administration.
Mr. Donald Stuart, Civil Aeronautics Aclministration.
Dr. Francis W. ReicheIderfer, U. S. Weather Bureau.
Dr Hugh L. Dryden (ex oflicio ), h’ational Advisory Committee
for Aeronautics.
Mr. M. AT.Gongh, NACA Langley Memoria] Aeronautical Labora-
tory.
Xr. Richard V. Rhode, NT.4CA Langley MemoriaI Awonautical
Laboratory.
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Mr. 11. G. Beard, American AirIines, Inc.
~~r. Charles FrOe~~h, Eastern Air Lines.
Capt. Harold E. Gray. Pm Ameriean World Airwa~s.
Mr. Ben 0. Hwwarcl, Consolidated Tultee Aircraft Co.
Mr. Jerome Lederer.
Dr. Ross A. McFarland, Har~arcl University.
31r. w. C. ~entzer, United Airlines. Inc.
%bco-ttee on MeteoroIogicaI ProbIems
Dr. Frmcis W. Reichelderfer, U. S. Weather Bureau Chairman.
t ’01.31m-cellus Duffy, U. S. A. F., Air 31at@rieI Command.
Brig. Gen. D. X Yates, U. S. A. F., Air Weather Ser~ice.
Capt. Howard T. Orville, U. S. S., Ofike of the Chief of XaTal
Operations.
Dr. Ross Gutm, U. S. Weather Bureau.
Mr. George 31. French, Civil +.eronauties Board.
31r. Robert W. Ch%ig. Ci’ril .ieronauties Administration.
31r. Delbe’rt 31. Little, LT.S. Wearher Bureau.
Dr. Harr~ WeNer, U. S. Weather Bureau.
3ir. Philip DoneI~, >’AC!ALangley 3f~moriaI AercmauticaI Labo-
rcltor~.
31r. lIr. J. J. George, Eas[ern Air Lines, Inc.
Prof. H- G. Houghtuu. Massachusetts InsritrLe of T’eclmolo~.
Prof. AtMlstan SpilImus, New York University.
Subcommittee on De-Icing Problems
315. L. A. Rodert, A-ACMFlight Propulsion Research Laboratory,
Chairmm.
3[r. Duane 31. Patterson, Air 31at$riel Command. U. S. Air Force.
l~r. C1are L VaIentine, Air ?Ja@riel Conimaud. U. S. Air Force.
Commander .701mP. Sager, U. S. h’., Bureau of Aeronautics.
31r. H. C, Sontag, Bureau of Aeronautics Department of the
Xa7F.
31r. Stephen Rolle, Ci-ril Aeronautics Administration.
31r. B. C. ~~ynes, U. S. _iTp~ther Bureau.
Sir. ITilIiam H. Hunter, SACA Flight Propulsion Research
Nr. Alun R. Jones, NTACIAties Aeronautical Laboratory.
31r. Arthur A. Brown, Pratt and Whitney Aircraft, Dirision
of Cnited Aircraft COrp.
Prof. H. G. Houghton, Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
31r. B. F. Jones, B. F. Goodrich Co.
31r. R. L. 3.kBrien, Glenn L 31mtin Co.
Mr. W, W. Reaser, Douglas Aircraft Co., Inc.
31r. 0. E. Rodgers, Westinghouse El@ric Corp.
SPECL4.LC03!MITIXE OX SELF-PROPELLEDGVLDED
mssLLEs
Dr. Hugh L. Dryden, National Ad~isory Committee for Aero-
nautics, Chairman.
Col. 31arshaII S. Roth$ U. S. A. F., Air 3iat6riel Command.
Lt. CC,I.J. G. Bain, U. S. A., Of6ce of Chief of Ordnance.
Capt. DeLmar S. Fahrney, U. S. X.. Burezu of Aeronautics.
Col. 31iIlard C. Young, 77. S. A. F., Headquarters. U. S. Air Force.
Capt. Kenneth H. >-oble, U. S. A-.. Bureau uf Ordnance.
Dr. J. C. Hunsaker ( ex offil:io }, National Advisory Committee
for AeroEaurics.
Mr. R. R. Gilruth, NACA LangIey ltemorin] Aeronantieal Labor-
atory.
Mr. Abe Sil’rerstein, NM-4 Flight Propulsion R~sem@t Labora-
tory.
Dr. J. (2. Boyce, >“ew York University.
L3DI-ISTR~ COXSULTIXG C03LIIITTEE
W. Law-rwce D. BelI, BeIl Aircraft Corp., Chairmm.
31r. J. K. Xorthrop, Xorthrop ~ircraft, Inc., vice Chairman.
31r.Robert E. Gross, Lockheed Aircraft Corp.
31r. H. M. Homer, United Aircraft Corp.
31r. C. BedeII 310?mo, Penmylwmia-Central Airlines.
Mr. W. A. Patterson, United Airlines. Inc.
3fr. WiIliam T. Piper. Piper Aircraft Corp.
Xr. Fred E. Weick, Engineering and Research Corp.
Laburator>.
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FINANCIAL REPORT
.4ppropriations for fiscul gear 1947.—Fimds i.n the following
amounts were appropriated for the C!ocnmittee for the fiscal
year 1947 in the Independent Offices Appropriation Act, 1947,
approved March 28, 1946, and the Act providing increased pay
costs, 1947, approl”eil March 29, 1947:
SaIaries and exl>enses.-.-.----------------.-— $!27,540,000
Printing and bin[ling --------------------- 75,000
Construction and equipment of laboratory facili-
ties:
Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory- 2,990,000
FIight I’repulsion Research Lal.mratory ------ 10s,000
Total appropriations ______________________ 30, 713, 000
Obligations incurrec~ during the fiscal year 1947 are listed be-
1o-w. The figures shown are total obligations and include the
ensts of personal services, tra~el, transportation, communicat-
ion, utility ser~ices, contractual services, supplies, and equip-
ment.
Salaries and expenses:
Headquarters oi%ce, Washington, D. C_____________ $6~~, 296
LangIey Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory -------- 11, 6S7, 315
Ames Aeronautical Laboratory .--—.-----------— 3,927,356
Flight Propulsion Research Laboratory------——— 10, 169,438
Research contracts—educational institutions _____ XiO, 120
Transfer to National BUreaU of Standards ________ 107, 584
Printing and binding, all activities ______________ 74,794
Constru@ion and equipment of laboratory facili-
ties:
Langley Memorial Aeronautical Liaboratory ----- $2,989, 63J3
Flight Propulsion Research Lalmrtitory------ 107,987
Total obIigatious_____________________–__ 29, 936, 323
Unobligated bzlanees:
SaIaries and expenses--. ---______ ——____ 775, S91
Printing awl binding-__ ----_ -_---_— ------ _.. . 20G
Construction and equiplllent ________________ 3s0
TotaI appropriations------_-_ -_--— _____ 30,713, 000
Appropriations for th c 7?SCQ7year 19@.-Funds in the follow-
ing amounts were appropriated for the Oommittee for the fl.seal
y-ear 194S in the Independent Offices Appropriation Act, 1!)4S,
approve~l July 30, 1947:
Salaries and expenses__ ---._ -—---------------- $33,400,000
Printing and binding---_ --_-—_________________ so,000
Construction and equipment of laboratory facili-
ties:
LaFgley Memorial Ae~onautieal Laboratory __ 6,452,350
Ames Aeronautical Laboratory ______________ 193,700 “-
FIi@~t Propulsion Research Laboratory ______ 3,232, g~~
—— .
Total appropriations ---------------------- ‘ 43, 44s, 000
—.
1Plus additional contract authority for construction and equipment
of Laboratory facilities in the amount of $2,14&oo0,
60
